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Adsorption of organic friction modifiers at static and sheared interfaces
Alexander Joseph Armstrong
Organic friction modifiers (OFMs) are additives that can be added to engine oils to reduce
friction between rubbing surfaces. OFMs are thought to reduce friction by adsorbing at engine
surfaces, producing films that are conventionally thought to be one molecule thick. Although
established, the adsorption structure and the mechanism by which OFMs operate is far from
proven. In this thesis, the adsorption and film structure of glycerol monooleate (GMO), an
industrially relevant OFM, at the iron oxide-dodecane interface is investigated under static
conditions and under applied shear. The study of the interface under applied shear is facil-
itated by the use of a novel sample environment, referred to as the tribometer, for neutron
reflectometry (NR) and X-ray reflectometry (XRR). The tribometer can apply shear to an in-
terface at rates of up to 3.8×103 s−1 and the thicknesses of thin films adsorbed at the interface
can be determined via NR or XRR. The details of the tribometer are described in Chapter 2.
Chapter 3 investigates the aggregation of GMO in dodecane with pendant drop tensiometry and
small angle neutron scattering. Additionally, the iron oxide surfaces used in the reflectometry
studies are characterised through X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, XRR and NR. Interest-
ingly, a region of solvent depletion was found at the iron oxide-dodecane interface, which was
approximately 1 nm thick. This is postulated to arise from the presence of adsorbed gases and
depleted solvent.
Chapter 4 examines the adsorption of GMO at the iron oxide-dodecane interface under static
conditions. The adsorption behaviour has been explored using depletion isotherms and NR. The
former technique was used to study the adsorption of GMO as a function of bulk concentration
and temperature. The adsorption behaviour was found to be Langmuir-like, indicating the
formation of a monolayer film. In agreement, the thickness of the GMO adsorbate film was
found to be less than the length of a GMO molecule. NR was then used to investigate the
adsorption of GMO at the iron oxide-dodecane interface in the presence of water. Water was
found to be present alongside GMO at the interface at 25 and 60 ◦C, although the film was
found to alter from a mixed layer of GMO and water at 25 ◦C to a distinct bilayer of water
and GMO at 60 ◦C.
Chapter 5 focusses on modelling NR and XRR data collected with the tribometer. An NR model
is presented that combines conventional reflectivity theory with the summation of reflected
intensities to describe reflectivity from thicker films. This model was used to describe the
reflectivity of GMO adsorbed at the iron oxide-dodecane interface under shear at 7.0× 102 s−1.
The film thickness was found to be equivalent to the film thickness determined when under
static conditions, indicating that any changes to the film structure under this particular shear
rate were not resolvable using the tribometer and NR. Finally, a model which describes the
XRR data of GMO adsorbed at the iron oxide-dodecane interface at 3.0×103 s−1 is presented.
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1.1 Friction and lubrication
The reaction force that acts counter to the movement of an object against another is known
as friction, which arises via the dissipation of the objects’ kinetic energies to heat. Over
the 15–18th centuries empirical laws of friction were established by da Vinci, Amontons and
Coulomb.1,2 These laws have been consolidated and are generally referred to as Amontons’
laws of friction. They state: (I) the frictional force between two objects, F‖, is proportional
to the applied normal load, F⊥, (II) the frictional force is independent of the apparent contact
area, A, between two objects and (III) friction arising between objects under steady motion is
independent of the objects’ tangential velocity, which is often attributed to Coulomb’s work.3
As a consequence of the first law, the friction between two bodies is often quantified by the
coefficient of friction, µ, which is the ratio of the frictional force to the applied normal force as





Friction can be viewed as the energy dissipated due to elastic and plastic deformations in
contacting objects, where plastic deformations lead to the wear of materials. Therefore, as the
applied load increases, deformation increases and more energy is dissipated.
The second law may appear strange if considering sliding objects of different sizes over a much
larger surface. However, as these objects will have some roughness, only a small fraction of the
objects’ surfaces will be in contact through protrusions referred to as asperities. Therefore, A
is larger than the true area of contact, AR, as depicted in Figure 1.1. The real area of contact
is understood to be directly proportional to the applied load, since with greater loads, more
asperities are brought into contact and those already in contact deform to give larger contact-
ing areas.4 The measured friction is then the sum of the friction arising between individual
asperities. At a given load, objects with smaller surfaces that have a lower number of asperities
will undergo greater asperity deformation compared to objects with larger apparent areas of
1
Figure 1.1: A schematic of an object that is moving with a velocity, V , across the surface
of another stationary object. The upper object is also loaded by a force, F⊥, acting in the
normal direction. The frictional force acts in the opposite direction to the lateral movement.
A magnified perspective of the contact region is shown below, where the surfaces no longer
appear smooth.
contact. If the first law holds, then the lower number of contacts is offset by the greater friction
that arises between contacting asperities due to greater loads through these junctions. It then
follows that the apparent area of contact does not influence friction. The third law separates
kinetic friction, the frictional force operating on two objects under motion, from static friction,
which is the frictional force when accelerating from a stationary state. The latter is generally
greater than the former.
The use of the word law conveys a false sense of universality; it is known that these frictional
laws only apply to certain dry systems. Rigorously clean metal surfaces are a particularly
good example of where the relationship between F‖ and F⊥ may deviate from the simple linear
expression above. In this case, strong metallic bonding between two clean metal surfaces in
contact can dominate over small applied loads in determining the static friction. Hence, it is
more appropriate to model F‖ by Equation 1.2.
F‖ = µF⊥ + σAR (1.2)
Here, σ is the shear stress that must be applied to break any adhesive bonds between the
contacting asperities, known as the yield stress. As such, σ can be viewed as the interaction
strength between the contacting surfaces, which can span from weak van der Waal attractions
through to strong metallic bonds. The term σAR is sometimes referred to as the Derjaguin
offset.5
Clean surfaces which are placed under ambient atmospheric conditions become contaminated
rapidly by the adsorption of atmospheric gases such as O2, CO2 and H2O. These adsorbed
2
Figure 1.2: The Stribeck curve and typical friction regimes. The schematics on the right depict
the contacts encountered in the three regimes for two surfaces under load, where the blue
material represents liquid lubricant.
molecules are understood to significantly screen the attractive interactions of surfaces in their
clean state; for metals such as tungsten and nickel, adsorbed gases can reduce µ by a factor of ∼
4.6 It is understood that the attractive forces between adsorbed species is generally much weaker
than clean metals and thus, less force is required to induce shear between them. Therefore,
most surfaces are passively lubricated when exposed to the atmosphere.
Lubrication can be easily extended through the direct application of liquids to contacts, which
can result in distinct regimes of friction. The variation of a steady-state coefficient of friction
across various regimes is well documented in journal bearings and is depicted in the Stribeck
curve, Figure 1.2, as a function of the dimensionless Hersey number, νη/l.7–9 Here, ν is the
angular velocity of the shaft, η is the dynamic viscosity of the lubricating liquid and l is the
load applied per projected unit area.
At low Hersey numbers the boundary friction regime is encountered, where the hydrodynamic
pressure generated in the liquid is small and the oil film cannot sustain the applied load.
Consequently, a high fraction of the surface asperities are in contact, leading to high friction as
a large proportion of asperities are elastically or plastically deformed. Furthermore, adhesive
junctions can form between contacting asperities, which must be broken before lateral movement
can occur. Unsurprisingly, the value of µ in the boundary regime is significantly reduced by
the presence of molecules adsorbed at the surfaces.
As the Hersey number increases, the fluid film thickens and thus, the contact area between
the surfaces decreases throughout the mixed regime. The stress required to shear liquids is,
in general, lower than that required to shear solid junctions, so that friction arising from the
non-contacting portion of the interface is typically low. Therefore, the macroscopic coefficient
of friction decreases rapidly with Hersey number. As the Hersey number increases further,
the solid surfaces become completely separated and the friction reaches a minimum at the
3
start of the hydrodynamic regime. This is due to the thin nature of the oil layer. Within the
hydrodynamic regime, friction rises slowly with the Hersey number as viscous losses increase
with greater oil film thicknesses.
These regimes are applicable to conformal surfaces, where the apparent contact area is typically
a high proportion of the total surface area of two surfaces. However, for non-conformal surfaces,
where the geometries of two surfaces do not compliment each other, hydrodynamic friction is
only sustained at very light loads. As the Hersey number decreases towards the mixed regime,
the pressure propagating over the contacting surfaces will be high due to the small contact
area. This leads to the elastic deformation of the surfaces, and can also raise the viscosity of
the lubricating liquid. This is called elastohydrodynamic friction.10
Friction arising solely within the engine of an average passenger car from the year 2000 has been
estimated to account for ∼ 12 % of the total fuel energy.11 The various mechanical components
of an engine are engineered with different geometries, working loads and operating velocities;
this leads to a range of lubrication regimes throughout the engine. For example, during normal
operation the engine bearings and pistons are thought to operate under the hydrodynamic
regime, whereas the non-conformal Cam-follower systems in the engine valve-train operate
under boundary conditions.12 Conditions closer to boundary lubrication are also found when
starting the engine, which has become more frequent with start/stop technology.13 The friction
arising in the hydrodynamic regime can be minimised by optimising the oil viscosity, which,
conversely, has minimal impact on the friction in the boundary regime. In order to minimise
frictional loses in the mixed and boundary regimes, additives can be used that operate at solid-
liquid interfaces; these additives decrease the shear stress required to induce or continue lateral
movement of two bodies in contact. In general, these additives are known as friction modifiers,
and are included in engine lubricants. Friction modifiers are commonly classed into three
distinct groups: organic friction modifiers (OFMs), inorganic friction modifiers and polymeric
friction modifiers.14
1.2 Engine surfaces
Engine components are subject to different stresses and temperatures, and hence, must meet
particular requirements. While aluminium, magnesium and titanium alloys are used for some
high performance components, steel is most commonly used to manufacture the moving com-
ponents within an engine.15 Steel is a broad term for the alloys of iron formed with a low, <
2 wt%, carbon content, and different steel phases can be formed depending on the tempera-
ture and carbon content as shown by the iron-carbon phase diagram in Figure 1.3. The two
most abundant phases are ferric, α, and austentic, γ. The ferric phase has a body-centred
cubic (BCC) structure, whereas the austentic phase has a face-centred cubic structure (FCC).
Schematics of the unit cells for these structures are shown in Figure 1.4. Carbon is solubilised
in the iron structure by occupying the space between the iron atoms, known as interstitial sites.
This is possible as carbon atoms are considerably smaller than the iron atoms. The occupation
4
Figure 1.3: The iron-carbon phase diagram shows the equilibrium phase behaviour of iron
alloyed with carbon, adapted from the cited work.16 Fe3C is known as cementite and is a
ceramic material in its pure form. The mixed phases or microstructures formed in the regions
where two phases coexist, such as pearlite which is formed with ferric and cementite, are not
shown. The term cast iron relates to alloys with > 2 wt% carbon.
Figure 1.4: The unit cells of body-centred cubic and face-centred cubic lattices. The orange
spheres depict the iron atoms. The full black lines do not depict chemical bonds but the bounds
of the unit cell. The grey dashed lines are to assist the eye, and do not depict chemical bonds.
of interstitial sites leads to distortions in the crystal structure, which strengthens the steel.
The alloys of steel can be extended by the inclusion of transition metal elements such as
molybdenum, nickel and chromium among others. These elements are of similar size to iron
and hence do not occupy interstitial sites but substitute into the lattice structure. When
incorporated into steels, elements such as manganese and nickel promote the formation of
austentite steels. If these elements are included in high concentrations, the γ phase can be
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formed as a stable alloy at room temperature. On the other hand, the formation of ferritic
phases over a wider range of composition can be achieved by the inclusion elements such as
chromium and molybdenum among some p-block elements like aluminium and silicon. Beyond
altering the phase, these elements can also inhibit oxidative and corrosive processes. Stainless
steels, which are those that contain & 11 wt% chromium, are particularly resistant to corrosion.
Engines components are made from a variety of steels to meet the required strengths and
durability required in different regions of the engine. However, it is the surfaces of the materials
that dictate their frictional behaviour. Combustion engine surfaces are often engineered to
have surface roughnesses on the µm scale.17 When the lubricating oil film is on the same
length scale or thinner, asperity contact occurs giving rise to high friction coefficients and wear
as associated with the boundary lubrication regime. Here, the most significant factor is the
chemical composition of the steel surface. This not only determines the strength of junctions
formed between contacting steel surfaces, but also dictates the chemistry of surface-active
components within the bulk oil. Unlike iron, the passivating oxide films of steel can contain
alloying elements. For instance, stainless steels are known to contain a substantial amount of
chromium oxide, which decreases in concentration with depth into the bulk material.18 Iron
oxides are also present at the surface, which constitute a significant proportion of the surface.
These are thought to be a mixture of Fe(II) and Fe(III) oxides and hydroxides, and are common
to all steel surfaces.19,20
1.3 Organic friction modifiers
Organic friction modifiers are amphiphiles with polar head groups and non-polar tail groups,
as shown in Figure 1.5. Their tail groups are typically over 10 carbons long, differentiating
them from other shorter-chain surfactants and imparting solubility in hydrocarbon solvents.
The conventional understanding is that OFMs adsorb from solution at metallic engine surfaces
due to their amphiphilic nature, where the polar head group interacts with the hydrophilic
engine surface and the hydrophobic alkyl chain extends into the bulk hydrocarbon solvent. It is
thought that compact surface layers are formed as a result of van der Waals attractions between
adjacent adsorbate molecules, which form regions of low shear moduli when brought into contact
on opposing moving surfaces. As a result, the friction is lower than that arising between clean,
dry surfaces.14,21 Fatty acids and their ability to reduce friction have been studied extensively,
as discussed below. However, due to their corrosive action on some metals in hydrocarbon
solvents, OFMs based on amines, alcohols, and esters among other polar functional groups
have been developed that are milder in terms of corrosive ability.21,22 A brief review of the
OFM friction reduction mechanism is laid out below.
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Figure 1.5: The general structure of an OFM. OFMs are not restricted to one head group or
one tail group, as depicted here.
1.3.1 Foundations of boundary lubrication
The mechanistic understanding laid out above was developed over the 20th century, where
researchers used tribometer tests and adsorption studies to infer the structure of OFMs. No-
tably, Hardy et al. found that the deposition of pure fatty acids and alcohols onto glass and
steel surfaces reduced the friction when sliding under boundary conditions.23 Smaller droplets
of lubricant were found to be as effective as larger doses; as such, it was argued that only a
thin layer of lubricant was responsible for the reduction of friction, and it was postulated to
be a monolayer. Friction reduction was also found to improve monotonically with increasing
acid/alcohol chain length, which was explained via the formation of a slip plane between the ter-
minal groups of alkyl chains of contacting monolayers. Small quantities of fatty acids were later
shown to reduce friction in boundary contacts when dissolved in hydrocarbon solvents, which
cannot reduce friction as effectively when used independently.24 Evidence of friction reduction
via fatty acid monolayers has been shown using the Langmuir-Blodgett deposition technique
on glass and steel surfaces.25,26 Both works reported that friction could be effectively reduced
for longer sliding durations if a greater number of fatty acid layers were deposited. This led to
the suggestion that sustained friction modification relies on the continuous replenishment of the
additive at the interface due to the removal of adsorbate when asperity contact, and subsequent
wear, occurs. Therefore, the theory that self-assembled additive monolayers are responsible for
the reduction in friction in the boundary regime begun to propagate as the principal theory.27
A schematic of the boundary lubrication via monolayers is shown in Figure 1.6.
This lubrication mechanism was later supported by adsorption isotherm studies conducted on
a variety of surfaces such as steel and iron oxide in hydrocarbon solvents. These studies found
that the majority of additives showed Langmuir-type adsorption, indicating the formation of
monolayers.28–30 Later tribological tests were found to align well with the suggestion of mono-
layer lubrication, as µ was found to rapidly decrease as the additive concentration increased at
very low concentrations until a plateau was reached at higher additive concentrations.31–33
The model proposed by Bowden27 makes a distinction between the friction arising from asperity-
asperity contact and the friction arising between monolayer films or monolayer-asperity con-
tacts. This implies that the adsorbate films have some ability to withstand the applied load,
which was later ascribed to the adsorption strength of the additive to the surface and the
cohesion between adsorbate molecules.34 The former relates to the distinction of chemical ad-
sorption, or chemisorption, from physical adsorption, or physisorption, while cohesion can be
viewed as the strength of the van der Waals forces between adsorbate molecules. Chemisorp-
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Figure 1.6: A depiction of the conventional OFM mechanism of friction reduction. The light
blue cuboid depicts the slip plane formed between the terminal groups of the OFM alkyl chains.
To the right, full asperity contact is depicted, where the adsorbate film cannot be sustained.
tion arises from the formation of chemical bonds between adsorbate and adsorbent, leading to
relatively large changes of the enthalpy of adsorption, ∆H, where ∆H < −40 kJ mol−1.35 This
leads to irreversible adsorption. Chemisorption is stronger than physisorption, where the latter
is facilitated through intermolecular forces between the adsorbate and adsorbent. The typical
values for ∆H via physisorption are between −40 and 0 kJ mol−1. Hence, physisorption is
considered as reversible adsorption.
Increasing the temperature of loaded steel surfaces lubricated by oils, thought to contain polar
molecules, was found to increase friction.36 This was found to be reversible by cooling the system
and hence, it was suggested that the increase in friction arose from disorientation or desorption
of the adsorbate film. The temperature at which these transitions occurred were suggested to
depend on the adsorption strength of the additive. These transition temperatures were later
explored by Frewing, who found transitions at lower temperatures for systems lubricated by
alcohols compared to fatty acids and their esters.37,38 It was also found that additives dissolved
in hydrocarbon solvents displayed lower transition temperatures with decreasing concentration;
this was later confirmed by other tribological studies.31,33 Two transition temperatures would
later be identified. The first transition was marked by an increasing variability in µ while the
second transition was identified by the onset of an exponential increase in µ.39 The former
observation was proposed to result from the loss of order in the molecular film, which has
been observed by electron diffraction studies to be reversible.40 The latter observation was
suggested to arise from the partial desorption of the lubricating film, where it is thought that
the remaining adsorbed molecules cannot support the high loads, resulting in a greater area of
contact, and hence higher friction.
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Figure 1.7: Three possible carboxylate modes at steel surfaces, which are named the following:
(I) monodentate, (II) bidentate bridging, and (III) bidentate chelating.
1.3.2 Current understanding of boundary lubrication
The adsorption mechanisms of fatty acids at steel/iron oxide surfaces are the most thoroughly
investigated. Reflection IR spectroscopy has been used to detail the adsorption of fatty acids
from hydrocarbon solution onto steel substrates, where the adsorption is suggested to arise
through a number of modes.41,42 It was found that a portion of the adsorbed acid formed iron
carboxylates through the dissociation of the carboxylic hydrogen; Figure 1.7 shows three car-
boxylate binding modes that have been proposed.43 At the same time, carboxylic acid was also
detected at the interface. By washing the substrate with heptane, some carboxylic acid was
removed while some remained at the interface. This was suggested to arise from the presence
of physisorbed and chemisorbed acid at the interface, which is supported by similar findings
through molecular dynamics42 (MD) and density functional theory44 (DFT) simulations. Po-
larised neutron reflectometry also showed that only partial desorption of a self-assembled oleic
acid film at the iron oxide-dodecane interface could be induced by washing the interface with
neat solvent.45 Similarly, evidence for amine adsorption via a mixture of physisorption and
chemisorption is offered by a number of studies; X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy of dried
hexadecylamine on iron oxide surfaces indicate the presence of chemisorbed amine46, while
temperature-dependant depletion isotherms of hexadecylamine adsorption at the hematite-
dodecane interface suggest physisorption.47 In addition, quartz crystal microbalance studies of
di- and tri-fatty amines at steel-hexadecane interfaces have shown that a significant amount
of the adsorbed additives can be washed off upon rinsing with additional solvent, indicating
physisorption.48 However, substantial amounts of the amine additives were also found to re-
main at the interface, indicating that some of the amines were chemisorbed at the interface.
DFT simulations have also indicated that molecules with ester head groups can adsorb via
chemisorption.44 However, quartz crystal microbalance studies have shown that the majority
of a self-assembled film of glycerol monooleate adsorbed at the steel-hexadecane interface can
be removed by solvent rinsing, strongly indicating physisorption.49
The friction arising from contacting monolayer films has been investigated in so-called nanotri-
bology studies. Surface-force apparatus have been used to study the friction between monolayers
on mica surfaces as a function of surface coverage and temperature among other variables.50,51
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Figure 1.8: A schematic of the solid-like, amorphous and liquid-like adsorbate layers on moving
surfaces. The region of contact between the monolayers is highlighted by the box between the
layers.
The effect of these variables was found to collapse onto a general phase diagram, where friction
is low when the monolayers are described as solid-like or liquid-like: that is, when the tem-
peratures and the packing of the molecules of the monolayer are such that disorder is low or
high. Between these states, the friction was found to reach a maximum, where the layer was
described as amorphous and contains a degree of disorder but less so than the liquid-like layer.
Depictions of the film structures are shown in Figure 1.8.
These results agree with MD simulations of sliding iron oxide surfaces that are coated by OFM
monolayers.52,53 The behaviour of friction over these states was described as arising from the
extent of interdigitation of the monolayer alkyl chains. The interdigitation was argued to be low
when the films are solid-like, so that attractive van der Waals forces between the monolayers
are small. This leads to weak adhesion energy between the monolayers, and thus only small
amounts of energy are dissipated between the monolayers. As disorder increases, so does the
interdigitation of the alkyl chains, which strengthens the attractive interactions between the
monolayer films, leading to greater friction. Additionally, it is expected that interdigitated
chains will have to adopt specific conformations in order to move past one another when the
density of alkyl chains is high. The energy required to force conformations that enable slip
between alkyl chains is expected to be another source of dissipation. As the disorder of the
monolayer grows, the space between interdigitated chains increases, lowering the strength of
attractive interactions between adjacent alkyl chains while the energy dissipated at any one
moment due to chain conformation rearrangement is lowered. By simulating surfaces with
nanoscale roughnesses, it has been suggested that films are less ordered on rougher surfaces,
leading to greater friction.54 It should be noted that friction does not solely arise from the
interactions of the surface layers; for instance, friction with liquid-like films has been reported
to be greater than that arising from more solid-like films from tribometer tests.33 This difference
was proposed to arise from the lower surface coverage relating to a greater extent of asperity-
asperity contact. Simulations of OFM-coated iron oxide surfaces under confinement show that
the surfaces are squeezed closer together when the film density is lower.52 Therefore, it is
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possible that the low friction reported for liquid-like films is not apparent when surfaces have
a roughness that extends beyond the length of the film.
Another source of friction has been suggested to arise from the forced-tilting of adsorbate
molecules when sharp asperities indent against them, as studied by atomic force microscopy
(AFM).55,56 This is known as ploughing, and is thought to increase with greater normal forces
due to the greater extent at which molecules must be perturbed in order for the asperity to move
along the surface.57,58 Simulations suggest that as surface coverage increases, the friction arising
from sharp tipped asperities increases as they indent further into the surface film, thus increasing
the extent of ploughing.59 This mechanism of energy dissipation would perhaps be encountered
less in a macroscopic tribological contact than the friction arising from interdigitation as sharp
asperities will be worn early on after the onset of sliding.
It has been observed that friction arising under boundary lubrication increases logarithmically
as a function of sliding velocity for some self-assembled or deposited monolayers.60–63 This be-
haviour was originally described by Briscoe and Evans, who found this relationship for deposited
films of stearic acid on molecularly smooth mica surfaces.64 Additionally, friction was found to
increase linearly with increasing pressure and decreasing temperature. It was postulated that
in order to facilitate motion of one coated surface over the other, an energy barrier must be
overcome. Drawing on similarities to Erying’s65 activated slip model for the description of liq-
uid viscosity, a thermal-activated slip model was proposed by Briscoe and Evans that included
a pressure term to model increasing activation energies with greater pressures. By assuming
the sliding velocity, V , was equal to the average molecular velocity of the deposited monolayers,








Here, V0 is a velocity constant, E is the activation energy required to overcome the energy
barrier, p is the hydrostatic pressure, Ω is the pressure activation volume and φ is the stress
activation volume. The Ω term was suggested to be the volume increase required to enable
motion between the monolayers and the φ term was later ascribed to the product of the area
over which shear stress acts multiplied by an activation distance.66 The activation distance is the
distance parallel to the surface between the minimum and maximum energies when sliding one
monolayer over another, which is depicted in Figure 1.9. The shear strength of the monolayers
was calculated by dividing the measured frictional force by the contact area determined via
optical interferometry. When the shear strength is high, so that eφτ  e−φτ , the sinh term can















Figure 1.9: a) Depiction of the stress activation volume, where the grey dashed box shows
the area over which shear stress acts. The activation length, x, is half the spacing between
OFM molecules. b) The energy diagram for the process of sliding a surface over another with
a monolayer of adsorbate. The increase in energy between these states is the activation energy
towards sliding the upper surface over the bottom surface. The insets show depictions of the
OFM molecules at the lowest and highest energy states.
where it follows that shear strength, and thus, friction is linearly dependant on temperature and
pressure while logarithmically dependant on sliding velocity. Similar trends have been reported
in computational studies of boundary contacts lubricated by monolayers.67–70 Computational
work has also suggested that interdigitation between the adsorbate film and any remaining
solvent confined between two compressed, sliding surfaces may also lead to similar rises in
friction with the logarithm of sliding speed.52,69
It is quite surprising that similar behaviour is noted between the experimental and theoretical
results, as the latter are restricted to the study of nanoscale contacts, where roughnesses are at
most nanoscopic and the interfaces are subject to very high shear rates (on the order of 109 s−1).
On the other hand, macroscopic systems, as studied experimentally with tribometers, consist of
a distribution of contacts with different local pressures and shear rates. This is expected to lead
to different levels of interdigitation between the films, and thus give rise to macroscopic friction
which is the result of all contacts. Furthermore, wear of surfaces is an incontrovertible result
of boundary lubrication of sliding surfaces, which is not accounted for in simulations and is
thought to be a significant energy dispersive event compared to the elastic/plastic deformation
of monolayer films. Whilst run-in periods were conducted in the tribometer experiments before
average friction coefficients were measured, it is likely that the experimental trends found
through tribological tests contain further dissipative events that could be as, if not more,
significant as the thermal-activation stress model as shown in Equation 1.4.
The increase in friction with the logarithm of sliding speed is not a universal feature of boundary
lubrication. High or low surface coverage films have been found to either vary only weakly with
sliding velocity or to be completely independent of sliding velocity.52,71 Friction independent
of sliding speed was noted for steel surfaces lubricated by hexadecane solutions that contain
oleic acid, the cis unsaturated (C9-C10) counterpart of stearic acid.
62 Oleic acid was argued to
form less ordered films than those formed by stearic acid and elaidic acid, the trans analogue
of oleic acid, due to the packing constraints imposed by the non-linear cis double bond. This
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is supported by the lower surface excess, and hence lower packing density, reported for oleic
acid in comparison to stearic acid at the iron oxide-dodecane interface.45 Consequently, self-
assembled oleic acid films resemble liquid-like films that give rise to poorer lubrication; these
liquid-like films display no frictional dependence on sliding speed.33,72,73 Linoleic acid was found
to have a lower surface excess still, suggesting that increasing the cis unsaturation decreases
packing density. In a similar manner, molecules that contain hydroxy groups in the alkyl tail
group show lower friction compared to additives that have non-functionalised alkyl tail groups;
this is suggested to arise from hydrogen bonds between tail groups, leading to greater cohesive
strength between adsorbate molecules and a greater packing density.33
Specialised tribometers equipped with interferometric microscopes have been used to char-
acterise the in-situ formation of OFM monolayer films in tribological contacts.74 However,
these experiments have also revealed film thicknesses beyond monolayer length scales for self-
assembled fatty acids at steel surfaces.75,76 Furthermore, it has been shown that fatty acids
dispersed in organic solvent with trace amounts of water can form films thicker than monolay-
ers at steel surfaces.77 Similarly, there is some evidence that three stacked monolayers of behenic
acid, a fatty acid, on mica can withstand extended sliding in similar conditions as monitored
through an optical interferometry.64 AFM results suggest that stearic and oleic acids can adsorb
at the quartz-hexadecane interface when rubbed against steel.78 Interestingly, these layers range
in thickness from 2–4 nm for stearic acid and up to 20 nm for oleic acid. These experiments
were conducted ex-situ, so it is possible that the time or process taken between rubbing the
quartz surfaces to placement in an AFM liquid cell changed the interface, or perhaps that wear
particles are captured in the AFM images. Nonetheless, findings such as these indicate that
friction-reducing film structures are not limited to monolayers and indeed, the suggestion of
thicker boundary films has been debated previously.79 Whilst it is established that deposited
monolayer structures can reduce friction between flat surfaces, there is less evidence to sug-
gest that self-assembled OFM interfacial structures are monolayers. Despite the plethora of
conducted research, there is still much to discover regarding the adsorption and self-assembly
of OFMs other than fatty acids, especially regarding the adsorbate structures formed under
boundary lubrication conditions. The fundamental mechanism behind friction modification
can be elucidated by understanding how OFMs self-assemble at interfaces and how their sur-
face structure varies with applied tribological conditions.
1.4 Aims
The primary aim of this study was to investigate the adsorption of glycerol monooleate (GMO),
an industrially relevant OFM, from dodecane solutions onto iron oxide surfaces under static
conditions and under applied shear. Iron oxide was chosen as the representative surface as it is
common to all steel surfaces and presents a well-defined model surface to study. The structure
of GMO is shown in Figure 1.10. Experiments under static conditions were conducted to
investigate the effects of bulk concentration, temperature and water content on the structure of
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Figure 1.10: The molecular structure of glycerol monooleate (GMO).
adsorbed GMO. The self-assembly of GMO at the interface under applied shear was investigated
using a novel rig, referred to as the tribometer, that provides a suitable neutron and X-ray
reflectometry environment for in-situ structural characterisation.
The details of the experimental techniques used in this work are discussed in Chapter 2. After,
the bulk self-assembly of GMO dissolved in dodecane is investigated in Chapter 3. As part of
this chapter, the nature of the interfaces provided by the reflectometry substrates are also char-
acterised. Next, the findings of the adsorption experiments conducted under static conditions
are presented in Chapter 4. The experiments conducted under shear with the tribometer are
then presented in Chapter 5. Finally, Chapter 6 concludes the presented work and discusses




The background and general details of the main experimental techniques used throughout the
project are laid out in this chapter. Specific experimental detail can be found in later chapters.
2.1 Pendant drop tensiometry
Pendant drop tensiometry is a technique that primarily enables the determination of surface and
interfacial tensions at gas-liquid and liquid-liquid interfaces. These result from the depletion in
cohesive forces between molecules across interfaces of immiscible liquids, where the forces act
to minimise the surface area of the interface. In this manner, interfacial tensions also represent
the energies required to create further area between two immiscible liquids. Interfacial energy
is a key parameter when engineering wetting and spreading phenomena, and is also important
when designing colloidal systems such as foams and emulsions.
Beyond understanding the forces between immiscible liquids, pendant drop tensiometry can be
used to infer the chemical composition of interfacial layers when, for example, surfactants are
included in one phase. Most commonly, a single component is dissolved into the liquid phase
at low concentration and the surface or interfacial tension is measured as a function of the
concentration. Using the Gibbs adsorption isotherm, the variation in interfacial tension with
concentration can be used to characterise the adsorption of the surfactant.
2.1.1 Theory
The pendant drop technique relies on the gravitational deformation of a liquid droplet, which










= ∆P ≡ ∆P0 −∆ρgz (2.1)
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Here, γ is the interfacial tension, and R1 and R2 are the two principal radii of curvature for
the surface of given pendant drop. The pressure drop across the interface, ∆P , is referred to
as the Laplace pressure. This can be re-expressed as the pressure difference at the apex of the
droplet, ∆P0. To relate the pressure difference across the pendant drop apex to the Laplace
pressure at all vertical positions, z, the hydrostatic pressure must be included with a positive
density difference, ∆ρ, which occurs when the droplet phase has a greater density than the
surrounding fluid. Gravitational acceleration is denoted as g.
By assuming the pendant droplets are axisymmetric about the z axis, Equation 2.1 can be
rewritten as three first-order differential equations as a function of the pendant drop silhouette
arc length s. This is achieved by using the cylindrical coordinates z and r with the angle, φ,
between the horizontal and the local tangent of the droplet. The length scales are nondimen-
sionalised by R0, the radius of curvature at the apex (z̄ = z/R0, r̄ = r/R0, s̄ = s/R0). The













The above equations are subject to the following boundary conditions; z̄ = 0, r̄ = 0, φ = 0 at





For a given droplet, it then follows that B0 is dependant on the shape, which can be determined
by geometrical analysis of the silhouette. The schematic in Figure 2.1a shows the above variables
imposed on a standard droplet shape, with Figure 2.1b showing an example pendant drop. The
analysis of the droplet shape requires numerical methods to fit the recorded silhouette image,
where data points of the outline are fit. Details of the minimisation methods are not covered
here but can be found elsewhere.81 Once B0 is determined, γ can be calculated.
Gibbs adsorption isotherm
The variation in surface/interfacial tension may be used to characterise the adsorption be-
haviour of surfactants. Specifically, if a solution contains i different components, the surface
excess of the ith component, Γi, is defined as the difference in the amount of that component
at the interface compared to the bulk solution divided by the area of the interface. The dif-






where µi is the chemical potential of the i
th component; this expression holds at constant tem-
perature. A simple solution of surfactant dissolved in a solvent will only have two components
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Figure 2.1: a) Schematic of a pendant droplet with variables used in the calculation of the
interfacial tension. Here, ρd and ρo are the densities of the droplet and the surrounding fluid.
b) Image of a typical pendant drop suspended on a blunt-ended needle.
that contribute to the surface/interfacial tension. It is common to set the surface excess of the








The differential chemical potential can be expressed as dµi = RTd ln ai, where R is the universal
gas constant, T is the temperature of the system and ai is the activity, defined as ai = Ciαi,










where the logarithmic term d ln asurf has been expressed as d ln asurf = (1/asurf) dasurf . By
studying solutions of low surfactant concentration, one can assume the solutions behave as
ideal solutions where the activity coefficient of the surfactant is ∼ 1. The variation in the
surface/interfacial tension at equilibrium as a function of Csurf can then be related to Γsurf









It follows that if the surface/interfacial tension decreases between solutions of increasing Csurf ,
the surface excess of the surfactant increases, and hence a positive adsorption of surfactant
at the interface has occurred. Equation 2.7 is often re-expressed using the natural logarithm
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Figure 2.2: The general process of a depletion isotherm. The concentration of the surface-active
compound x is denoted as Cx. The white bar in the stirring solution is a magnetic stirrer flea.
of Csurf to simplify fitting as the data typically adopts either linear or low-order polynomial










Pendant drop tensiometry was carried out on a Krüss DSA 100, using the DSA 1 software to
capture and analyse the droplet images. The needles used were blunt-ended with diameters of
either 1.83 or 0.53 mm. The correct choice of needle was necessary in order to achieve Bond
numbers between 0.4–0.6, which are the suggested values for reliable tension measurements.
The larger needle was used when studying solutions pertaining to high interfacial tensions and
the smaller needle for those solutions with low interfacial tensions.
2.2 Depletion isotherms
Depletion isotherms are a class of adsorption isotherm that can be used to study the adsorption
of surface-active compounds at solid-liquid interfaces. The general process is depicted in Fig-
ure 2.2. A known mass of the solid of interest, typically a powder, is added to a solution with a
known initial concentration of adsorbate. The mixture is then left to equilibrate for a number
of hours while under agitation at a fixed temperature. The solid is then removed and the con-
centration of the remaining molecule of interest is determined. The difference in concentration
before and after mixing with the solid is related to the amount of the surface-active compound
adsorbed at the solid-liquid interface. Hence, if the surface area of the solid is known, a surface
excess of the adsorbate, Γ, can be established.
By studying the adsorption of surface-active compounds as a function of concentration, an
understanding of the adsorption and adsorbate structure can be developed. In the most basic
manner it is possible to determine if the adsorbed interfacial structure is composed of a single
depth of molecules, or if the interfacial layer is a multilayer. The former is usually identified by
a plateau in the adsorbed amount as concentration increases, while the latter is characterised
by a continual increase in the amount adsorbed.
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Figure 2.3: General shapes of the: a) Henry isotherm, b) Langmuir isotherm, c) Freundlich
isotherm, d) BET isotherm. Note that the general trends presented here are only select cases,
and various behaviours are possible, especially for the more complex BET isotherm.
For quantitative information, models must be used to infer specific information about the
adsorbate, such as the area occupied at the interface by each individual molecule. Many
different adsorption behaviours have been observed, which result from the specific interactions
between solvent, adsorbate and the adsorbent. Therefore, in an effort to parametrise, a large
number of models have been proposed.82 A full discussion is not presented here but a small
number of common isotherm models are shown in Figure 2.3 and will be discussed in the next
section.
2.2.1 Models
The following isotherm models were originally developed to parametrise the adsorption of gases
at solid-gas interfaces. While comparable behaviour can be found for adsorption at solid-
liquid interfaces, it is worth noting that the solvent will interact with both the adsorbate
and the solid surface. When an adsorbent is first introduced to a solution, the surface will
be surrounded by solvent molecules due to their greater number. Therefore, adsorption of the
solute can only occur by displacement of the solvent molecules from the solid surface and hence,
interactions of comparable strength between solvent-adsorbent and solute-adsorbent pairs can




The Henry isotherm is the simplest example of an adsorption isotherm, where the surface excess
is a linear function of the equilibrium concentration of the adsorbate in solution. The Henry
isotherm is given as
Γ = KHCx , (2.9)
where Cx is the equilibrium concentration of the adsorbate species x and KH is the Henry
equilibrium constant. The constant KH can be interpreted as the ratio of the rate constants
associated with the adsorption process, ka, and the desorption process, kd, of the adsorbate.
In many isotherms, it is often found that the data at low concentrations follows the Henry
isotherm but deviates at higher concentrations.
Langmuir isotherm
The Langmuir isotherm is a widely used model to characterise the adsorption of species at
solid-gas and solid-liquid interfaces. It was derived in the early 20th century from kinetics,
where the adsorption and desorption processes of the adsorbate species are a function of the
number of available sites at the interface.83 The rate of adsorption and desorption, ra and rd
respectively, are described as
ra = kaCxεv and rd = kdεo , (2.10)
where εv is the number of vacant sites and εo is the number of occupied sites. When equilibrium







where εtot, the total number of sites on the surface, is given as εv + εo. The fractional surface
coverage is defined as εo/εtot and can be defined in terms of the surface excess compared to a
theoretical maximum surface excess when the whole surface is covered by adsorbate, Γm. The






This approach assumes three key features about the adsorption process. The first assumption is
that adsorption only occurs at certain sites on the adsorbent and each site behaves identically.
The second assumption is that the interaction between the adsorbate and the adsorbent is
independent of the surface excess, and hence no interaction occurs between adjacent adsorbate
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molecules. The final assumption is that only one site can be occupied by a molecule, and hence
when all sites are occupied the surface excess reaches a plateau and a monolayer is formed.
These assumptions are not physical for many practical systems, but the Langmuir isotherm
does mimic the adsorption behaviour of a surprising number of systems.84,85
Freundlich isotherm
The Freundlich isotherm is an empirical isotherm which does not follow the Henry isotherm
at low Cx and does not show an adsorption plateau. It is argued that adsorption follows the




Here, KF is the Freundlich equilibrium constant and n is a number > 1. The former is sug-
gested to describe the adsorbent capacity and the latter describes the degree of heterogeneity of
the surface sites.86 Both constants are empirical and, as a result, the isotherm is only typically
considered when other models do not describe data satisfactorily. The lack of a plateau sug-
gests the build up of multiple adsorbate layers. Therefore, interactions between neighbouring
adsorbate molecules must influence the adsorption, and will no doubt impact the values of KF
and n.
BET isotherm
The Brunauer, Emmett and Teller (BET) isotherm is an extension of the Langmuir isotherm
and was derived when studying the adsorption of gas molecules onto solid surfaces which form
multilayers.87 At low pressures, it is assumed a single layer of gas will adsorb at the interface
with a homogeneous heat of adsorption, q1. As the pressure increases, gas will begin to adsorb
at the monolayer, and a multilayer structure will begin to form. This process is assumed to
have a different heat of adsorption to the monolayer formation, but the heat of adsorption for
the peripheral layers, qL, is assumed to be identical. The BET isotherm is given by
V =
VmKBETP
(Ps − P )
[





where V is the volume of the adsorbed gas which is determinable through the ideal gas law
upon exposure to the solid powder and Vm is the volume of the gas when a full monolayer is
adsorbed at the interface. The ratio, KBET, is the equilibrium constant for adsorption directly
at the interface to the equilibrium constant for adsorption in the peripheral layers, and Γm is
the surface excess of the gas required to form a complete monolayer. The pressure of the gas
at equilibrium is P and Ps is the saturation pressure of the gas at a given temperature. It
is possible to approximate KBET as a function of q1 and qL, KBET = e
(q1−qL)/RT . The BET
isotherm is often used to find the surface area of a solid per unit mass, S, by using the pre-
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determined cross-sectional area per molecule, APM, of a particular gas and the mass of the
solid, M , in conjunction with Equation 2.15. Nitrogen gas is often used at a temperature of 77










Here, V m is the molar volume of an ideal gas and NA is the Avogadro constant.
The BET isotherm can also be applied to liquid systems, where the pressure is replaced by
the concentration of the adsorptive species in solution and the volume is substituted for the










Here, Csx is the solution property that is an analogue of the saturation pressure. There is some
debate as to what property Csx should represent. Some researchers use the solubility limit of
the adsorptive species in solution, while others have chosen to fit the parameter and make the
isotherm empirical.88,89
2.2.2 Experimental
Solutions of known concentration were prepared and masses of ∼ 0.5 g of powdered samples
were added to the solutions along with a magnetic flea. These solutions were stirred for at
least 5 hours to ensure equilibrium. The solutions were then left to stand for approximately 30
minutes to enable the majority of the powder to settle out. After, approximately 7 ml of the
liquid from the top of the sample was removed and centrifuged at 10,000 rpm to settle out the
remaining powder from the suspension. The supernatant was collected and the concentration
was determined by Fourier transform infra-red (FTIR) spectroscopy, using a PerkinElmer Spec-
trum 100 spectrometer with a liquid N2-cooled mercury-cadmium-telluride detector. A PIKE
liquid transmission cell with CaF2 windows seperated by a 1 mm spacer was used to contain
the samples while the transmission of IR radiation was determined.
2.3 Neutron reflectometry
Neutron reflectometry (NR) is an elastic scattering technique that utilises the reflection of neu-
trons across boundaries of differing neutron optical indices in order to determine the properties
of thin films. Reflection can be measured in various directions from the interface, with the two
main modes of reflectivity known as specular and off-specular. Specular reflectivity is primarily
used to determine the thickness and atomic densities of thin films.
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Owing to the penetration depth of neutrons, they can be used to study buried solid-liquid in-
terfaces, which are less accessible with electromagnetic radiation. Furthermore, as the elements
do not scatter neutrons in a homogeneous way, thin films can be highlighted by selecting mate-
rials comprised of different elements or isotopes. One useful example of this is the difference in
scattering between the two lightest isotopes of hydrogen, 1H and 2H. By enriching the amount
of 2H in a compound, it is possible to distinguish between layers that have a high concentration
of 1H or 2H.
Neutron reflectometry involves the measurement of the reflected intensity of neutrons from the
interface of interest, and suffers the loss of phase information similar to other diffraction and
scattering techniques. Consequently, the collected data cannot be directly inverted for inter-
pretation, and a representative model must be fit to the data in order to extract quantitative
information. A basic description of neutron reflectometry theory is laid out so that work pre-
sented later can be interpreted. More detailed descriptions of neutron reflectometry can be
found elsewhere.90–93
2.3.1 Theory
The time-independent Schrödinger equation describes the wavefunction, Ψ, for a neutron prop-




∇2 + V (r)
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Ψ = EΨ (2.17)
Here, mn is the mass of a neutron, E is the total energy of the neutron, V (r) is the neutron











where x, y, z are a orthogonal coordinate system. A neutron propagating through a free-space





where k0 is the neutron wavevector in a vacuum. The magnitude of the wavevector, k0 = |k0|,
is related to the neutron wavelength, λ, through k0 = 2π/λ. The wavelength is related to
the linear momentum, p, as described by the de Brogile relation, λ = h/p where the linear
momentum of a neutron can be defined in terms of the neutron velocity, vn, as p = mnvn.
When a neutron propagates through a material, V (r) will be non-zero. There are two main
scattering interactions between neutrons and matter; the strong interaction between a neutron
and a nucleus of a material, and a magnetic interaction between the neutron spin and the
magnetic field produced by unpaired electrons of magnetic atoms.
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Neutron interactions with nuclei
The strong interaction between an individual nuclei and neutron is considered to be point-like.
In a medium containing many individual nuclei, V (r) can be considered as the interaction
between the neutron and the distribution of nuclei. If this distribution is homogeneous, the







Here, N is the number density of the nuclei within the material and b is the scattering length
of the material nuclei. The scattering length is a complex number, b = b′ + ib′′, with real, b′,
and imaginary, b′′, components. The imaginary number, i, is defined as
√
−1. The scattering
component is described by b′, which varies across the chemical elements and isotopes of the
periodic table without a distinct pattern as shown for the first 26 elements in Figure 2.4.
The total rate of scattering, ωscat, from a non-magnetic nuclei can be described as ωscat =
I0 × σscat, where σscat = 4πb′2, which is known as the total scattering cross-section, and I0 is
the intensity of neutrons incident onto the sample nuclei. The total scattering cross-section of
a nuclei can be considered as the sum of the coherent scattering cross-section, σcoh, and the
incoherent scattering cross-section, σincoh. The former cross-section describes the amount of
scattering from a nuclei that leads to a discernible scattered neutron intensity profile, whereas
σincoh describes the amount of scatter that has little to no structure in the neutron intensity
profile. As such, it is possible to regard the bound coherent scattering length, b′coh, and bound










Figure 2.4: The real component of the scattering length, b′, for the first 26 elements.94 Each
point is the value of b′coh while the bar at each point corresponds to the bound incoherent
scattering length b′incoh. The lines between data points are interpolations to guide the eye.
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The imaginary component of the scattering length describes the absorption of neutrons by
sample nuclei, where the absorption cross-section, σabs, can be defined as σabs = (4π/k0)b
′′.
The attenuation of a beam of neutrons in a particular forward direction by absorption and
scattering can then be described by Beer’s law in Equation 2.22.
I = I0e
−µL (2.22)
Here, µ is the attenuation coefficient and is defined as µ = N×σtot, where σtot = σcoh +σincoh +
σabs, and L is the path length of the neutron beam within a material.
The combination of the number density and the scattering length of a material is referred to
as the nuclear scattering length density, βn = Nb, where the real component describes the
scattering power and the imaginary component describes the absorption power of a material’s
nuclei. In general, the nuclear scattering length density of a material containing i different
nuclei can be described following Equation 2.23. For the remainder of this thesis, the nuclear
scattering length density will refer specifically to the coherent contribution of βn, with the





Neutron interactions with magnetic materials
Neutrons possess a magnetic moment, µm, which is defined as µm = γµNσ, where γ = −1.913,
µN = 5.050 × 10−27 A m2 and σ are the Pauli matrices. If a neutron enters a region of space
with a magnetic field, the neutron interaction potential will be altered by the magnetic flux
density, B(r), as shown in Equation 2.24.
Vm(r) = −µm ·B(r) (2.24)
Atoms with unpaired electrons can induce aB(r), and hence cause a scattering interaction with
a neutron. As neutrons are spin 1/2 particles, neutrons can either be aligned with or against
the magnetic field within a material, where the former alignment is referred to as spin-up(+)
and the latter is termed spin-down(−). The total interaction potential is then the combination
of the nuclear and magnetic interactions, V (r) = Vn(r) ∓ Vm(r). The magnetic scattering




µm ·B(r) . (2.25)
It is possible to express βm = CNµmat, where µmat is the magnetic moment per formula unit
of a material in bohr magneton, µB, and C is a constant of 2.699 × 10−5 Å µ−1B . Specifically,
µmat is the component of the material’s magnetic moment in the plane of the sample. The
total scattering length density for spin-up, β++, and spin-down, β−−, neutrons are defined in
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Equation 2.26.
β++ = βn + βm β−− = βn − βm (2.26)
Reflection with neutrons
A schematic of a simple reflection experiment is shown in Figure 2.5a, where a beam of neutrons
with the wavevector, ki, is incident onto a perfectly flat interface between two homogeneous
media at a grazing angle, θi. As the neutrons strike the interface, neutrons are either reflected
at the specular angle, where θr = θi, or transmitted into the medium at an angle θt. The
specular reflectivity, R, is defined as R = IR/I0, where IR is the intensity of reflected neutrons
and I0 is the incident intensity of neutrons onto the sample.
Figure 2.5: a) Schematic of specular reflection from an ideal interface between two media with
neutron refractive indices n1 and n2. The reflected beam has a wavevector kr with an amplitude
of r1,2. The transmitted beam has the wavevector kt with an amplitude of t1,2. b) Simulated
reflectivity, R (Q), from ideal interfaces as a function of Q. The difference in β between the
two layers is 6× 10−6 Å−2. The profile simulated where β1 < β2 exhibits total reflection at the
interface when Q < 0.017 Å−1. This is not observed in the profile where β1 > β2.




The reflection coefficient describes the amplitude of the reflected wave, and ψi describes the
amplitude of the incident wave, which is usually defined as ψi = 1 for convenience. To determine
the value of the Fresnel reflection coefficient, the wavefunction of the incident, reflected and
transmitted neutrons must be considered. Due to the nature of layered samples, V (r) will only

















(E − V (r)) .
(2.28)
Here, k± is the spin-dependant wavenumber of the neutron within a material, which can be
expressed as a function of the wavenumber within a vacuum, k± =
√
k20 − 4π (βn ± βm). The
general solution for the wavefunction in the first medium, ψ1, is given as
ψ1 = ψie
−ik1 sin θiz + reik1 sin θiz, (2.29)
where the incident wave propagates in the −z direction and the reflected wave propagates in
the +z direction. It is possible to describe the wavefunction using a singular wavenumber and
angle as |ki| = ki = kr = k1 and θi = θr. The wavefunction for the transmitted neutron wave
in the second medium is given as
ψ2 = te
−ik2 sin θtz (2.30)
where t is the amplitude of the transmitted neutron wave in the second medium. The continuity
of the wavefunction, and its first derivative, at the interface (where z = 0) requires that 1+r = t
and k1 sin θi(1 − r) = tk2 sin θt. These equations are simultaneous equations, and thus, it is
possible to express r and t as
t =
2k1 sin θi
k2 sin θt + k1 sin θi
and r =
k1 sin θi − k2 sin θt
k1 sin θi + k2 sin θt
. (2.31)
where it is evident that the reflectivity will be dependant on θi and λ of the incident neutrons.
The momentum change of the reflected neutrons is given as Q = kr−ki. For specular reflection
the scattering vector is exclusively in the z-direction so that Q = Qz, which is referred to as Q





The reflectivity from two ideal interfaces as a function of Q has been simulated and is shown
in Figure 2.5b. The reflectivity profile simulated where β1 < β2 displays total reflection at low
Q. This phenomenon can be understood by considering the angle adopted by the transmitted
beam through Snell’s law, where n±,1 cos θi = n±,2 cos θt. Here, n± are the neutron refractive
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(βn ± βm) (2.33)
For many materials




(βn ± βm) (2.34)
by considering the first two terms of the Taylor series of
√





n±,1 > n±,2 and θi is small so that cos θi ∼ 1,
n±,1 cos θi
n±,2
> 1 . (2.35)
Therefore, θt is purely imaginary with a real component equal to zero. This corresponds to
zero transmission of intensity into the second medium; therefore, the neutrons are completely
reflected. This is the case until θi > cos
−1 (n±,2/n±,1), where the reflectivity will begin to fall
with increasing Q. The sudden drop in reflectivity just beyond the region of total reflection is
known as the critical edge and the associated Q value at the critical edge is Qc = 4
√
π (β2 − β1).
At higher Q, far beyond the critical edge, the reflectivity falls away following R ∝ 1/Q4.
Reflection from samples with thin films
When the sample contains a thin layer between two media, multiple reflections can occur
between the first two interfaces as depicted in Figure 2.6a. The numerous reflections combine
either constructively or destructively as a function of Q, forming an interference pattern in
the measured reflectivity. An example of this has been simulated in Figure 2.6b, where clear
interference fringes are visible. These are referred to as Kiessig fringes, where the Q spacing
between the fringes, ∆Q, is inversely related to the thickness of the thin film, d, through
∆Q = 2π/d.
In order to account for multiple reflections from samples with thin films, it is necessary to
consider the combined reflection and transmission amplitudes from each layer. The total re-
flectivity can then be calculated using the combined reflection amplitude, rtot, in conjunction
with Equation 2.27. For the case shown in Figure 2.6a, we can consider rtot as the infinite sum
shown in Equation 2.36.




−i4φ + · · ·
rtot = r1,2 + t1,2r2,3t2,1e
−i2φ [1 + r2,3r2,1e−i2φ + r22,3r22,1e−i4φ + · · · ]
(2.36)
The product of transmission and reflection amplitudes originate from the path taken before
reflection towards the detector. The exponential factor is known as the phase offset between
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Figure 2.6: a) Specular reflection from a layered sample, where reflection occurs from both the
interface between the first two layers and the interface between the middle and last interface.
The amplitudes of the first two reflected neutron waves propagating towards the detector are
labelled. b) Simulated reflectivity from layered samples as shown in a), where β is equal to 6,
3 and 0× 10−6 Å−2 for the media with n1, n2 and n3 respectively. The thickness, d, of the thin
film is 100 Å. Multiple reflections from the middle layer combine, leading to an interference
pattern in the reflectivity data.




dn2 sin θt (2.37)










where l = r2,3r2,1e












The reflection coefficients will tend to zero after a large number of reflections, n, in the thin













The above expression can be substituted into Equation 2.36 to provide:


















where the last equation is possible as rx,y = −ry,x. Using the identity 1 + r = t, rtot can be





















This process can be generalised for a sample with m−1 interfaces between m media of different
β using the Abelés matrix method or the equivalent Parratt recursive formalism.95 The former




















The exponential factor eiφm for the first and last media are equal to one as φ1 = 0 and φm = 0.
The reflection coefficient, rm,m+1, arising from the interface of the m
th and m + 1th media is






Figure 2.7: a) Reflection from a rough layered sample, with specular reflection shown as the
darker arrows and off-specular reflection as the transparent arrows. Off-specular reflection from
the second interface is not shown for clarity. The transmission angles for the second and third
layers will also have distributions from the roughened interfaces, which are not shown for clarity.
b) Comparison of specular reflectivity measured from two layered samples. The blue profile is
that from Figure 2.6 and the dashed green profile is simulated for a system with the same layer
thickness but with σ = 10 Å. The inset shows the β profile over the vertical distance from the
first interface for both samples.
Surfaces and interfaces are never ideal and have some intrinsic roughness associated with them.
The roughness of a surface decreases the specular reflection and increases the off-specular re-
flection compared to the idealised model of the surface as depicted in Figure 2.7. The reduction
in specular reflection can be modelled by the Croce-Névot factor, which modifies the reflection
amplitude calculated for an ideal interface as shown in Equation 2.47.
rrough = rflate
−2kz,mkz,m+1σ2m (2.47)
Here, kz,m is the component of the wavevector in the m
th medium in the z-direction, where
kz,m = km sin θm. The σm term is the root-mean-square, or RMS, roughness of the interface




where h is the vertical deviation from the average height of the rough surface and the brackets,
〈〉, denote the macroscopic average of h2 over the area of the sample. As the Croce-Névot factor
models the variation of two materials over an interface with a Gaussian distribution, the value
of σm must be considered carefully. A model will become increasingly non-physical as a layer’s
roughness approaches the value of the layer thickness, and models with layer roughnesses greater
than their thicknesses should be viewed with scepticism. The roughness of a layer is often
constrained to only adopt values which are, at most, half that of the layer thickness, inhibiting
the adoption of non-physical values. This corresponds to at least 95 % of the negative vertical
deviations from an interface falling within the average thickness of the layer, as estimated
through the Gaussian probability density between the mean and 2σ.
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2.3.2 Experimental
Neutron reflectometry experiments were conducted on INTER96 at ISIS, UK and FIGARO97
at the Institut Laue-Langevin (ILL), France. Both reflectometers operate on a time-of-flight
(ToF) principle, where the incident neutron beam has a distribution of kinetic energies. In
order to measure the reflectivity as a function of Q, the ToF technique is based upon timing
how long it takes for a neutron to arrive at the detector over a known distance. By converting
the time taken to arrive at the detector, the neutron wavelength can be determined through
the de Brogile relation assuming that inelastic scattering is negligible. The reflectivity over a
range of Q can then be collected simultaneously at one incident angle. Reflectivity profiles over
a larger Q range can be collected by using two or three incident angles.
While both reflectometers operate on the same principal of detection, there are some distinct
differences between the instruments. The most notable is the method of neutron production.
Neutron reflectometry requires a substantial flux of neutron radiation, which must be produced
from atomic nuclei. The two major sources of neutrons for experiments are nuclear reactors and
neutron spallation sources. Neutrons produced by the former rely on nuclear fission of heavy
elements, where heavy nuclei are split into two lighter nuclei, generating two or three neutrons
as a by-product. As fission is a chain-reaction, neutrons are continuously produced through
this method. The production of neutrons via spallation involves striking a target of tungsten
or mercury with high energy protons, resulting in the ejection of neutrons from the target.
Spallation is a pulsed source of neutrons, where short bursts of neutrons are produced multiple
times a second. Neutrons are typically produced with a high kinetic energy by both methods,
meaning that the neutron wavelengths are much smaller than the length scale of the objects
under investigation. For favourable scattering interactions the neutron wavelength must be of
the same order as the length scale of the objects under study and so neutrons are moderated to
decrease the neutron energy. This is achieved by passing the neutrons through a light material,
where inelastic collisions reduce the kinetic energy and hence increase λ. After the neutrons
are moderated they are guided towards the instruments.
Beamlines
Simplified schematics of the INTER and FIGARO instruments are shown in Figure 2.8. Both
instruments are non-polarised reflectometers, where the neutron beam contains an equivalent
ratio of spin-up and spin-down neutrons. The chopper systems sit just beyond the neutron
source at the beginning of the neutron beamlines. These systems are rotating disks that either
block or admit neutrons, the latter of which is facilitated by an aperture. The choppers define
the pulses of neutrons with a specific wavelength distribution while also defining the initial
time for the ToF technique. The incident neutrons must also pass a frame overlap mirror either
before or after the chopper systems. These are coated mirrors that only transmit neutrons
with wavelengths lower than a pre-defined value. Without the frame overlap mirrors, neutrons
with longer wavelengths that pass through the choppers can encroach upon successive pulses
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Figure 2.8: Simplified schematics of the a) INTER and b) FIGARO neutron reflectometers,
which are based at ISIS, UK and the ILL, France, respectively. For both schematics, the
incident neutron beam propagates from left to right.
of neutrons, compromising the ToF technique. The supermirrors can be used to define the
incident angle of the beam towards the sample position. The monitor on INTER determines
the incident flux of neutrons, which is required as the flux of a spallation source can be variable.
A monitor is not required on FIGARO as the flux is taken to be constant due to the reactor
source. The slits are used to collimate the beam, removing stray neutrons that deviate from
the desired beam path. Slits placed before the sample also determine the total illuminated area
on the sample. The detector on INTER is a point detector, filled with 3He gas as the detecting
medium. The detector on FIGARO is a 2D area detector, where the surface of the detector
has pixels that can detect neutron intensity independently of the neighbouring pixels.
Substrates
Substrates provide the solid surface for use in NR, and must be as flat as possible in order
to avoid significant off-specular reflectivity. Additionally, the substrates should not contain
materials that are highly adsorbing of neutrons and nor should they contain materials that
can become radioactive when irradiated by neutrons, such as steel. For this work, silicon
was identified as a suitable substrate material as it has a particularly low absorption cross
section and is relatively cheap. Substrates were purchased from Pi-Kem, UK, with two different
dimensions: 80 × 50 × 15 mm (l × w × h) and 55 × 55 × 10 mm. These were polished to
a 3 Å RMS roughness before being sputter-coated with an iron layer ∼ 200 Å thick. Sputter
coating was carried out by Nano-optics Berlin, Germany or by Pi-Kem. An image of an example
substrate is shown in Figure 2.9.
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Figure 2.9: Image of an iron-coated silicon substrate. Some imperfections are noticeable on
the edge of the substrate, which are thought to result from corrosion after exposure to the
atmosphere for extended periods.
Data, error and resolution
The number of neutrons arriving at the detector in a particular time period, N , follows a Poisson
distribution, where the distribution of counts around the average value can be described by the




By summing consecutive periods of counting, N and σ will be greater, but the fractional
uncertainty σ/N decreases.
After a measurement has been made, the data is normalised by a transmission dataset, convert-
ing the counts to reflectivity. The transmission dataset is a direct beam-to-detector measure-
ment that defines the incident beam intensity for each neutron wavelength. The instrument
settings are kept the same as for the reflection measurement and the beam passes through
the sample but does not reflect so that all additional scattering and adsorption are accounted
for. The random uncertainty in the final reflectivity dataset is then the combined fractional
uncertainty in the Poisson error for the reflection and transmission measurements.
A possible source of systematic error is misalignment of a sample with the incident neutron
beam. Therefore, the sample interface must be aligned with the beam before measurement.
A good indicator that alignment has not been achieved is an intensity that is below unity for
reflection above the critical edge, and a Qc that deviates from the expected value. In this
work, every effort has been made to make sure all measurements were conducted with aligned
samples.
The uncertainty in momentum transfer, dQ, is defined by the angular divergence of the incident
beam, dθ, and the spread of wavelengths, dλ. The fractional uncertainty of Q can be calculated
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Figure 2.10: a) Simulation showing how resolution impacts the measured reflectivity. The
ideal reflectivity from the ideal sample in Figure 2.6b is shown in pale blue, while the dashed
orange reflectivity profile is the same simulation but with an applied 3 % standard deviation
resolution. b) Comparison of reflectivity with and without an incoherent background. The
reflectivity profile in pale blue is that shown in part a), and the reflectivity in dashed green is
the same but with an applied incoherent flat background at R (Q) = 1× 10−6.














The uncertainty in θ is determined by the collimation provided by the slits and dλ is determined
by the width of each neutron pulse. The effect of dQ on the measured reflectivity is most
apparent in data with Kiessig fringes, where the minima of the fringes appear smeared as
shown in Figure 2.10.
Contrast with scattering length densities
There must be a substantial difference between the β of two different layers for their interfacial
characteristics to be discernible by reflectometry; this difference is referred to as contrast.
Therefore, layers can be highlighted or diminished by accentuating or reducing the difference
in β between neighbouring layers, which is known as contrast-matching. This is a particularly
useful tool when studying multiple layers comprised of organic media that contain a significant
proportion of 1H. By enriching the amount of D (2H) in one of the layers, the contrast can be
increased as H and D scatter differently (see Figure 2.4), distinguishing the adjacent layers.
Furthermore, a series of reflectivity profiles can be collected using different contrasts for a
particular layer. By analysing these profiles simultaneously, a more unique solution can be
achieved.
Magnetic samples are more commonly studied on polarised neutron reflectometers, where neu-
trons can be polarised before and after reflection in order to infer a sample’s magnetic structure.
Magnetic scatter that occurs on a non-polarised neutron instrument, as used in this work, can
be considered as the linear combination of the reflectivity from down- and up-spin neutrons.
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This approach assumes the magnetic domains of the materials are greater than the in-plane
coherence length of the neutron beam. The nuclear and magnetic scattering length densities of
some common materials used throughout this work are shown in Table 2.1.
The incoherent scatter that arises naturally from nuclei introduces a flat background to the
reflectivity, which often dominates the reflection at high Q as shown in Figure 2.10b. This
can be thought of as a nuisance factor, and is particularly prominent when any media at the
interface contain a significant quantity of 1H.









Si 4.99 2.07 -
SiO2 2.20 3.47 -
Fe 8.49 8.02 4.94
α-Fe2O3 1.98 7.20 -
γ-Fe2O3 1.84 6.67 1.06
Fe3O4 1.35 6.95 1.30
C12H26 0.26 −0.46 -
C12D26 0.26 6.70 -
H2O 3.33 −0.56 -
D2O 3.33 6.37 -
C21H40O4 0.16 0.21 -
C21D18H22O4 0.16 3.21 -
2.3.3 Data analysis
As mentioned previously, the reflectivity data cannot be directly inverted for information on
layer characteristics such as βn, thickness and roughness. In order to extract quantitative
information, a model of the sample must be constructed and the simulated reflectivity profile
for the model is then fit to the data. The match between the data and the simulated profile
is improved by iteratively varying the model parameters, enabling the characteristics of the
sample layers to be inferred.
Inferring parameter values that are consistent with a particular dataset is equivalent to inferring
the parameter probability distribution, which can be framed using Bayes’ theorem:
P (Θ|D,M) = P (D|Θ,M)× P (Θ|M)
P (D|M)
(2.51)
where P (Θ|M) is referred to as the prior which encapsulates the probabilities, P , associated
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with a set of parameter values, Θ, given a particular model, M, before any data analysis
takes place. The symbol | denotes given. The likelihood function, P (D|Θ,M), modifies the
prior beliefs by taking into account the probability of obtaining a dataset, D, given a set of
parameter values for a given model. The posterior distribution, P (Θ|D,M), is the probability
distribution of a set of parameter values given a dataset and a particular model. The posterior
distribution reflects the state of knowledge after fitting the data while considering the initial
beliefs. The denominator is known as the evidence, and reflects the probability of a dataset
given a model. The evidence does not need to be calculated when inferring parameter values
such as the median and 95% confidence intervals as it is only a scaling factor. Therefore, it is
possible to express the posterior distribution as a proportionality:
P (Θ|D,M) ∝ P (D|Θ,M)× P (Θ|M) . (2.52)
Fitting data
The best fit that can be achieved to a dataset is equivalent to maximising the likelihood function.
In the case of NR a Gaussian distribution very closely approximates the underlying Poisson
distribution for each reflectivity data point as the number of counts is high. Therefore, the
likelihood function can be maximised by the minimisation of a least-squares χ2 goodness-of-fit









Here, Ri and σi are the reflectivity and reflectivity error at the i
th data point, while Si is the
simulated reflectivity at the same Q. When χ2 is minimised the best fit parameter values can be
extracted, and the uncertainty in the parameter values can be determined from the covariance
matrix. However, this approach assumes the parameters have a Guassian distribution and can
either under- or overestimate confidence intervals.98 A different technique that can sample the
posterior distribution without the previous assumption is Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC),
following the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm. A thorough account of MCMC processes are
available elsewhere but it is worthwhile to briefly lay out the general framework for a neutron
reflectometry dataset.99,100
The algorithm starts with an initial set of parameter values, Θ1, which fall within a given
prior distribution. The likelihood function is evaluated with this set of parameter values, where
the goodness-of-fit is χ21. A new set of parameter values, Θ2, is then required from the prior
distribution, which can be achieved through perturbation of Θ1. The simplest example, called
a Metropolis update, follows:
Θ2 = Θ1 + s× c (2.54)
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where c is a random number drawn from a symmetric distribution centred around zero, such as
a Gaussian or Uniform distribution, and s is a scaling factor known as the step size. Following
the generation of the new parameters, the likelihood function is evaluated with a goodness-of-fit










However, if a < 1 then the new set of parameter values is only accepted with the probability
of a. If the new set of parameter values are rejected, the parameter values are set back to Θ1.
The successive iteration then takes the original or new parameter value and repeats the above
process.
The general behaviour at the beginning of the algorithm is to accept a large number of the
proposed parameters as the likelihood function tends towards a maximum value. When the
algorithm has reached an apparent maximum, the sampler has reached the region of parameter
space where the posterior distribution is located. It is common to discard the parameter values
from the beginning of the sampling process in an attempt to remove any dependence on the
chosen starting parameter values. This is known as burn-in. After reaching the region of
parameter space where the posterior distribution is located, the nature of both Equation 2.54
and Equation 2.55 ensures that parameter values from the posterior distribution are sampled
according to their probability as determined by the likelihood and prior functions. The ideal
scenario is to leave the sampling process to run for a very long time so that the posterior
distribution is well approximated, which is known as convergence. Multiple chains for each
parameter can be run simultaneously in an effort to speed up the process.
It is not trivial to know when convergence is achieved, and there are numerous diagnostics to
suggest convergence has been met.101 A convergence diagnostic devised by Gelman and Rubin
has proven a popular choice because of its relative ease to implement and interpret.102 The
method assesses the variability of the parameter values, known as mixing, that are sampled
in the region of the posterior distribution by the MCMC sampler. If the parameters are well
mixed then the posterior distribution should be approximated suitably, but if only a handful
of different parameter values have been explored the posterior distribution will not be well
approximated. After running an MCMC sampler that has discarded all points deemed to be in
the burn-in stage, there will be m chains, each containing n parameter values. The m chains
are split at the midpoint so that the number of chains is m̂ = 2m and the number of parameter
samples in each split chain is n̂ = n/2. Each parameter value in the split chains is denoted ψi,j,
where i is the number of the sample parameter in a split chain in a series up to n̂ and j is the
number of the chain in a series up to m̂. For each parameter, the variance between each chain,






















































where R̂ is called the potential scale reduction factor. The value of R̂→ 1 as n→∞, whereW is
the only significant factor. This behaviour is expected because B → 0 with n→∞ as the chains
should be centred about the posterior distribution with similar variances. Simultaneously, W
will approach a stable finite value. If the burn-in stage was not removed sufficiently, then R̂
will significantly deviate from one. This is the very reason for splitting the chains into two; by
doing so, it is possible to assess if the sampled parameter values arise solely from the posterior
distribution. It has been suggested that convergence is satisfactorily reached when R̂ < 1.1.103
This value is arbitrary and is not based on statistical significance which has lead to some
criticism.104 In this work, it was attempted to reach convergence by using a large number of
samples (∼ 1×106) after reaching a steady likelihood value, and attempting to reduce R̂ < 1.1.
In this manner, states that appear to be converged are reached, although it is not possible to
absolutely state that convergence has been achieved.
The final consideration when terminating an MCMC sampler is the number of independent
samples collected. To represent the posterior distribution of a particular parameter, θ, it is
common to take an estimator, E (θ), of the posterior distribution, such as the mean or median.
It is commonly assumed that the central limit theorem applies to MCMC samples99, and thus
the (1− α) confidence interval of the estimator, E (θ)CI, is approximated by:




where f ∗ is the appropriate factor for the (1− α) confidence interval (1.96 for a 95 % confidence
interval), σ̄ is the standard deviation of the sampled θ values and neff is the effective sample
size of the posterior distribution. Therefore, when σ̄ = 1 it is necessary to acquire > 38000
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independent samples to quote the 95 % confidence intervals to a precision of ± 0.01. An effective
sample size must be used as the parameter values that are sampled in successive iterations are
often correlated, which is to say that it takes a number of iterations for the parameter values
to appear as if they are from different parts of the posterior distribution. It is possible to







Here, ρ̂t is the approximated autocorrelation function for an offset t between each iteration,













(ψi,j − ψi−t,j)2 . (2.64)
The sum to T in Equation 2.62 is used instead of a sum to ∞ as the autocorrelations become
noisy when t becomes large. Therefore, T is taken when the sum of two consecutive estimated
autocorrelations is negative,
T = t′ when ρ̂t′−1 + ρ̂t′ < 0 ; (2.65)
this enables the estimation of the offset where the sample parameters are no longer correlated.
In this work, sampling was only terminated when the number of independent samples per
parameter was at least ∼ 104. The lowest number of independent samples per fit and ECIθ are
given for each MCMC fit.
When fitting the data collected with the tribometer, it was not possible to use an MCMC
sampling scheme to estimate the uncertainty due to issues simulating the reflectivity within the
sampler. Therefore, in order to estimate the uncertainty in the inferred parameter values, a
bootstrap re-sampling routine was used. This involved using a custom python script (originally
written by Dr Thomas Wood, STFC UK) to re-sample the datasets with replacement and then
fit each re-sampled dataset via the SciPy differential evolution optimiser using the original
model and cost function.105 This procedure was repeated 500 times for each dataset, resulting
in a distribution of parameter values, enabling the median and 95 % confidence interval values to
be calculated. The 95 % confidence limits were calculated as the difference between the median
and the 2.5th/97.5th percentiles of the parameter distributions. The bootstrap re-sampling
mimics measuring the sample repeatedly, which should only have variations dictated by the
random error associated with Poisson counting statistics.106 Through fitting these re-sampled
datasets, distributions for each parameter are formed, which have widths that are based upon
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the stability of the fit and the random error associated with each data point. The former
represents systematic error in the fit process, which becomes dominant when the model does
not reproduce the data well. This can be minimised by only applying the bootstrap method to
data that fit suitably.
Model selection
When fitting NR data, it is not clear which model should be fit to a dataset as multiple models
can appear equally plausible. Bayes’ theorem can be applied to the problem of model selection:
P (M|D) = P (D|M)× P (M)
P (D)
(2.66)
where P (D|M) is the evidence given a particular model as seen in Equation 2.51, and P (M)
is the prior probability of M. P (M|D) is the posterior of M given the data and P (D) is the
probability of obtaining the data. For brevity, the evidence of model i will be denoted by Zi
for the remainder of this work. The suitability of a particular model, M2, to describe a dataset
can be compared to another reference model, M1, by comparing the ratios of the two model




Z2 × P (M2)
P (D)
Z1 × P (M1)
P (D)
=
Z2 × P (M2)
Z1 × P (M1)
(2.67)
If the posterior ratio is > 1, then M2 is the preferable model to describe the data. If the
two prior probabilities of two plausible models are equivalent, then the posterior ratio is only






= B . (2.68)
The ratio of the two evidences is known as the Bayes factor, B, which can be used to assess
which model should be used when analysing data following the criteria laid out in Table 2.2.




P (D|Θ,M)P (Θ|M) dwΘ (2.69)
where w is the number of parameters in Θ and R is a matrix with dimensions 2 × w defining
the limits of integration. The bulk of the evidence is typically in a small region of the mul-
tidimensional integral where the likelihood and prior probabilities approach their maximum
value. Typically, models with better fits to the data are strongly preferred. However, if models
are similarly suited to match the data, then it falls upon the complexity of the models and
the prior beliefs. In general, those models that are less complex but match the data well are
favoured in a manner that follows Ockham’s razor.108 Alternatively, if models are equivalent or
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> 10 Very strong
of similar complexity and match the data well, then models with tighter priors have a greater
evidence. It has been suggested that a simple way of interpreting why one model has a greater
evidence than another is to consider the ratio of the optimal parameter value to the prior range,
which can be thought of as an average parameter value.109 Therefore, the prior range of each
parameter is of fundamental importance when calculating model evidences.
One approach to estimate the evidence is nested sampling, developed by Skilling.110 The al-
gorithm begins with n objects adopting random parameter values from P (Θ|M), after which
the likelihood for each object is calculated, and sorted into ascending order. The object with
the lowest likelihood is then removed, and is termed a dead point. A new object is generated
with a set of parameter values drawn from P (Θ|M) where the values must be drawn so that
the likelihood is greater than the likelihood of the dead point. This is achieved by randomly
copying the values of one of the remaining original points and perturbing the parameter values
by a small random amount. If this operation is repeated k times, k dead points will have been
generated and n objects will remain in a region of parameter space with high likelihood and
prior probabilities. When estimating the evidence it is convenient to rephrase the collective
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After an iteration has proceeded, the prior volume is reduced to a smaller value, ε, as only those
prior values that result in a likelihood greater than the lowest point are valid for the rest of






where Ak is the evidence bounded by the k









Figure 2.11: Schematic of the nested sampling process for the estimation of evidence, as shown
by the grey area under the red curve. The fraction ε/ε∗ is the proportion of parameter values
that have likelihoods above a given value. Six objects, shown as points, are used in this problem
to estimate the evidence. They are assigned random parameter values from P (Θ|M), and the
likelihoods sorted into ascending order in the initial phase. The red dot at the lowest likelihood
is removed when proceeding to Iteration 1 and a new point is randomly generated as shown in
green. The new lowest likelihood point is identified, also shown in red. The lowest likelihood
point from the initial phase, as shown in blue, is used to determine the first area, A1, as shown
in yellow. Iteration 2 repeats the above process, where the next portion of the total area, A2,





(εk−1 − εk) . (2.73)
Hence, after many iterations and a large n, the estimated evidence approaches the true value.
This process is depicted in Figure 2.11 for n = 6.
In this work, nested sampling was terminated when the logarithmic ratio of the current esti-











The criteria used in this work set κ = 10−3 (n− 1) + 10−2, which corresponds to a fraction of
remaining evidence to the estimated evidence ∼ 0.66 when n = 500. However, at termination
n− 1 points remain in a location of the highest likelihood. By cycling through a further n− 1
integration steps without the replacement step, the percentage of the remaining evidence to
the determined evidence falls to ∼ 1 %.
A useful by-product of cycling through the full prior volume is that the posterior distribution
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As the full prior range is explored, there is no possibility of being stuck in a local minimum,
which is possible when fitting data via least-squares regression. As such, multi-modal pos-
teriors can be explored.111 However, the resolution achievable when sampling more simplistic
posterior distributions is inferior to an MCMC sampling procedure during a given time frame;
nonetheless, the posterior distribution determined via nested sampling is an extremely useful
diagnostic tool when considering model selection.
Software
NR data analysis was conducted using three different pieces of software. GenX112 2.10 was used
for producing simple best-fits using a differential evolution algorithm, and was used when fitting
data collected with the tribometer. Refl1D113 0.8.13–0.8.14 was used for sampling the posterior
distribution of data collected with solid-liquid cells; this was achieved using the DREAM114
MCMC scheme provided in the Refl1D python package. A combination of the python packages
refnx115 0.1.18 with dynesty116 1.0 were used to estimate model evidence via nested sampling.
An example problem
An example of data fitting and model selection is presented using simulated data of a theoretical
sample structure. The sample structure is based on those used throughout the rest of the thesis,
with a silicon substrate sputter coated with a 200 Å thick iron layer. A native silicon dioxide
layer is typically found between the silicon and iron layer, and an iron oxide layer typically
persists at the surface of the substrate. An adsorbed surfactant is simulated at the iron oxide
surface with two layers, where the inner layer is densely packed with a thickness of 20 Å, while
the outer layer is less dense with a thickness of 10 Å. The substrate structure is simulated
as submerged in dodecane-d26, which is a common solvent used in this work. The simulated
data are shown in Figure 2.12a along with the β++ profile in Figure 2.12b, where the adsorbed
surfactant layers are termed surfin and surfout for the inner and outer layers. The parameters
used to simulated the data are shown in Table 2.3. The reflectivity error bar associated with
each data point is a constant of 5 % dR/R, and is assumed to be Gaussian in nature. Each
data point is offset by a small random number drawn from the Gaussian distribution with a
standard deviation defined by the error dR. A constant error of 5 % is not representative
of a true reflection measurement as all neutron sources have a non-uniform distribution of λ.
However, this simple example serves as a good demonstration. A standard deviation dQ/Q
resolution of 3 % was also used, which is a fairly typical resolution in the work conducted here.
A nested sampling analysis was conducted on the simulated data to find an appropriate number
of interfacial layers to model. The initial parameter values and priors are shown in Appendix A,
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Figure 2.12: a) Simulated reflectivity of the theoretical sample structure. The best fit achieved
by the MCMC sampling is shown by the red line. The reflectivity is scaled by Q4 to aid
comparison. b) The original and fitted β++ profiles from the simulated reflectivity data. The
original profile was taken before any noise was added to the data. The light red traces show
50 random samples taken from the MCMC posterior distribution to indicate the extent of
uncertainty across the sample. c) Nested sampling results for modelling the data with an
increasing number of interfacial layers. The model with the greatest evidence is highlighted by
the box. The inset shows the results for the four highest evidences. The lines are interpolations
to guide the eye.
Table 2.3: Layer parameters used to simulate, and inferred from, the reflectivity profile shown
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Table A1 and the estimated evidence associated with modelling 0–4 interfacial layers are shown
in Figure 2.12c. The general trend in Figure 2.12c is similar to previous work117,118, where the
model with two layers represents the data better than the model with only one layer, but does
not over fit the data with too many parameters such as the models with three and four layers.
The highest evidence was found with 2 layers, where ln (Z) = 247.7 ± 0.4. The Bayes factor for
selecting this model over the models with 1 and 3 layers is 7.8 ± 1.1 and 7.7 ± 1.2. Therefore,
there is a strong preference for modelling the data with two layers when inferring parameter
values.
Following the nested sampling results, an MCMC scheme was used to infer the parameter
values for each layer in the model with 2 interfacial layers. The best fit to the data is shown
as the red line in Figure 2.12a, and the corresponding β++ profile from the best fit is shown
as the full maroon line. The determined parameter values are shown in Table 2.3. There is
generally good agreement between the original parameters and the inferred parameter values
for the substrate layers. However, the uncertainty in surfactant layers is much greater, which
likely arises because there are numerous combinations of surfactant parameters that lead to a
reasonable fit. It would be possible to improve the uncertainty by providing another contrast of
the system, which, in this case, would be most easily achieved with the hydrogenated solvent,
dodecane-h26.
2.4 X-ray reflectometry
X-ray reflectometry follows the same principal as NR, and can also be used to determine
atomic densities and thicknesses of thin films. However, the interactions of X-rays with matter
are fundamentally different to those between neutrons and matter. X-rays interact with the
electrons that surround atomic nuclei. As a result, X-rays are more strongly scattered from
materials comprised of heavy, electron-rich elements.
A basic description of the main interactions involved in XRR are outlined here. The theory
follows the same principals laid out in the NR theory section. Rigorous descriptions of X-ray
scattering and reflectometry theory are available elsewhere.90,91,93,119
2.4.1 Theory
The X-ray refractive index of a material, n, is given as:
n = 1− δ − iη (2.76)










where λ is the wavelength of the X-ray, N is the number density of the sample material, re is a
constant called the classic electron radius with a value of 2.81794× 10−5 Å and the two terms
denoted by f are the real and imaginary parts of the complex number referred to as the atomic
form factor, f = f1 + if2. The X-ray wavelength is often interchanged with the photon energy,





The atomic form factor is the Fourier transform of the electron density of the sample atom,
and hence the components of f increase as the number of electrons increase across the periodic
table. The atomic form factor also diminishes with decreasing λ and increasing scattering angle,
θ. Values for each element in the periodic table measured over a range of λ are available in
certain databases.120 The scattering length, b, is the product of the atomic form factor and re,
b = fre. Therefore, in a consistent manner to NR, the real component of the scattering length
density, βX-ray, can be defined using the real part of the atomic form factor as βX-ray = reNf1.
2.4.2 Experimental
XRR experiments were carried out on two different instruments. Hard XRR was carried out
on I07, the X-ray diffractometer instrument at Diamond Light Source, UK.121 I07 is a high-
resolution diffractometer that uses a select wavelength of radiation to probe samples of interest.
For the experiments presented herein, λ = 0.496 Å. As a result of using a fixed wavelength,
the scattering angle must be increased in order to obtain higher values of Q. Specular XRR
is achieved by placing the detector at an angle of 2θ from the incident beam at a set distance
from the sample interface.
Diamond Light Source houses a number of instruments based around a photon source called
a synchrotron, where electrons are accelerated up to velocities close to the speed of light with
energies on the order of GeV. Electrons, like other charged particles, emit electromagnetic
radiation when they accelerate or decelerate. By bending the electron beam within the loop,
the electrons are accelerated and a distribution of photons is generated which propagate towards
different beamline instruments. In other parts of the synchrotron, straight sections of the loop
contain devices called wigglers and undulators. Both devices contain a series of magnets that
oscillate the electron beam horizontally, accelerating the beam back-and-forth. As a result,
electromagnetic radiation is emitted in the forward direction, and can be built-up over the
length of the wiggler/undulator. Compared to wigglers, undulators are designed to produce a
lower amplitude of perturbation to the electron beam, giving rise to a less divergent beam with
a more well-defined wavelength of the resulting photons. The emitted photons then propagate
to the adjacent beamline instrument.
A simple schematic of the I07 instrument is shown in Figure 2.13. I07 receives photons from
an undulator in the storage ring, which provides a highly collimated X-ray beam. The photon
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Figure 2.13: A simplified schematic of the I07 instrument beamline set up in a reflectometer
geometry.
beam then passes through a double crystal monochromator, where two silicon blocks select
a required beam energy in the range of 8–30 keV. This range of photon energies falls within
the wavelength range of 0.413–1.550 Å, and thus all photons that pass the monochromator
are X-rays. The beam then passes through focussing mirrors which can define the vertical
and horizontal beam size, and also the downward and outward angle of the incident beam.
Afterwards, the beam impinges onto the sample surface where the angle is defined by the angle
of the stage that the sample is secured to. A hexapod is used to control the stage tilt and stage
height. After reflection, the beam propagates in the specular direction and into a detector. I07
has a number of different detectors that can be used; in the work described here, the detector
was a 2D Pilatus 100K detector, where individual square pixels with a length of 172 µm could
measure the counts in a given time frame independently of other pixels.
The Q resolution of the beamline when set up in a reflection geometry follows Equation 2.50,
where the resolution in the angle is the dominant factor. This is because the fractional energy
resolution, as defined by the double crystal monochromator, is a constant at ∼ 2.5 × 10−4
and the resolution of θ is ∼ 5 × 10−3 degrees as defined by the detector pixel width and the
distance to the detector. Therefore, the resulting uncertainty in the momentum transfer, dQ,
was estimated to be 2.2× 10−3 Å−1.
Soft XRR was carried out on a Philips/Panalytical PW3050/65 X’Pert PRO HR horizontal
diffractometer at the Department of Materials Science and Metallurgy, University of Cambridge.
The general experimental setup is similar to I07, where the sample is tilted by an angle θ along
the beam, and the detector is placed at an angle of 2θ to measure the specular reflection. A
copper anode was used for the production of X-rays with a wavelength of λ = 1.54 Å. The
horizontal width of the incident slit was 5 mm, defining the horizontal width of the beam
footprint to be ∼ 5 mm, and a divergence slit defined to give a divergence of 0.031◦ was used
to collimate the incident beam at a distance of 220 mm from the substrate. This results in
an approximate maximum footprint of 50 mm along the direction of the beam. A slit placed
before the detector was set to have a vertical height of 0.3 mm. The detector used was a Xe
proportional detector and was used as a point detector. The slit height before the detector
defines the angular spread that reaches the detector, which is estimated to have a standard
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deviation of 0.011◦ following the theory in section four of the cited work.122 This value is an
order of magnitude greater than the resolution of the goniometer used to define θ. Therefore,
the standard deviation resolution, dQ, is estimated to be ∼ 0.0016 Å−1.
X-ray scattering length densities
The X-ray scattering form factors and scattering length densities of some common materials
used in this work are shown in Table 2.4.
Table 2.4: X-ray scattering form factors and scattering length densities at 25 ◦C with a photon
energy of 25 keV (λ = 0.496 Å) for the materials used in this work.
Material
N / formula






Si 4.99 14.0 19.8
SiO2 2.20 30.0 18.6
Fe 8.49 26.3 62.8
α-Fe2O3 1.98 76.5 42.8
γ-Fe2O3 1.84 76.5 39.6
Fe3O4 1.35 110.8 42.1
C12H26 0.26 98.0 7.3
C21H40O4 0.16 198.0 8.9
2.4.3 Data analysis
XRR data analysis was conducted using GenX 2.10 to produce best-fits using a differential
evolution algorithm. Unlike the NR data analysis, a least-squares χ2 minimisation was not
conducted when fitting the XRR data. The reason a χ2 minimisation was not used is because
the cost function is weighted towards those data points with low error at low Q. Therefore,
while a good fit can be achieved at low Q with a χ2 minimisation, the fit at medium and high
Q is poor as the residuals become small with increasing Q. Instead, a minimisation of the
logarithm of the difference between the real and simulated reflectivity was used and is referred




|logRi − logSi| . (2.79)
Here, Ri and Si are the real and simulated reflectivity at each i
th Q point. It should be
noted that this does not take into account the counting error associated with each data point.
Bootstrap re-sampling was used to estimate the uncertainty in inferred parameters from XRR
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Figure 2.14: A schematic of a transmission SANS experiment, where an incident beam of
collimated neutrons with the wavevector ki is scattered through a small angle of 2θ. The
scattered beam has the wavevector ks and the momentum transfer can be described as Q =
ks − ki. The grey square placed at the centre of the detector is known as the beam stop and
is designed to stop the non-scattered direct beam from damaging the detector when measuring
scattering from samples.
data. As the counting error associated with each data point was ignored when fitting the data,
the uncertainty presented for the parameters are associated with the stability of the fit.
2.5 Small angle neutron scattering
Small angle neutron scattering (SANS) is an elastic scattering technique that is used to study
the structure of materials in the range of 1–100 nm. The typical SANS geometry is shown in
Figure 2.14, which depicts a SANS instrument operating in transmission mode. Here, a neutron
beam is guided towards a cell that contains a solution of the substance of interest. The neutron
beam propagates through the solution in the cell and is scattered at small angles by structures
in the nanometer range. The scattered intensity of neutrons is then detected at a set distance
behind the sample using a position sensitive detector, and the intensity can be related to the
structure of the scatterers. There are a number of interpretation methods with model fitting
being the most common method to infer structural properties. A brief overview of the theory
and analysis behind the SANS technique is presented here. Thorough descriptions of the theory
can be found elsewhere.91,123,124
2.5.1 Theory
The same fundamental neutron-matter interactions found within subsection 2.3.1 are relevant
for the discussion of SANS theory. Of particular relevance to SANS is the differential form of the
elastic scattering cross-section, (dσ/dΩ)el, which describes the number of elastically scattered
neutrons per unit solid angle, Ω. Solid angles are directly related to the momentum transfer,
Q, of neutrons upon scattering and thus, the intensity measured at different positions across
the detector, I (Q), is related to (dσ/dΩ)el through
I (Q) =
[







⊗ R (Q) +B (Q) . (2.80)
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Here, I0, η and T are the incident flux, the efficiency of the detector and the transmission
function of the sample. The solid angle that a detector pixel subtends is given by ∆Ω and can
be related to Q. The R (Q) term represents the resolution function which convolves the term
in the square bracket as denoted by the ⊗ operator. Finally, the background signal, B (Q), is
added to the overall signal and is usually a flat function that only varies slowly with Q. The
background signal arises from the incoherent scattering of neutrons and is greatest when a large
proportion of hydrogen is present in the sample.
When dealing with dilute samples, the number of neutrons that reach the detector can be
radially averaged to result in a 1D intensity profile as a function of Q. This process also
requires correction for a number of factors to ensure consistency between measurement time
and instrumental factors. For instance, whilst I0 and η are typically known for each individual
instrument, T must be measured for each sample. This is done by measuring the intensity that
arrives at the central pixels on the detector, relating to the unperturbed portion of the beam.
Further corrections are made using the scattered intensity of an empty cell, a blocked beam
and the neat solvent. The process for non-dilute samples is more complicated as some samples
will display orientational structure, and hence the scattering will not be radially isotropic.










V 2p |βsolu − βsolv|
2 (2.81)
where N is the number of scatterers and V is the scattering volume. As such, N/V is the
concentration of scatterers in the sample solution. The scattering length density of the scat-
terer/solute is denoted as βsolu, and for the solvent as βsolv. Finally, Vp is the volume of scatterer
and thus, the intensity is written in units of per unit distance, commonly framed in terms of
cm−1. The intensity of the direct beam at Q = 0 is not measured as the beam stop is placed in
front of the detector at the central position during a scattering measurement. Hence, the value
of the intensity at Q = 0 is not directly determinable, but the measured intensity as Q→ 0 is
well approximated by Equation 2.81. It is also possible to relate (dσ/dΩ)el to the direct beam






















Here, Rg is the radius of gyration, which in a scattering circumstance relates to the root-mean-
square radius of the scattering object. Therefore, through a linear fit to the natural logarithm
of I (Q) as a function of Q2, a structural dimension can be determined. This relation should
be linear in the region of 0 < Q . R−1g if the sample is approximately monodisperse.
It is also possible to relate (dσ/dΩ)el to the shape, size and constitution of individual scattering
structures along with the structural position of scattering objects in relation to one another.
This is a more thorough analysis than the Guinier approximation, and it holds over a larger
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range of Q. The characteristics of individual scatterers contributes a scattering function known
as the form factor, F (Q). Specifically, F (Q), is the Fourier transform of the distribution of
βsolu, and hence contains information on the length scales of the scatterer; for instance, a
spherical form factor contains information on the radius over which the βsolu contrasts βsolv.
As previously mentioned, the scattering cross section can be related to any structure that
exists between the individual scatters, which will manifest when considerable correlation exists
between positions of scatterers. The structural contribution is termed the structure factor,






= |F (Q)|2 S (Q) (2.83)
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2 〈|F (Q)|2〉S (Q)
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⊗ R (Q) +B (Q) (2.84)
where 〈|F (Q)|2〉 denotes the orientational average of the form factor intensity. The (N/V ) term










The volume fraction is often referred to as the scale factor, and this convention is followed
herein. This factor is directly correlated with the difference in β. The structure factor for
dilute, isotropic systems is equal to one.
2.5.2 Experimental
SANS was conducted on D11 at the ILL, France.126,127 A neutron wavelength of 10 Å was
selected by the velocity selector. The full width at half maximum neutron wavelength resolution,
dλ/λ, was 9 %, and defines the resolution function. Two sample detector distances of 1.4 and
8 m were used to collect high and low Q data. The data were reduced with the corrections
as mentioned in the previous section and were stitched together to form a composite dataset.
The final Q range was approximately 0.007–0.454 Å−1. Data were analysed using the python
packages sasmodels 1.0.5128 and Bumps 0.8.0129, where the former is a variant of the popular
small angle scattering fitting software SASview130, and the latter is the optimiser engine behind
Refl1D, used for fitting NR data.
2.6 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) is a method for the characterisation of the chemical
composition of the outer surface of solid samples. The technique relies on the photoelectron
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Figure 2.15: Schematic of the photoelectron effect with oxygen in a sample, where a 1s electron
is excited and emitted as a photoelectron. The photoelectron will propagate outwards from the
sample and towards a detector. A connected computer will quantise the number of counted
electrons per unit energy, and return a spectrum of the number of counted electrons as a
function of the binding energy. The convention for photoelectron spectra is to have the binding
energy increasing from right to left.
effect, where electromagnetic radiation that falls upon a material can induce the emission of
electrons. In the case of XPS, the emission of a photoelectron occurs by the excitation of a
core-level electron, which in turn requires the incident radiation to have an energy in the X-ray
region of the electromagnetic spectrum. This process is depicted for the exciation of an oxygen
1s electron in Figure 2.15.
By measuring the kinetic energy, KE, of an emitted electron, the binding energy, BE, can be
determined through
KE = hv − φ−BE , (2.86)
where hv is the energy of the incident photon, and φ is a constant called the work function, which
is associated with the particular instrument in use. The binding energies of electrons relate
to the attraction between an electron and nucleus; hence, BE is indicative of the electronic
state of the emitted electron prior to ejection. As such, the particular chemical element from
which the electron was ejected, and to a lesser extent the chemical environment of that element,
can be inferred. The intensity of photoelectrons arriving at the detector is determined by the
probability of the electron escaping the sample, and the probability of the emission of an electron
following irradiation. Therefore, XPS can be used to quantify the elemental composition at the
surface of a solid. The surface sensitivity arises from the high rate of inelastic scattering of the
emitted electrons when escaping the sample; it is generally approximated that only the top 5–10
nm of a surface is probed. The high rate of inelastic scattering also requires that analysis must
be carried out under some level of vacuum. A brief overview of the theory of XPS is laid out
here. The theoretical and practical considerations of XPS are covered extensively elsewhere.131
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2.6.1 Theory
The photoelectron effect and quantification
The goal of XPS is to identity chemical species and to quantify the atomic concentrations of
species present at the surface of a given sample. The former is achieved by classification of
core-level excitation peaks along a binding energy continuum that spans from the energy of the
X-ray source to the sample’s Fermi level, which is defined at 0 eV. Photoelectrons emitted from
a particular electronic state of a given chemical element will give rise to a set of peaks that
lie in the same region of the BE spectrum, regardless of the precise chemical species present.
Therefore, the chemical elements present at the surface of a sample can be identified rapidly. On
a finer scale, it is possible to detect small binding energy shifts in the typical element regions;
these shifts are indicative of the chemical species present and can be used to infer the chemical
environment of a given element, such as its oxidation state. This is most often achieved through
comparison of peaks arising from a unknown sample compared to a known standard.
The latter objective of quantification is achieved by calculating the areas of excitation peaks.
The atomic concentration of a given element is calculated with the determined peak areas
and through the use of relative sensitivity factors, which account for the instrumental set-up
and, importantly, the photoelectron cross section of each chemical element. The latter have
been tabulated and describe the probability of photoelectron emission from specific electronic
states, and hence, specific chemical elements.132 The relative accuracy of the determined atomic
concentrations is generally quoted to 10 %, and while it is possible to increase the accuracy
through additional experimental steps, it is also necessary to account for all species present in
the probed volume. This is particularly difficult if hydrogen is present, as the photoelectron
cross section of hydrogen is very small compared to other elements, leading to a lack of discrete
excitation peaks.133 Consequently, it is much easier to determine relative concentrations, where
the high precision of the experiment allows for minimal error in the relative ratios of chemical
species.
Spin-orbit coupling
It is often the case that more than one excitation peak can arise from a given electronic state.
Spin-orbit coupling is one particular mechanism whereby multiple peaks can arise in the XPS
spectra. Here, orbitals with higher angular momenta, such as the p and d orbitals, can couple
with the magnetic spin of the electron within these orbitals. When an excited electron is
emitted from one of these orbitals, the coupling can give rise to a set of doublet peaks within
the XPS spectra. The two possible states of total angular momenta for a given electron is given
by the Clebsch-Gordan series. Those photoelectrons arising from a state of greater angular
momentum have a lower binding energy and thus, it is typically possible to distinguish between
the binding energies of the two states. The number of electrons within the two states leads to
a set ratio for peaks arising from spin-orbit coupling. For example, a ground state Fe atom
has a configuration of 2p6, where the spin-orbit coupling results in two states of total angular
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momenta. The splitting of an iron doublet for the 2p region is ∼ 13 eV, and the ratio of the
peak areas should then be 2:1 for the 2p3/2:2p1/2 doublet peaks.
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Final state effects
Beyond spin-orbit coupling, additional peaks arise from so-called final state effects where the
structure of the sample after the emission of a photoelectron influences the kinetic energy.
Prominent examples of final state effects are known as shake-up satellites, which are resolvable
peaks that arise at higher binding energies compared to a core-level excitation peak. These
peaks arise from photoelectrons inelastically interacting with valence electrons upon emission.
The photoelectrons lose kinetic energy and are thus observed as a peak at higher binding
energies. Similarly, it is known that excitation peaks arising from metal species can display
asymmetric shapes, with broader tails on the higher binding energy side of the peak.135 The
reason for the asymmetry is similar to the interaction that leads to satellite peaks but the
splitting between the main peak and the satellite features are not resolvable.
Following the emission of a core-level electron, it is also possible for electrons in other, higher
energy, orbitals to spontaneously fall in energy to fill the hole created by the emission of
the photoelectron. Upon falling to the lower energy orbital, energy is transferred to another
electron, leading to its emission, and hence a peak in the spectra. These photoelectrons are
termed Auger electrons.
Other sources of peaks in XPS spectra are multiplet splitting and Plasmon loss features. The
latter arises from the interaction of the emitted photoelectron with electrons in the conduction
band, leading to distinguishable peaks for some elements. The former can arise from the cou-
pling of magnetic fields induced by unpaired electrons. Two unpaired electrons can form if the
chemical species contains an unpaired electron in the valence shell or through rearrangement
can form an unpaired electron in the valence shell, and through the loss of a core-level elec-
tron. Consequently, a number of peaks arise from multiplet splitting that are often convoluted.
Through theoretical work laid out in the 1970s136,137, it has been shown that XPS spectra of
known standards can be modelled.138 However, it is common to represent the ensemble multi-
plet structure as one peak as the multiplet peaks can depend on the chemical environment of
the element.
Background
The accurate determination of the area of a photoelectron resonance is key for meaningful quan-
tification. This area is bounded by the background level of photoelectrons that arrive at the
detector with higher or lower KE than a resonance peak. Unfortunately, the background inten-
sity is not a simple function and is often significantly different either side of a resonance peak,
resulting in an apparent step change to the background signal. Therefore, the quantification of
a peak’s area is strongly dependant on the method use to account for the background.
The nature of the background signal of an XPS spectrum is not precisely known.139 For some
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peaks, the background can appear flat at either side. In this case a simple linear function is
suitable to describe the background; this is often the case for peaks arising from s orbitals.
However, the linear model is not appropriate when accounting for step changes in background
signal. A function frequently used when the background appears to step-change is the Shirley
background.140 This is an empirical model which considers the background intensity at a given
BE is proportional to the area of the peak at lower binding energies. This results in a sloping
background that increases as the peak area increases.
It is understood that a major factor in the background signal is the inelastic scattering of
photoelectrons, where emitted electrons lose a proportion of energy before reaching the analyser
and thus, do not reach the detector if the electrons do not have the correct energy to pass
through the analyser. These inelastic effects can be modelled through the use of material-
specific electron loss functions in a theory often referred to as the Tougaard background.141 In
leiu of known electron loss functions, two and three parameter empirical models can be used
to account for inelastic photoelectron cross section of materials.139
In this work, a simple Shirley background has been used to correct for the background in
peaks with a step change. While empirical in nature, it is understood to result in a reasonable
approximation of the background, and is widely used in XPS analysis.
Charge correction
Emitted photoelectrons can leave a build up of positive charge on the sample surface, which
reduces the KE of further emitted photoelectrons, shifting core-level peaks towards higher
binding energies. This is most often found in insulator materials that do not remain in elec-
trical contact with the spectrometer, where a current can not flow between the sample and
spectrometer. To counter these effects, it is common to calibrate XPS spectra by forcing a par-
ticular peak arising from a known chemical species to a specific binding energy. A particularly
common method is to define the aliphatic C 1s peak at 285.0–284.6 eV; this peak is ubiqui-
tous owing to the presence of adsorbed carbonaceous species, known as adventitious carbon,
at sample surfaces.142 This peak persists in all but the most meticulously clean samples. It is
also possible to assess if charge build up has occurred on the surface by assessing if the Fermi
level of the sample is aligned at 0 eV. This technique relies on having a density of states at the
Fermi level, and hence is only applicable to metallic samples. As the former technique relies on
calibrating to an unknown carbonaceous material, it was instead chosen to calibrate the Fermi
level to 0 eV as all samples contained metallic iron.
2.6.2 Experimental
The XPS data presented in this work was obtained with an enviroESCA spectrometer at the
University of Leeds. The sample was loaded into the spectrometer and the atmosphere was
reduced to a pressure of 10−6 mbar. The X-ray source used an aluminium anode, resulting in a
photon energy of 1486.7 eV. The area of the impinging X-ray beam was 300 µm2. The detector
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was positioned at a normal angle from the sample surface, resulting in a 90◦ take-off angle for
the photoelectrons. A pass energy of 100 eV with a step size of 1 eV was used for the collection
of low resolution survey spectra. High resolution spectra were collected in finer energy regions
where the pass energy was 30 eV and the step size was 0.1 eV. A dwell time of 0.2 s was used
for both survey and high resolution spectra.
Data were analysed using CasaXPS, a peak fitting software that minimises the least-squares
error between the model and observed data. CasaXPS includes a Monte Carlo (MC) approach
to assess the parameter uncertainty for a given fit. Here, the observed data are perturbed by
a random amount, proportional to the Poisson error associated with each data point, resulting
in the formation of a simulated dataset that has all the statistical characteristics of the original
dataset. If repeated enough times, it is possible to quantify the parameter uncertainty that
arises from the Poisson error in the data. In this work, 200 simulated datasets were generated
and fitted from a given observed dataset.
2.7 Beamline tribometer
The beamline tribometer was devised to provide a suitable reflectometry environment for the in-
situ study of film structures under shear at solid-liquid interfaces. The tribometer, Figure 2.16,
was commissioned by Infineum UK Ltd and was manufactured by Cambridge Reactor Design,
UK. It was designed to fit on both the INTER and FIGARO neutron reflectometers and it was
also designed to fit on the I07 X-ray diffraction instrument. A brief overview of the equipment
is presented, followed by a description of the characteristics of the tribometer.
2.7.1 Equipment overview
At the centre of the tribometer an aluminium shaft holds a polyether ether ketone (PEEK)
roller, with a radius of 25 mm, partially submerged in an oil bath. A belt transmission system,
attached to a brushless motor (Maxon), can rotate the roller. A 55 × 55 × 10 (l × w × h)
mm substrate can be secured above the roller in a housing using two screws and a gib plate.
The roller and motor sit on a rectangular aluminium plate that can be raised to either create a
loaded contact or to form a specific gap between the roller and substrate. The former is facili-
tated by four pneumatic actuators that push the assembly plate upwards, producing a loaded
contact between the roller and the substrate. The actuators are operated using compressed
gas regulated between 0.3–4 bar, enabling varying loads through the contact of up to ∼ 100 N.
Alternatively, the roller can be raised to a specific distance from the substrate by tightening
four screws on the assembly plate. Using two laser displacement sensors (micro-epsilon ILD
1420s) the roller-substrate gap can be calibrated with micrometer precision. A second motor
(Maxon) drives the aluminium plate along two parallel rails, allowing the reciprocation of the
roller over 34 mm of the substrate’s surface. At the end of each reciprocating stroke the rotation
of the roller is reversed to match the direction of horizontal travel. The oil bath and substrate
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Figure 2.16: a) Diagonal view of the tribometer in the lowered position. b) A schematic
of the roller and substrate at the centre of the tribometer. The red and blue arrows depict
the approximate paths for the neutron and X-ray beams respectively. c) Exploded view of
the centre of the tribometer. The two screws in the head unit force the gib strip against the
substrate, securing it above the roller.
holder can be held at temperatures up to 120 ◦C. All the operating electronics are controlled
via a Eurotherm Mini8 controller using analog inputs/outputs.
2.7.2 Roller movement
The angular velocity of the roller is controlled by the Mini8 controller which supplies a voltage
between 0.3–3 V to the motor. The Eurotherm controller was pre-calibrated in this range so
that the roller could be set to angular velocities of 50–500 rpm. However, the velocity of the
shaft, and hence roller, was found to be lower than the pre-calibrated set point in the range of
75–400 rpm. The linearity in this range is shown by a linear fit to the measured roller RPM
via one of the laser displacement sensors as shown in Figure 2.17a. The lasers were able to
measure the angular velocity due to an oscillation in the aluminium shaft’s distance from the
sensor, which is believed to arise from movement in the bearing system. The angular velocities
were also measured using a tachometer which could detect the rotational frequency of small
white sticky label placed on the aluminium roller shaft. The tachometer data agree excellently
with the speeds determined via the laser. The roller’s diameter is 50 mm, and therefore, the
accessible surface velocities are 1.4–9.8 × 10−1 m s−1 with angular velocities of 50–400 rpm.
These velocities were determined while the roller was completely dry and not in contact with
a surface. Thus, when entraining oil on to a substrate or when the roller is in contact with a
substrate, the angular and surface velocities can be expected to be lower than the stated values.
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Figure 2.17: a) Measured angular velocities for the roller as a function of the pre-calibrated
angular velocity range. Some of the tachometer results are not visible due to overlap with
the laser data. b) The oscillation in the vertical deviation from the sensor to the aluminium
shaft that holds the roller. The upper panel shows the oscillation on the side of the roller
furthest away from the motor. The lower panel shows the oscillation on the same side as the
motor. c) Measured horizontal velocities for the assembly plate as a function of the horizontal
velocity set point. The dashed red lines show a weighted linear fit to the data. The error bars
are propagated standard deviations for the horizontal velocities. d) Measured displacement as
the roller traverses horizontally over the sensor. The minimum corresponds to the roller shaft
sitting directly over the sensor. The red dashed line is a parabola fit to the data.
The oscillation in the roller shaft was found to be of greater magnitude on the side of the
aluminium shaft that was furthest away from the motor. This side of the aluminium shaft is
referred to as the free side, while the side closest to the motor is referred to as the motor side.
The oscillation in the displacement from the lasers on both sides of the aluminium shaft is
shown in Figure 2.17b. Here, the roller was set to rotate at 50 rpm. Note that these oscillations
were not measured simultaneously, and so any apparent phase offset between these datasets is
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not real. Both datasets were fit with the following wave function:
D = A sin (Bx+ φ) + C (2.87)
where D is the measured displacement, x is the elapsed time, A is the amplitude of the wave
function and B relates to the time taken to complete one oscillation. Specifically, B = 2π/T
where T is the time taken to complete an oscillation of 2π radians. Finally, C is a constant
offset from zero and represents the centre of the oscillation; these offsets are marked by the
dashed lines in Figure 2.17b. The fitted oscillation amplitudes of the free side and motor side
are 91 and 10 µm respectively, where the latter appears constant over an angular velocity range
50–400 rpm. However, it has been observed that the free side oscillation assumes a wider range
of amplitudes, which are approximately 40–90 µm. As both lasers sense the displacement of the
aluminium shaft from an equivalent distance from the centre of the substrate, the oscillation can
be estimated to have a maximum amplitude of approximately 50 microns at the centre of the
roller by taking the average of the two separate measured oscillations. This estimation serves
as an approximate maximum to the oscillation at the centre of the roller as this calculation
assumes that both separate oscillations are in-phase, and hence the oscillations of both sides
combine constructively.
The horizontal traverse of the assembly plate, powered by the second motor, operates in a
comparable manner to the roller motor with a pre-calibrated speed range of 0–200 mm min−1.
Similar to the roller angular velocities, the true horizontal velocities are lower than the pre-
calibrated set points. The measured horizontal speeds are shown in Figure 2.17c, with the
linearity shown by the fit. Thus, the accessible horizontal velocities are between 0.3–1.8× 10−3
m s−1. These velocities were determined by dividing the radius of the roller shaft, 6 ± 0.25 mm,
by the time taken to traverse from the edge of the shaft to the centre. The centre of the shaft
was approximated by fitting the measured displacement data, D, to the following parabola:
D = a+ bx+ cx2 (2.88)
where a, b and c are coefficients. The time at which the minimum of the parabola was reached,
xmin, was determined by setting the first derivative to zero and re-arranging to solve for xmin:
dD
dx




The error bars in the final measured horizontal velocity are the estimated standard deviations
of the velocities. These were calculated via the propagation of error in the coefficients a and b,
and the error in the diameter of the aluminium shaft, estimated to be ± 0.25 mm.
As the horizontal velocities are small compared to the angular velocities of the roller, the
movement of the roller over the surface predominately translates to a sliding motion of the
roller. This can be quantified using the slide-roll ratio, SRR, which is defined on a scale of
0–2 and calculated as SRR = us/U where us = |u1 − u2| and U = (u1 + u2) /2. Here, u1 is
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Figure 2.18: a) Concept of profilometery with the roller. The stylus is connected to the
profilometer arm which travels across the roller surface in the direction of the arrow. During
the traverse of the roller surface, the vertical displacement of the stylus is measured as a function
of horizontal distance travelled. b) Due to the nature of the curved surface, the probed line of
travel across the surface may not be the centre line of the roller.
the surface velocity of the roller and u2 is the horizontal velocity of the roller. A SRR = 0
translates to pure rolling and a SRR = 2 translates to pure sliding. The maximum SRR for
the tribometer is 2 when the horizontal velocity is zero and the roller is rotating; the SRR is
also 2 at the end of each reciprocating stroke when the horizontal velocity is momentarily zero.
The minimum achievable SRR is 1.95 at 54 rpm and 120 mm min−1.
2.7.3 Roller roughness
The roller surface is visibly textured and as the XRR geometry requires the beam to pass
through the roller, the roller’s surface profile was characterised via contact profilometery. Pro-
filometry was conducted using a Talysurf i120 stylus profilometer at the Department of Me-
chanical Engineering, University of Cambridge with the assistance of Tony Dennis. A schematic
of the process of contact profilometery with the roller is shown in Figure 2.18a. The roller was
placed onto a sample stage and was fixed into place using sticky tape. It was attempted to
align the centre line of the roller with the line of travel of the profilometer (see Figure 2.18b),
although in practice this could not be ensured as the roller has a curved surface. A stylus with
a tip radii of 2 µm was attached to the end of the profilometer probe and a height-range gauge
of 1 mm was used to set the limit in vertical deviation. The stylus was placed onto the roller’s
surface and then traversed approximately 37.0 mm over the roller’s surface while measuring
the vertical displacement every 1 µm of horizontal travel. This was done for three different
positions over the roller.
The raw data for one position is shown in the upper panel of Figure 2.19a. The data for all
three positions was found to have a significant gradient which could be indicative of waviness
of the roller surface. However, as the roller has a curved surface and thorough alignment was
not possible with the stylus, it is likely that this is due to the stylus deviating from the centre
of the roller. As such, a parabola was fit to the surface profile and the raw data was corrected
by subtracting the fitted line. This approach may have the drawback of removing differences
in the radius of the roller over its length, but it was deemed an acceptable method for the
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Figure 2.19: a) The upper panel shows the raw vertical displacement for one of the three roller
positions measured by the profilometer. The red dashed line shows the fit of the parabola curve
to the data. The lower panel shows the normalised data which was produced by subtracting
the parabola curve from the raw data. The blue dashed line shows the arithmetic mean of the
normalised vertical deviation over the whole horizontal range. b) The autocorrelation function
shows the correlation between the vertical heights and distances over the surface. The peak
at ∼ 0.2 mm in the autocorrelation function shows the primary distance between the vertical
deviations.
purposes of inspecting the roughness on a micrometer scale.
From the normalised dataset, it is possible to calculate the RMS roughness of the roller surface,
Rq. The square of Rq is calculated by taking the mean of the square of the vertical deviations,







Here, x is the horizontal distance. The average RMS roughness for the three positions was
found to be 1.6 µm, with a range of 1.6–1.7 µm between the three measurements. The average
maximum difference in the three recorded deviations was found to be 20 µm, with a range of
16–26 µm across the measurements.
As these deviations are relatively small, the visible texture on the roller’s surface is most likely
not explained by vertical deviation. As can be seen in Figure 2.19a, the vertical deviations
appear to have some step-like structure, which, if periodic will perhaps be visible. The lateral
length scale over which these periodic step-like structures are found is perhaps easier to visualise




z(x)z (x− τ) (2.91)
Here, N is the length of the dataset and τ is a distance in the series between the minimum,
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0.001 mm, and maximum, 37 mm, measured horizontal distances and is referred to as the lag
distance. When (x− τ) < 0, then zero is substituted for z (x− τ). The normalised R (τ) is
shown in Figure 2.19b, where R (τ) is divided by the maximum value in order to scale the
autocorrelation between −1 and 1. A peak is apparent at ∼ 0.2 mm which relates to significant
positive correlation of vertical deviations 0.2 mm apart. The peaks at greater distances appear
to be multiples of the primary peak at 0.2 mm.
2.7.4 Contact
Loaded contact between the roller and a substrate is achieved by using compressed gas to force
the actuator cylinders, and thus, the assembly plate and roller, upwards. The pressure of the
gas applied to the actuators is regulated by an SMC ITV0050 regulator to an upper limit of
4.0 bar. As the actuators are double acting cylinders, extension and retraction is achieved
by feeding compressed air into either the extension or retraction ports. This requires two
compressed gas lines per actuator, which is achieved through a combination of a solenoid valve
and two manifold valves. The solenoid valve splits the regulated compressed gas line into two
separate lines, after which, two manifolds separate the two gas lines into four feeds each for
either the extension or retraction ports on all of the actuators in parallel. Therefore, the lines
that are connected to the actuators are at a maximum of 1.0 bar. The force produced upwards,
FU, by one actuator is calculated to be 31.4 N from
FU = P ×R2act × π . (2.92)
Here, P is the pressure and Ract is the radius of the actuator head, which is 10 mm. The
total upwards force produced from all four actuators is 126 N. The mass of the assembly plate,
including the roller and the roller motor, was determined to be 2.36 kg. Consequently, the
total force upwards, Ftot, is calculated to be 102 N. This calculation does not account for a
uneven mass distribution over the assembly, which is problematic as the motor is placed at
one corner while the other three corners do not house additional components. Hence, this
calculation should only be viewed as a first-order approximation. It has also been observed
that some actuators do not extend at lower pressures despite a greater theoretical upward force
than required to extend them. This is suggested to arise from a frictional force in the actuator
motion, which must be overcome before the actuators can move.
Assuming the roller is raised so that it is flush in contact with the substrate and is loaded evenly
across its width, an even pressure is applied to the substrate. The applied pressure assumes
a parabolic distribution over the contact line and can be estimated following Hertzian contact









where R is the radius of the roller (25 mm), W is the width of the roller (40.4 mm) and E∗ is








Here, vR and vS are the Poission ratios of the roller and substrate, and ER and ES are the
Young’s modulus for the roller and substrate. The Poission ratios and Young’s moduli were
estimated as those values for PEEK and silicon, where vR = 0.38, vS = 0.27, ER = 3.85 GPa
and ES = 170 GPa. The contact region at the maximum applied gas pressure was calculated








and the mean contact pressure is defined as Pm = P0π/4. Therefore, for the maximum applied
gas pressure of 4 bar, the mean and maximum Hertzian line contact pressures were calculated to
be 9.4 and 11.9 MPa. These contact pressures are lower than the equivalent achievable in ball-
on-plate and pin-on-disk tribometers, albeit with different materials (steel/aluminium).144,145
However, a lower contact pressure is not surprising as the roller has a much wider contact area
compared to these other tribometers.
When using the tribometer in loaded contact mode while entraining dodecane, substrates are
worn rapidly. The wear of the substrates is a fundamental issue as reflectometry relies upon
the underlying substrate structure remaining the same over the duration of an experiment. An
image of two worn substrates, one standard iron-coated Si substrate and one steel substrate
(polished to 300 Å), are shown in Figure 2.20. The iron-coated Si substrate was worn in
three separate locations following two different experiments. In the first experiment, 10 ml of
dodecane was placed into the oil bath and the roller was raised into contact using a pressure of
1 bar, where Ftot = 8 N. The roller was set to an angular velocity of 50 rpm and fixed in one
position for approximately 20 minutes. This is visible as the full dark line that extends from
one side of the substrate to the other and is labelled by a white I label. The dark colour of
the wear track is thought to arise from the removal of iron at the interface, as the roller was
discoloured a dark grey colour. The roller was unloaded from the contact and repositioned along
the substrate surface before reforming the contact with the substrate. The same experiment
was repeated at the new position and the resulting wear scar is labelled by the white II label.
This wear scar does not span the full roller width. The reason for this difference is not known
but it was noted that due to friction in the actuators and the uneven load carried by each
actuator, the cylinders on one side of the tribometer extended first and to a greater extent than
those on the other side of the tribometer. This resulted in an uneven contact between the roller
and the substrate, which led to an uneven applied load across the substrate.
The steel substrate was worn following a 20 minute run with a roller angular velocity of 84 rpm
without a horizontal velocity. The produced wear scar is the most visible scar in the image.
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Figure 2.20: a) An image of a worn iron-coated Si substrate. This substrate was used multiple
times. The black lines show the wear region, where it is thought the iron coating was either
partially or fully removed through wear. The liquid on the surface is residual dodecane. The
wear scar marked by the III label was unintentionally made and is not further discussed. b) A
worn steel substrate following contact with the tribometer. The part of the substrate surface
surrounded by the coloured dashed boxes are magnified at the bottom with the corresponding
colours as a key.
After, a five minute run was conducted with the same angular velocity but with a horizontal
velocity of 65 mm min−1. The wear scar can be seen to extend over the full stroke length of
the tribometer, with distinct wear patterns that appear over the surface. The full stroke length
is 34 mm, and the distance between the wear scars is ∼ 0.8 mm. This corresponds to a time
taken to traverse the wear spots of 0.7 seconds, which at 84 rpm translates to approximately 1
rotation of the roller between the wear spots. It is quite surprising that distinct patterns of wear
are apparent as the roller rotation is not synchronised with the roller horizontal position, and
furthermore, there is some variability in the amount of roller rotation at the end of each roller
stroke. It is not clear why some of the other wear scars do not show a discernible pattern but
instead show consistent wear over the full roller stroke, implying that the roller is constantly in
contact with substrate. This could result from localised regions of a greater radius along the
roller width; however, this was not detected from the profilometry analysis. It may be possible
to draw similarities between the roller oscillatory motion in subsection 2.7.2. However, as the
oscillatory motion is minimised on one side of the tribometer it would be expected that the
distinct wear patterns would appear more on one side of the substrate, which does not appear
to be consistent with the apparent wear pattern.
Wear on the substrates’ surfaces suggests that the loaded roller is not supported by the entrained
dodecane, and that surface-surface contact is occurring. This suggests that not enough force
can be generated by the resulting hydrodynamic pressure as dodecane is forced through the
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Figure 2.21: Comparison of the wear scars formed from rotating the roller in contact with a
steel substrate loaded with 8 N of normal force. The wear scar in the middle of the two labelled
wear scars resulted from a short run of approximately three minutes and was stopped as a
judder was apparent on the rotation of the roller due to a loose screw on the bearing housing.
This was tightened and the roller was moved across the surface, and the run restarted.
contact between the roller and the substrate. One possible reason that significant hydrodynamic
pressure could not be generated is due to the low viscosity of dodecane, which is reported to
be 1.38 × 10−3 Pa s at 25 ◦C.146,147 To test this hypothesis the wear on a steel substrate was
compared between 10 ml of dodecane and Yubase-4, which is a base oil with a dynamic viscosity
of 2.21× 10−2 Pa s as measured with a Kinexus Rheometer in a cone-plate geometry at 25 ◦C.
Contact was formed between the substrate and the roller while it was rotating at 181 rpm in an
attempt to reduce any dry contact between the substrate and the roller. The applied load was
approximately 8 N and the angular velocity was kept at 181 rpm with zero horizontal velocity
for both lubricating samples. The roller was run for 20 minutes, and then the substrate was
dried and an image taken for both samples. Between running the tribometer with dodecane
and Yubase-4, the roller was moved a few mm across the substrate surface.
Wear was produced on the substrate after 20 minutes with both lubricating samples as shown in
Figure 2.21. It appears that the wear is more severe when running with dodecane, with a larger
region of wear debris adjacent to the wear scar. The debris is thought to be small fragments
of steel as the PEEK roller was discoloured during this test. However, the contact between
the roller and the substrate may not be similar between the two runs due to the uneven action
of the tribometer actuators. This may explain why wear scars on the right hand side of the
substrate are visible in the scar formed with Yubase-4 but not visible when run with dodecane.
Despite this, it is clear that wear still occurs at the substrate with the higher viscosity base oil.
It is possible that a higher viscosity base oil may be able to maintain a hydrodynamic film, but
it is suggested that the initial uneven lifting of the tribometer actuators is a more fundamental
issue to producing a evenly loaded contact with similar lubrication regimes across the whole
contact.
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Figure 2.22: a) An image of the meniscus between the substrate and the roller with a calibrated
gap of 200 µm and a roller angular velocity of 300 rpm. b) Schematic of the image in a), where
the roller is rotating counter-clockwise. The minimum meniscus width is the shortest distance
between the two liquid-air interfaces. Not to scale.
2.7.5 Calibrated gap
The procedure for calibrating a gap between the roller and substrate is described here. Initially,
the aluminium plate was lowered by loosening four screws connected to the actuators so that
the plate was flush against the actuator heads. The roller shaft was then moved to sit over
the laser displacement sensors and held in position without rotation. The aluminium plate
was then raised so that the roller was in light contact with the substrate; this was achieved by
tightening the four screws in succession by a half turn each. After each cycle of tightening the
screws by a half turn, the aluminium plate was levelled by tightening or loosening screws where
the aluminium plate was not level. When the roller was in contact with the substrate, it was
made sure that the roller sat flush against the substrate. This could be evaluated by holding
a light behind the roller, where, if light could pass between the roller and the substrate, the
roller was not flush against the substrate. The displacement between the shaft and the lasers
was then noted down and the required displacement calculated for a specific gap size. Screws
on either side of the roller were then loosened by approximately the same amount to reach the
required gap size. The displacement on either side was checked and altered in succession to
make sure the gap size was equal on either side. Finally, four nuts that sit with the screws were
tightened, stopping the screws from tightening or loosening any further.
2.7.6 Meniscus widths and flow within the meniscus
When the tribometer is set up with a calibrated gap between the roller and substrate, rotating
the roller entrains a liquid sample onto the substrate’s surface. The entrained liquid forms
a meniscus between the upper part of the roller and the substrate, where the width of the
meniscus increases in length with different angular velocities of the roller. An image of a
meniscus between the roller and substrate at a gap of 200 µm is shown in Figure 2.22a, and a
schematic showing the minimum meniscus width, M , is shown in Figure 2.22b. The meniscus
width is of particular importance when using the tribometer for NR, as the beam footprint is
typically extended as much as possible over the same direction as the meniscus width; this is
done to decrease the counting time to a minimum. As such, a portion of the neutron footprint
on the substrate will cover the region within the meniscus and the rest of the footprint will fall
outside of the meniscus region.
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To estimate the meniscus widths at set gap sizes and roller angular velocities, 10 ml of dodecane-
h26 was placed into the oil bath and the roller was positioned 0.5, 0.4 and 0.2 mm from the
substrate surface. The roller was rotated with angular velocities between 54–276 rpm and
the position of the roller was held in a fixed horizontal position over the laser displacement
sensors. The meniscus width when stationary was also determined by rotating the roller to
entrain dodecane onto the substrate surface and then halting the rotation. Images of the
meniscus were collected using a Canon 1000D camera with an f/5.6 aperture, ISO of 200 and
an exposure time of 1/60th of a second. The camera was coupled with the digiCamControl
software to control the interval timing on the camera shutter. The camera was positioned on a
Hama tripod, and placed so that the camera lens was centred down the roller shaft. The focus
of the camera was shifted to the plane of the front of the roller to capture sharp images of the
meniscus at the edge of the roller. A needle with a known diameter of 0.50 mm was positioned
in the same focal plane so that the pixel width of the resulting images could be calibrated.
A light box was placed behind the tribometer to increase the contrast between the meniscus
and background. Thirty images were collected for each angular velocity at each calibrated gap;
these images were collected with a one second interval between them.
The images were then processed using ImageJ 2.1.0 using a custom Java script to process the
images in batches. The script converts the images into a grey scale 8-bit format, and then sets
the colours to be strictly black or white depending on the light intensity. This process effectively
reduces the images to the outlines of the meniscus and the needle. ImageJ then calibrates the
pixel size by drawing a straight line across the outline of the needle, and calibrates the length
of the line in pixels to 0.5 mm. A line is then drawn across the minimum width of the meniscus
and the line’s length is converted from pixels to mm.
The meniscus width data are shown in Figure 2.23a and four select images are shown in Fig-
ure 2.23b to highlight how the conditions affect the menisci shape. The error bars show the
standard deviation of the meniscus widths from the 30 individual images taken for each angular
velocity. In general, the meniscus width increases with the roller angular velocity, and increases
∼ 2 mm with gap sizes of 0.2 and 0.4 mm. Similarly, a smaller gap size also increases the
meniscus width as more dodecane is entrained onto the substrate. An initial increase is seen for
the meniscus width with a 0.5 mm gap, but at the highest angular velocity it was found that
the meniscus width was smaller than the menisci at lower angular velocities, which is clear from
the fourth image in Figure 2.23b. It is not expected that a greater angular velocity of the roller
would decrease the amount of dodecane that reaches the meniscus and indeed, simulations of
ink at similar rotational speeds suggests that the angular velocity only increases the amount of
liquid reaching the upper part of a rotating roller.148 These simulations also suggest that the in-
ertial force of a roller dominate over gravitational, viscous and surface tension forces. Previous
work has also indicated that two flow regimes exist in the meniscus between a roller and a flat
surface when the position of the meniscus is close to the minimum roller-plate separation. The
upper flow regime is a recirculating flow that does not appear to be well-mixed with the lower
flow regime which is fast-moving and dominated by the motion of the roller.149 Therefore, it is
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Figure 2.23: a) Data collected for the meniscus widths at three different calibrated gaps over
a range of roller angular velocities. b) Four images which show the behaviour of the meniscus
at different gap sizes and angular velocities.
suggested that a significant portion of the entrained dodecane is swept through the meniscus
region and entrained back down into the oil bath. The inertial effect may explain why the
meniscus appears shifted in the direction of the roller rotation.
Contrastingly at smaller roller-substrate gaps, more of the entrained dodecane will come into
contact, and subsequently transfer momentum to the surface of the substrate or to the slower
flowing dodecane already held in the meniscus. This transfer of momentum leads to a slower
flow of dodecane through the meniscus and a bank of dodecane is consequently built up at the







Glycerol monooleate is known to form reverse micelles when dissolved in non-polar solvents,
such as n-alkanes.150,151 Simulations have suggested that pre-formed reverse micelles of GMO in
n-heptane can adsorb at confined mica surfaces under shear and remain intact.152 These struc-
tures were found to show similar frictional behaviour to the films formed with non-aggregated
monomers of GMO. Similar structures were also noted in simulations of GMO adsorption at
perfectly flat, confined, sliding iron oxide surfaces.153 While it is likely that both aggregates and
monomers of GMO exist in bulk solution, the interplay between these species when adsorbed
at the iron oxide-solution interface has received little attention and thus, the structure of the
GMO adsorbate film is unclear. Therefore, understanding the aggregation of GMO in dodecane
may provide insight into the adsorption of GMO at the iron oxide-dodecane interface as studied
in Chapter 4.
In this chapter, the bulk behaviour of GMO in dodecane is investigated first. Pendant drop
tensiometry has been used to infer the approximate onset of GMO aggregation in dodecane
and SANS has been used to determine the structure of the aggregates formed in bulk solution.
Additionally, the swelling of the GMO aggregates on addition of water has also been quantified
through SANS. The substrates used in the NR experiments are then characterised using XPS,
XRR and NR.
The GMO used throughout this chapter was purchased from Sigma Aldrich (1-Oleoyl-rac-
glycerol, > 99 %) and was stored below 0 ◦C where possible. The rac phrase in the name
relates to the nature of the sample, which is a racemic (50:50) mixture of the two stereoisomers
that arise from the stereocentre of the secondary alcohol of the GMO head group. Possible
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structural isomers that may be found within a sample of GMO are considered to arise though
the trans analogue of the double bond in the alkyl chain group, and through the formation of
the ester bond with the secondary alcohol group of glycerol to form 2-Oleoylglycerol. While
these isomers share similar structure with GMO, the different geometries of the head and tail
groups may lead to different self-assembly behaviour. The GMO was used as-received and so
it is not possible to rule out the presence of these isomers and other possible impurities, such
as other monooleins with different alkyl chain lengths, within the sample.
Dodecane was used as the solvent throughout this chapter as the deuterated variant is one of
the cheaper alkanes that can be found within typical lubricant base oils.154 The cost becomes
a significant factor for neutron scattering experiments, as the required mass of the solvent
can exceed 100 g. Other molecules that are cheaper to deuterate such as aromatics are not
suitable as they have a greater polarity than n-alkanes; this can alter the solution and adsorption
behaviour of polar additives. n-Dodecane-h26 was purchased from Fisher (> 99 % purity, Acros
Organics) and n-dodecane-d26 was obtained from Cambridge Isotopes, US (> 98 % deuterated,
98 % purity).
3.2 Bulk properties of glycerol monooleate dissolved in
dodecane
3.2.1 Pendant drop tensiometry
Pendant drop tensiometry was used to study the adsorption of GMO at the dodecane-water
interface. This can be viewed as a near-ideal interface, where the transition between water
and dodecane is sharp, typically with a Å length scale.155,156 Additionally, surface defects do
not exist as experienced on solid surfaces. The adsorption of GMO was probed by measuring
the equilibrium interfacial tension of individual water pendant droplets immersed in GMO-
dodecane solutions in a glass curvette. Pendant droplets of ultra-pure water were formed using
blunt-ended needles and a glass syringe, which along with the curvette were left to soak in
aqueous Decon 90 solution overnight, and then washed thoroughly with ultra-pure water and
dried in an oven before use. The cleaned curvette was filled with the sample solutions and
placed onto a temperature controlled plate. The plate was controlled by a Julabo water bath
and a Eurotherm controller temperature controller; the former was set to 37 ◦C while the
Eurotherm was set to 27 ◦C. These temperature settings were tested with a blank dodecane
solution, which was found to have a temperature of 25 ± 1 ◦C after an equilibration period
of 30 minutes. While a temperature gradient is likely to be formed when only heating the
curvette from the bottom, the gradient will be minimal as the temperature of the plate and
the surrounding air had a maximum difference of 9 ◦C.
The interfacial tension of a blank solution of dodecane was measured using a 1.83 mm blunt-
ended needle. A droplet with a size of 51.5 µm was formed, and allowed to equilibrate for 30
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Figure 3.1: a) Interfacial tension of the dodecane-water interface as a function of the con-
centration of GMO in dodecane. There are error bars in both interfacial tension and in the
concentration of GMO, but they are obscured by the data points. b) The interfacial tension
as a function of the natural logarithm of the GMO concentration. The dotted line at the top
shows the neat dodecane-water interfacial tension.
minutes prior to collection of 180 images of the pendant droplet, collected with a 10 second
gap between each image. The outline of each pendant droplet image was fit, enabling the
determination of γ using the densities of dodecane and water at 25 ◦C, which are 0.745 g cm−3
and 0.997 g cm−3 respectively.146,147 The average interfacial tension was found to be 48.4 ±
0.2 mN m−1, which is lower than a previously reported value for the dodecane-water interface
of 52.6 mN m−1 at 25 ◦C.157 The difference could be due to the presence of surface-active
impurities in the dodecane; the solvent was used as received in the present work, but was
purified multiple times with an alumina column in the cited work.
Solutions of GMO in dodecane (0.03–8.33 mM) were then loaded into the curvette from lowest
to highest concentration and a fresh pendant droplet was formed in each solution. Care was
taken to ensure only one water droplet was formed inside each sample. After a water droplet
was formed, the droplet was left to equilibrate for 30 minutes on the heater plate before taking
images. Measurements were taken until the determined γ value was stable for at least 30
minutes, after which the interfacial tensions for each image were averaged and the standard
deviation of the distribution determined. The smaller blunt-ended needle was used for collecting
the pendant drop images at GMO concentrations > 1 mM. The density of dodecane was taken
as 0.745 g cm−3 for all the GMO solutions as the density difference between neat dodecane and
the 8.33 mM GMO-dodecane solution was found to be 0.06 %, which was deemed negligible.
The averaged γ as a function of the GMO concentration is shown in Figure 3.1a. The error
bars for the interfacial tension are the calculated standard deviation of 180 images and the
error bars in the concentration of GMO are the propagated weighing error.
The interfacial tension decreases as the concentration of GMO increases, indicating greater
GMO adsorption at the water-dodecane interface. Adsorption of GMO is thought to occur
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Figure 3.2: A schematic of GMO adsorbed at the dodecane-water interface, which is shown
as the banded region. The GMO head group is shown as the oval shape; if the adsorbate
GMO is predominately monomolecular, the head group will adsorb to the water-rich region of
the interface. Monomers, and reverse micelles (not shown), will also be present in the bulk
dodecane solution.
so the hydrophilic head group can maximise its molecular interactions when positioned with
the head group within the water-rich part of the interface, while the hydrophobic alkyl chain
extends into the dodecane-rich portion of the interface. A schematic of the interface with
adsorbed GMO is shown in Figure 3.2. As the concentration of GMO increases, the gradient
becomes less negative until a plateau is reached at γ ∼ 4 mN m−1, indicating that the surface
excess of GMO reaches a maximum.
As GMO occupies more of the interface as the bulk concentration increases, GMO will ac-
cumulate in the bulk solution and begin to aggregate. Aggregation in non-aqueous solvents
is driven by the maximisation of favourable interactions between the amphiphilic molecules
themselves, and between the surfactant and solvent. Here, a reverse micelle structure is formed
where the polar head groups orient themselves towards one another and interact through dipo-
lar and/or hydrogen-bonding interactions. Meanwhile, the tail groups extend into the bulk
solvent and interact with solvent molecules or other surfactant tail groups through weaker dis-
persion interactions. These interactions result in an enthalpic gain compared to an unordered
isotropic solution, which contrasts the analogous formation of aggregates in aqueous solvents,
which are driven by the entropic hydrophobic effect.158 It is thought that the former process
is less thermodynamically favourable, and thus, the concentration at which aggregation begins
to occur, known as the critical micelle concentration (CMC), is less well-defined in non-polar
solvents.159,160
The data were plotted using the natural logarithm of the concentration of GMO as shown in
Figure 3.1b, and then fit with linear functions above and below the saturation of the interface to
identify the point at which the onset of saturation occurs. This is a typical way of determining
the CMC in aqueous systems, but it is expected that small aggregates may have already formed
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by the onset of saturation at the interface.161 As such, the determined CMC concentration may
relate to an increase in the rate of change of the aggregate size as the concentration increases. By
setting the two linear fits equal to one another, the concentration intersection was determined
to be 2.4 ± 0.2× 10−3 mol dm−3. However, the linear model below the point of saturation has
a relatively poor fit, and it could be argued that the data follow a parabolic trend, as has been
found previously for other surfactant systems.161,162 Therefore, the data was fit with a binomial
model and the saturation concentration was determined to be 2.1 ± 0.1 × 10−3 mol dm−3.
The uncertainty for both determined concentrations was calculated following the propagation
of error of the determined coefficients from the fits.
The surface excess of GMO was also determined following Equation 2.8. The gradient of
the interfacial tension as a function of the logarithmic concentration, dγ/d ln (Csurf), is itself a
function of ln (Csurf). Therefore, a concentration must be selected in order to calculate a surface
excess. By using the determined concentration of 2.1 ± 0.1 × 10−3 mol dm−3 as the onset of
saturation, the maximum surface excess was determined to be 4.1 ± 0.3× 10−6 mol m−2. The
area occupied by each adsorbed GMO molecule, APM, is a minimum when the interface is





where NA is Avogadro’s constant. Hence, the APM was determined to be 40.1 ± 2.6 Å2, which
is thought to be dictated by the alkyl tail group as it is larger than the polar head group.
The assumption of a monolayer is based on the simple argument of maximising favourable
intermolecular interactions for both tail and head groups with the polar and non-polar regions
of the interface. However, it should be noted the adsorbed structure of GMO is not known and
could be more complex.
3.2.2 Small angle neutron scattering
The data presented here was collected as part of a larger experiment planned and led by Dr
Thomas McCoy, University of Cambridge, on D11 at the ILL. The author assisted with the
preparation of the experiment and the collection of data. The analysis presented here was
conducted individually.
SANS was conducted on two solutions of 20 mM GMO in dodecane-d26, where one solution was
prepared with the addition of H2O so that the water-to-surfactant ratio, W = [water] / [GMO],
was 5. The GMO concentration used was a factor of ∼ 10 above the CMC determined via pen-
dant drop tensiometry, suggesting that aggregates should be present within the bulk solution.
The data were collected at 25 ◦C in quartz cells with 2 mm path lengths.
Guinier plots of the reduced data collected with the two solutions are shown in Figure 3.3a.
Using linear fits to the data, the radii of gyration of the aggregated GMO with and without
added water were determined to be 18.0 ± 0.1 and 16.4 ± 0.1 Å respectively. These dimensions
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Figure 3.3: a) Guinier plots of the SANS data collected with the two solutions of 20 mM GMO
in dodecane with and without additional water. b) Comparison of fits to the data collected
with the 20 mM GMO-dodecane systems with and without water.
relate to the RMS radii of the aggregates formed by the GMO in solution, and the presence of
water appears to swell the GMO aggregates. The greater intensity of scattering for the system
containing water could be associated with a greater number of scatterers as it is expected
that the presence of water within the solution promotes micellisation. However, as shown in
Equation 2.84, the intensity could also be increased by the greater volume of the scattering
objects when water is present, as implied by the greater Rg. Furthermore, the greater intensity
could result from the presence of H2O within the scattering objects, which will increase the
contrast between the solvent and the scatterer as the βn of H2O is lower than that of GMO.
In order to infer the shape and dimensions of the aggregates, the data were modelled using
Equation 2.84. A spheroid form factor, with equatorial radii, Re, and a polar radius, Rp, was
used to model the data. The linear behaviour of the Guinier plots suggest that the solutions
are appropriately dilute to be modelled without a structure factor. The 1D average form factor
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The data were fit with an MCMC scheme, where the βn of the solvent and GMO were fixed
with their nominal values of 6.70 × 10−6 and 0.21 × 10−6 Å−2 respectively. These parameters
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Table 3.1: Median and 95 % confidence interval values for the parameters used to the fit SANS
data. The minimum effective number of independent samples for the GMO-dodecane and
























Figure 3.4: a) A corner plot of the parameter 1D and 2D histograms of the dry GMO system,
showing the shape of the posterior distribution. b) The corner plot for the GMO/water system.
had to be fixed as the scale parameter was allowed to vary. Since the scale factor and contrast
difference are perfectly correlated, inferring parameter distributions is not possible without
assuming a fixed value for either one. It would be possible to fit the βn of both GMO and
the solvent if different contrasts of the system had been collected and fit simultaneously. The
fits to the GMO and GMO/water systems are compared to the data in Figure 3.3b. The
inferred parameter distributions are shown in Table 3.1 and the posterior distributions are
shown through Figure 3.4.
The greater radii in the equatorial axes suggest the spheroids are oblate. Consistent with the
Guinier analysis, the inferred radii of the spheroid are expanded in the presence of water. As








The calculated volume of the micelles in the GMO and GMO/water systems are 3.91+0.01−0.01×104
and 4.89+0.01−0.01×104 Å3 respectively. It is expected that the water is contained within the micelle
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Figure 3.5: Depiction of the reverse micellar spheroids of the GMO and GMO/water systems.
The schematic shows a cross section of the oblate spheroid. The blue ellipsoid at the centre
depicts water contained within the micelle. The largest radius, Re, is shared by the axis in the
plane of page.
core, where it can hydrogen bond to the polar alcohol and carbonyl functional groups of GMO.
As the number of water molecules increases with added water, the core of the micelle swells,
increasing the volume of the micelle. It should be noted that the system without added water
is expected to contain a trace amount of water as GMO and dodecane are reported to contain a
small amount (< 1 %).151 The equatorial radii are slightly greater than the extended length of
a GMO molecule which is estimated to be 23.8 Å, while Rp is at least 8 Å smaller. This implies
that alkyl chains aligned in the direction of polar axis have a greater number of gauche defects
in comparison to those in the equatorial direction; this leads to a coiling effect of the alkyl
chain. A schematic of the general shape of the GMO reverse micelles is shown in Figure 3.5.
Assuming the reverse micelle formed without added water is comprised solely of GMO and that
the density of the micelle is that of bulk GMO, the aggregation number of the micelle can be
estimated. As listed in Chapter 2, the number density of GMO is 0.0016 Å−3, and hence the
volume per molecule is ∼ 625 Å3. Therefore, the average aggregation number is estimated to
be 63. This value represents an approximate upper limit on the number of GMO molecules
in an aggregate, and as discussed above, it is likely that water will account for some of this
volume. Furthermore, the GMO density within an aggregate is likely to be lower than the bulk
density due to solvent penetration into the micelles, increasing the volume per molecule, and
hence, a lower aggregate number can be expected.
The upper limit is calculated to be at least double the aggregation number found by Bradley-
Shaw et al. for 10 and 20 wt% GMO solutions in heptane via MD simulations.150 The difference
is even greater when compared to simulation results of 10 wt% GMO in squalene, where the
calculated average aggregation number is 12 GMO molecules per reverse micelle.153 These
differences could arise from the difference in GMO concentration, as these simulations used
concentrations & 10 times that used here (∼ 0.85 wt%). However, the radius of gyration,
which can be expected to scale with aggregation number, effectively remained constant for
GMO in heptane over a concentration range of 1–10 wt%.150 Therefore, it is expected that the
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bulk concentration of GMO should not significantly alter the size nor the aggregation number
of the aggregates. It is possible that the difference in solvent accounts for the discrepancy in
the aggregation number, as the major axis of GMO micelles is reported to extend as the solvent
molecular weight increases.151 However, only a monotonic increase was reported, and thus, by
extrapolation, it is not expected that squalene would have a lower aggregation number than
dodecane. As the aggregates in the MD simulations did not include water, it is possible that
this could account for the greater apparent aggregation number. Curiously, the addition of
water to GMO in heptane (W = 2) via MD simulation was found to have no swelling effect
on the micelle size.163 On the other hand, SAXS studies suggest that only 0.3 wt% water can
swell the major axis by up to 40 Å for a 5 wt% GMO/decane system.151 This is inconsistent
with the results presented here, where ∼ 0.2 wt% water only swelled the major axis by ∼ 1 Å.
3.3 Characterisation of reflectometry substrates
3.3.1 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
XPS was conducted on a fresh iron-coated silicon substrate in order to identify typical chemical
species at the substrate’s surface. The substrate was vacuum packed upon delivery, and was
kept under vacuum in a desiccator. After collecting spectra of the fresh substrate, referred to as
the native state, the substrate was cleaned with a UV/ozone cleaner (zoneSEM, Hitachi) for 20
minutes and the spectra were collected again. This was done to study how the chemical species
at the interface altered after using the oxidative cleaning technique. The substrate surface was
then completely wetted with dodecane-d26 and dried under a N2 stream before being placed
back into the spectrometer for analysis. These measurements were conducted to assess if the
solvent used in the reflectometry studies influences the surface species. It is expected that the
results shown here are typical of other iron-coated silicon substrates used throughout this work.
Survey spectra
The substrate was loaded into the spectrometer without a prior cleaning step. Initially, a low
resolution survey spectra was collected with a BE range from −3 eV to +1470 eV, which is
shown in Figure 3.6a. The presence of iron and oxygen are clear, where the latter is expected to
be mostly in the form of iron oxides at the very outer region of the substrate. The C 1s peak also
suggests the presence of carbon at the interface. Two additional survey spectra were collected
at different locations across the substrate and are compared to the initial survey spectrum in
Figure 3.6b. The survey spectra from three different spatial positions are alike, suggesting that
the chemical species at the surface are similar across the substrate and are in approximately
the same quantity over the different positions.
High resolution spectra were then collected for the C 1s, O 1s, Fe 2p and Fermi level regions
at Position 1. These regions were also measured following UV/ozone cleaning of the substrate
and after exposing the substrate to dodecane-d26.
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Figure 3.6: a) Survey spectrum of an iron-coated silicon substrate with the major peaks labelled
with the appropriate transitions. b) Overlaid survey spectra of the C 1s, O 1s and Fe 2p regions
for the three different substrate positions.
Carbon
A comparison of the C 1s spectra following these different treatments is shown in Figure 3.7a.
The carbonaceous material is thought to be adsorbed at the interface following exposure to
molecules present in the ambient atmosphere before and after vacuum packing. The presence of
adventitious carbon on surfaces is a known phenomenon.164 It is clear that UV/ozone treatment
can reduce the amount of carbon at the interface, even when the substrate is exposed to the
atmosphere before re-entering the spectrometer. The exposure of the substrate to dodecane-d26
appears to increase the amount of adsorbed carbonaceous material, although it is not clear from
a qualitative interpretation if this is due to exposure to solvent or from further exposure to the
atmosphere.
Through comparison with standards that contain particular functionalities, the different carbon
species that comprise the C 1s peak can be quantified.164 Following the constraints and peak
shapes laid out by Biesinger et al.138, the data from all three substrate states have been fit with
a linear background as shown in Figure 3.7b. However, it was found that the four peak model
laid out in the aforementioned work, with two separate peaks representing ketone and ester
functionalities, could not fit the data and retain meaningful peak parameters. It was found
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Figure 3.7: a) Overlaid XPS spectra of the C 1s region of the substrate in the native state,
after a 20 minute UV/ozone clean, and after being exposed to dodecane-d26 and then dried. b)
Fits to the C 1s region of the native substrate with a linear background.
Table 3.2: Median and 95 % confidence interval values for the peak parameters resulting from
the MC fitting procedure to the C 1s data.









































































that a three peak model was more suitable and thus, the peak at ∼ 288 eV is expected to
arise from a broad range of carbonyl species. The inferred parameter values from the fitting
and MC error analysis are shown in Table 3.2. The total area of the carbon peak was found
to be 5.7+0.2−0.2 × 103 eV s−1 for the native state, 2.9+0.3−0.2 × 103 eV s−1 for the UV/ozone cleaned
state, and 3.8+0.3−0.2 × 103 eV s−1 after exposure to dodecane-d26, and thus that the amount of
adventitious carbon can be approximately halved through UV/ozone treatment. It is noted
that the relative amounts of the different carbon species remain unaltered after cleaning and
after exposure to dodecane-d26. It is expected that aliphatic species that solely contain C-C/C-
H functionalities do not remain at the interface when under vacuum in significant quantity;
this is reasoned as these molecules can only weakly adsorb at the interface through induction
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and dispersion forces, and typically have low boiling points by definition of being present in
the ambient atmosphere. However, it is clear that aliphatic carbon is present at the interface
and thus, it is suggested that the C-C/C-H functionalities are present at the interface through
oxygen containing functionalities that are more strongly adsorbed at the interface via dipolar,
induction and dispersion forces. This could explain why UV/ozone removes carbon of the
different environments homogeneously.
The increase in the amount of carbonaceous material at the interface after exposure to dodecane-
d26 could suggest material within the solvent has adsorbed at the interface. However, the
substrate was also exposed to the atmosphere while wetting the substrate, and it is possible
that adsorption at the interface occurred from atmospheric carbonaceous species. Therefore,
it is not possible to conclude from which source the additional carbon species arose, but it is
suggested that it is more likely for the relative amounts to stay equivalent if adsorption from
the atmosphere had taken place.
Oxygen
The high resolution O 1s spectra are shown in Figure 3.8a for the three different treatments.
It is expected that ferrous, Fe(II), and ferric, Fe(III), iron oxide species will have grown on
the surface from oxidation processes when exposed to the atmosphere. The O 1s resonances
from these species are reported to arise at binding energies of approximately 530 eV, and hence
the largest peak in all three spectra at 530 eV is assigned to lattice O2− within the iron oxide
species.138,165,166 However, the signal at greater binding energies arises from a more ambiguous
source. It is possible that the outer oxide layer becomes hydrated in the atmosphere and
in turn forms iron hydroxide species, as previously suggested for iron oxide and other oxide
species.167,168 The O 1s resonance arising from OH− species have been reported to have a BE
in the region of 531.5 eV165,166. Further to hydroxide species, the presence of oxygen-containing
carbonaceous material at the interface is strongly implied by the C 1s spectra. Through the
study of known standards that contain oxygen containing functionalities, peaks arising from
oxygen within carbonaceous material are expected to have a BE of 532.2 eV and above.169 In
addition, water has also been assigned to BEs of approximately 532 eV.138 Consequently, it
is expected that multiple species will give rise to the binding energies above those of the iron
oxide species.
The increase in signal strength of the iron oxide lattice peak following UV/ozone treatment is
thought to arise from the removal of adventitious carbon at the interface. This is rationalised as
less photoelectrons will lose energy before reaching the detector when lower amounts of adven-
titious material are adsorbed at the interface. The loss of signal at BEs around 532 eV could
be linked to the loss of carbonaceous material comprised of oxygen containing functionalities
or to any other oxygenated species that can be removed via UV/ozone cleaning.
The data from all three states have been modelled using a Shirley background, and the fit to the
data collected in the native state is shown in Figure 3.8b. A model with three peaks was used to
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Figure 3.8: a) Overlaid XPS spectra of O 1s region of the substrate in the native state, after
a 20 minute UV/ozone clean, and after being exposed to dodecane-d26 and then dried. b) Fits
to the O 1s region of the native substrate using a Shirley background.
account for the different species present at the interface as two peaks led to a poor fit, and four
peaks led to insignificant peak areas. The inferred parameter values from the fitting and MC
error analysis are shown in Table 3.3. There is a clear increase in the relative amount of the iron
oxide species following UV/ozone treatment. As mentioned previously, it is expected that this
increase arises most significantly from the loss of carbonaceous material at the interface, and not
the chemical transformation of one species into iron oxide. However, the confidence intervals
overlap for the peaks attributed to the iron hydroxide and carbonaceous oxygen species between
the different states and as such, it is not immediately clear which species has decreased upon
cleaning. It is evident from the C 1s analysis that oxygen containing carbonaceous material is
removed from the interface from UV/ozone treatment. However, it is also possible that iron
hydroxides are chemically altered by UV/ozone, especially if Fe(II) hydroxides are present which
could be oxidised by the ozone. Consequently, it is suggested that the loss of oxygen-containing
carbonaceous species is a significant factor in the reduction of signal intensity at BE ∼ 532 eV.
However, it is not known if this change arises solely from the loss of these species, or if it also
arises from the loss of iron hydroxides and/or adsorbed water.
There is also a small shift in the binding energy of the overall peak envelope between the states,
which is most apparent when comparing the lower binding energy side of the peaks and the
peak maxima. Shifts in binding energy are often attributed to surface charging, where charge
build up leads to shifts towards higher BE. The reason for these shifts is not clear as surface
charging may be expected to affect the other spectra, but the C 1s and Fe 2p spectra appear
to align relatively well between the different states. As the fits were allowed to vary in BE and
width, the peak area and relative amounts are not affected by the shift. However, the precise
BE of all three peaks should be viewed as tentative.
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Table 3.3: Median and 95 % confidence interval values for the peak parameters resulting from
the MC fitting procedure to the O 1s data. CO is used to represent carbonaceous material
containing oxygen.




























































































The Fe 2p spectra collected in the three different states are shown in Figure 3.9a. The four
distinct peaks labelled by 1–4 are attributed to Fe(0) 2p3/2, Fe(II)/Fe(III) 2p3/2, Fe(0) 2p1/2
and Fe(II)/Fe(III) 2p1/2 respectively. Known standards of Fe(III) and Fe(II) oxides have been
reported to have chemical shifts in the 2p3/2 region of 711 and 710 eV respectively.
166,170,171
The partial removal of adventitious carbon has increased the signal strength for the iron oxide
states that are held deeper within the sample than the adventitious material, as seen with
the O 1s spectra. However, the metallic Fe(0) 2p3/2 peak appears to retain the same signal
strength before and after UV/ozone cleaning, while the Fe(0) 2p1/2 peak intensity increases.
The approximate constant signal strength of the former peak suggests that some metallic iron
is oxidised to either Fe(II) or Fe(III) states with UV/ozone treatment. The Fe(0) 2p1/2 peak is
also expected to remain at a similar intensity, but the peak is expected to overlap with Fe(III)
satellite peaks that are reported to have an apparent binding energy of 719 eV.170,171 Therefore,
the apparent increase in signal strength of the Fe(0) 2p1/2 species is suggested to arise through
an increase in the satellite intensity upon cleaning.
The data were only fit in the Fe 2p3/2 region as the Shirley background did not behave ho-
mogeneously between the Native and UV/ozone states as shown in Figure 3.9b. The reason
for this is not known, but it is reported that Shirley backgrounds are best applied to small
regions of interest.172 If the data were fit with respect to the range 700–740 eV, the change
to the peak area of the different iron species upon cleaning would have a large amount of er-
ror due to the difference in background. The fit to the data collected in the native state is
shown in Figure 3.9c, where the metallic iron peak, Fe(0) 2p3/2, has been modelled using an
asymmetric line shape as described elsewhere.138 In order to separate the two oxidation states,
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Table 3.4: Median and 95 % confidence interval values for the peak parameters resulting from
the MC fitting procedure to the Fe 2p3/2 data.



























































































it was necessary to introduce a constraint on the BE of the Fe(III) species, where the fitted
BE could not assume values below 711.0 eV. The resulting parameter distributions from the
MC analysis are shown in Table 3.4. The widths of the Fe(III) species are quite broad, which
is expected to arise from the multiplet splitting that is represented by a single peaks in this
case. The 1D histograms in Figure 3.9d show where the bulk of the posterior distribution lies
for the peak areas of both the Fe(II) 2p3/2 and Fe(III) 2p3/2 peaks in the XPS spectrum of
the native substrate. The 2D histogram of both areas show a strong anti-correlation between
the parameters, which suggests that the two peaks are not particularly well-defined. As such,
the correlation is likely to be a factor in the uncertainty for both peak areas. There is a clear
decrease in the relative amount of Fe(0) at the interface after UV/ozone treatment. This is
aligned with a slight increase in the relative amount of Fe(III). Any change to the amount of
Fe(II) species is not determined from the fit but it is expected that any Fe(II) present could
be oxidised to Fe(III) species, and that Fe(0) could be oxidised to Fe(II) or Fe(III) species.
Therefore, it is perhaps not surprising to see an approximately stable amount of Fe(II).
3.3.2 X-ray reflectometry
An iron-coated Si substrate was characterised in air by XRR using the PANalytical X’Pert
in order to assess the layered structure of the sample and to assess the homogeneity across
the substrate’s surface. The substrate was loaded into the analysis chamber and following an
alignment procedure at the centre of the substrate, a specular θ scan was collected over a range
of 0.133–8.006◦, resulting in a Q range of 0.022–1.135 Å−1. The scan was conducted with a θ
step size of 0.016◦, and at each angle the reflected intensity was measured for 80 seconds. The
normalised data are shown in Figure 3.10a alongside two fits to the data. These were conducted
using two different multilayer slab models that included a SiO2 layer, an Fe layer and either
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Figure 3.9: a) Overlaid XPS spectra of Fe 2p region of the substrate in the native state, after a
20 minute UV/ozone clean, and after being exposed to dodecane-d26 and then dried. b) Shirley
backgrounds for the full Fe 2p region (700–740 eV) for the native and UV/ozone states. c)
Fits to the Fe 2p3/2 region of the native substrate. d) A corner plot of the areas of the three
modelled peaks in the Fe 2p3/2 region.
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Figure 3.10: a) XRR profile measured from the centre of an iron-coated silicon substrate. The
reflectivity is modified by a factor of Q4 to aid comparison. The two fits shown are the median
profiles from the parameter distributions. The error bars are approximately the same size as
the data points. b) The median βX-ray profile following the modelling procedure.
a singular iron oxide layer or an iron oxide layer and an iron hydroxide layer on the outer
surface of the substrate. These layers were modelled between infinite air and Si regions, as the
length scales of both are too large to be resolved by reflectometry. It should be noted that the
roughness of the Si substrate was not allowed to vary during the fit as meaningful inference
could not be made from the fit. A nominal Si roughness value of 3 Å was held constant as
the substrates were purchased with a roughness of 3 Å before sputter coating. Similarly the
SiO2 βX-ray was held constant with a value that relates to an amorphous SiO2 layer. The fits
to the data are constructed with the median parameter values from the bootstrap uncertainty
estimation routine, which are shown in Table 3.5.
While the fit conducted with the iron hydroxide layer describes the data more appropriately at
Q = 0.3–0.4 Å−1, there are more parameters to model the data because of the additional layer.
Therefore, the models must be assessed on the ability to fit the data and the inferred parameter
values, where, if some parameter values seem non-physical, the model should be treated with
more caution. The inferred distribution of the iron hydroxide thickness is within error of the
iron hydroxide roughness and generally, when a layer’s roughness is greater than half the layer’s
thickness, this translates to a poorly defined layer. As such, the iron hydroxide layer is not
visible in the resulting βX-ray profile as shown in Figure 3.10b. This is unsurprising as, while
it is possible iron hydroxide is present at the very edge of the interface, it is likely to only be
a few Å thick and thus, not likely to appear as a slab-like layer. In effect, the iron hydroxide
layer can be viewed as providing a different roughness between the iron oxide and air layers.
Therefore, despite the better fit for the model with the iron hydroxide, the iron oxide model
appears the most consistent without over-fitting the data.
The fit suggests that the density of the iron layer is 7.6+0.1−0.3 g cm
−3, which is lower than the
bulk density at 7.9 g cm−3. This is possibly because the iron film is very thin, and as such does
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Table 3.5: Median and 95 % confidence interval values for the layer parameters following the
bootstrap fitting routine to the XRR data of an iron-coated silicon substrate collected in air.






















































not portray the same characteristics as bulk iron. The βX-ray of iron oxide is similar to that
of the most common iron oxides: α-Fe2O3, γ-Fe2O3 and Fe3O4 which have βX-ray = 41.3, 38.2
and 40.5 Å−2 × 10−6 respectively at λ = 1.54 Å. As such, the XRR data do not reveal which
particular iron oxide species are present.
The substrate was then aligned at three different positions that were spaced 5 mm apart
across the substrate surface, and the specular reflectivity profiles were collected using a θ scan
of 0.133–3.163◦, resulting in a Q range of 0.022–0.450 Å−1. The three reflectivity profiles
are shown in Figure 3.11a, where the Kiessig fringes appear to have approximately the same
spacing, suggesting that the thickness of the iron and iron oxide layer is consistent across the
substrate. However, some variation in the amplitude in the fringes is noted; a difference in
amplitude is not trivially assignable when a sample contains multiple layers but is usually
related to differences in βX-ray contrast between the probed areas on the surface. Therefore, the
data were modelled in an attempt to quantify the difference between the profiles, and the best
fits are shown in the lower part of Figure 3.11a. The resulting βX-ray profiles from the three fits
are shown in Figure 3.11b, which shows variation in the βX-ray for iron and iron oxide. This
arises due to a difference in density across the interface, and small differences in the thicknesses
and roughnesses. The substrate appears to be consistent over the footprint’s measured here
and thus are thought to be suitable for NR.
3.3.3 Neutron reflectometry
Due to the restricted access to ISIS during the CoVID-19 pandemic, some of the experiments
presented below were conducted by Dr Fin Allen and Dr Becky Welbourn, ISIS, UK. In these
cases, the experiments were planned and remotely led by the author. The sections that con-
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Figure 3.11: a) The modified X-ray reflectivity measured at three different positions across the
substrate surface, spaced 5 mm apart, are compared in the upper plot. The data are plotted
with linear interpolation lines to guide the eye. The panel below shows the best fits to the three
datasets, where two datasets are successively offset by 10−1 in the modified reflectivity axis. b)
The βX-ray profiles from the best fits to the data collected at the three different positions.
tain work collected in collaboration are highlighted. All following analysis has been conducted
individually.
Iron-coated silicon substrates were characterised in solid-liquid cells by NR on INTER using
two solvent contrasts of neat dodecane-d26 and neat dodecane-h26 before any surfactant was
exposed to the interface. A schematic of the principal of NR with solid-liquid cells is shown
in Figure 3.12a, where the incident neutron beam is brought in through the bulk silicon of the
substrate at an angle of θi. An image of a complete solid-liquid cell on the INTER sample
environment is shown in Figure 3.12b, and is representative of the solid-liquid cells used within
this work. These datasets were collected to verify the suitability of the substrate and the
cleanliness of the interface before conducting any experiments. Additionally, they serve as
a blank comparison for qualitative interpretation of data collected with GMO. An example
dataset collected at 25 ◦C is shown in Figure 3.13a. Both contrasts were measured at three
angles of 0.7◦, 1.2◦ and 2.3◦, which were then stitched together to form a composite dataset
for each contrast. The λ distribution was ∼ 2–17 Å, resulting in a Q range of 0.009–0.335
Å−1. The dQ/Q resolution had a standard deviation of 2 %. This dataset was collected by
Fin and Becky with the same substrate as the XRR dataset in subsection 3.3.2, although it
should be noted that nine months had passed between the XRR and NR measurements. It is
not expected that the substrate will have altered drastically in this time as it was kept under
vacuum in a desiccator, and appeared to be in the same condition (not severely corroded).
Before the measurements, the substrate was placed in a UV/ozone cleaner for 20 minutes in an
effort to remove pre-adsorbed atmospheric contaminants.
The critical edge in the contrast collected with dodecane-d26 is located at ∼ 0.0143 Å−1, relating
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Figure 3.12: a) Schematic depicting the principal of NR with an iron-coated silicon substrate
in a solid-liquid cell. A liquid sample can be flowed into the reservoir that sits between the
substrate and the PEEK trough. The reservoir is sealed through use of an O-ring. b) A
complete solid-liquid cell on the sample environment table on the INTER reflectometer at ISIS.
The aluminium heater blocks can be connected to a water bath for temperature control.
Figure 3.13: a) Neutron reflectivity from an iron-coated silicon substrate against dodecane-d26
and dodecane-h26. The dodecane-h26 contrast is offset by a factor of 10
−1 in the R (Q) axis
for clarity. The two solid lines are the simulated reflectivity for two models described in the
main text. b) The nested sampling results for 11 different models, where the blue dotted line
shows the highest evidence. The model that is described with σ = σFeOx had the roughness of
the adventitious layer constrained to that of the iron oxide layer. The three models at the very
right of the figure have two adventitious layers.
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to an approximate solvent deuteration of 92 %. This is 6 % lower than the quoted deuteration of
dodecane-d26 from the supplier. As the dodecane-h26 contrast was collected first, it is believed
some residual dodecane-h26 remained within the liquid trough when exchanging for dodecane-
d26, reducing the Q value for the critical edge.
The data were initially modelled in GenX using a multilayer slab model that was based on the
model used to fit the XRR data in subsection 3.3.2. A global fit to both contrasts was then
conducted and the best fit achieved with this model is shown as the red simulated reflectivity
profile in Figure 3.13a. This model is referred to as the bare interface model. The fit does
not suitably match the dodecane-d26 contrast but fairly represents the data collected with
dodecane-h26. The poor fit suggests that a component, such as an additional layer, is missing
in the model and the difference in contrast suggests that the component has a low βn. To test
this hypothesis, an initial fit with an additional layer between the iron oxide and dodecane
layers was run, resulting in a markedly improved fit quality. This fit is shown as the blue
simulated reflectivity profile and is referred to as the adventitious layer model. The fitted βn
and thickness of the additional layer was best fit with values of −0.1×10−6 Å−2 and 11 Å. These
values suggest a very thin layer that is either comprised of low density material or material of
low scattering length. As the substrate is exposed to the atmosphere, this interfacial layer is
likely to be only comprised of simple organic elements such as C, H, N and O. This is further
supported by the absence of other elements in the XPS and XRR studies.
Other NR and XRR studies have reported comparable films at interfaces with high and low
interfacial energies, which are suggested to arise from solvent depletion and/or gas present at
the interface.173–176 Impurities within solvents and solutes are also suggested to be able to form
similar layers at solid-liquid interfaces.177,178 Possible contaminants at the iron oxide-dodecane
interface are suggested to be gaseous molecules introduced from the atmosphere prior to sealing
the substrate in the solid-liquid cell or polar contaminants which are native within the solvent,
such as dissolved water.
As the nature of the adventitious layer is not known, nested sampling was conducted in order
to find the most suitable model to fit the data. The models tested in the nested sampling study
were constrained further than the initial fits above; the βm of the iron layer was fitted as a





Here, µ has units of Bohr magneton, µB, b is the bound coherent scattering length of iron,
9.45 × 10−5 Å, and C is a constant of 2.699 × 10−5 Å µ−1B . This method constrains the βm
so that it cannot assume non-physical values with respect to the magnetic moment and the
density of iron. This method was not used for fitting the βm of the iron oxide layer as the
precise stoichiometric formula for this layer is not known.
For some models the adventitious layer was also constrained with a solvation parameter, where
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the layer is assumed to contain a volume of dodecane, quantified by a volume fraction, φ, while
the remaining volume is occupied by another material that comprises the adventitious layer. In
general, this results in a solvated layer with a modified scattering length density, βsolvn , which
can be described by a linear combination of the βn for the solvent and the material at the
interface weighted by φ:
βsolvn = φ× βdodn + (1− φ)× βadsn . (3.5)
Here, βdodn and β
ads
n are the scattering length densities of the dodecane and adsorbate layer
respectively. For the nested sampling, the scattering length density of the adventitious layer
is written as βJ, defining the joint adventitious layer scattering length density for both solvent
contrasts. This constraint allows the separation of the adventitious scattering length density
from any solvent that has penetrated into the layer, assuming that the different solvents pen-
etrate the solvated layer to the same extent. If a model was not constructed with a solvation
parameter, then two separate scattering length densities were assigned to the adventitious ma-
terial that represent the scattering length density in dodecane-d26, βd, and in dodecane-h26,
βh.
A full description of the initial parameter values and priors are given in Table A2. The nested
sampling results for 11 different models are shown in Figure 3.13b. These models do not
represent the only models that could be used to fit the data, as this number is very large, if
not infinite, but do represent a reasonable limited search for a suitable model. Care was taken
to ensure consistent parameter priors between the models, as this can affect the determined
evidence. As a comparison, the bare interface model was found to have a ln (Z) = −177.0 ±
0.5.
The evidence for three models where two adventitious layers are simulated at the interface
were investigated. The models had the same parameters for both adventitious layers. These
models were found to have lower evidences than the singular adventitious layer counterparts
with the same parameters. It is possible that some combination of parameters may have a
greater evidence than the model found to have the greatest evidence. However, due to the large
number of parameter combinations when investigating models with two interfacial layers, the
time required to run the nested sampling of each model increases significantly; hence, testing
the whole set of possible parameter combinations is not feasible.
The model with the greatest evidence was then used to infer the posterior distribution using
an MCMC scheme. The median fits and resulting β++ profiles for both contrasts following the
MCMC sampling are shown in Figure 3.14 and the fitted parameter distributions are shown
in Table 3.6. There is a clear decrease in βn across the iron oxide-dodecane-d26 interface,
where the posterior distribution conveys a high degree of certainty to the presence of a layer
with a total βn ≤ 2 after accounting for the modelled solvation. Contrastingly, the small,
almost non-existent difference in βn of the adventitious layer and the dodecane-h26 suggest that
the adventitious layer cannot be probed using hydrogenated solvent. This accounts for the
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Figure 3.14: a) Reflectivity collected with dodecane-d26 and dodecane-h26 against an iron-
coated silicon substrate. The dark lines are the median profiles, and the shaded bands are
comprised of 50 random samples from the posterior distribution. The reflectivity is modified
by a factor of Q4 for comparison and the dodecane-h26 contrast is offset by 10
−1 in the modified
reflectivity axis. b) The median β++ profile for the dodecane-d26 contrast. The shaded band
shows 50 random samples from the posterior distribution. Here, Adv represents the adventitious
layer. The inset shows the median β++ profile for the dodecane-h26 contrast.
observing only a minor variation between the ‘bare interface’ and ‘adventitious layer’ models
in Figure 3.13a. If the adventitious layer is composed of adsorbed gaseous species or water
as discussed above, the inferred thickness distribution suggests a multilayer structure as these
molecules span . 3 Å along their longest axis. An example structure that would fit this
description are island-like assemblies of adsorbed material across the interface, with solvent
occupying regions between the adsorbate, accounting for the inferred distribution of solvation.
However, the thickness distribution could also be consistent with the adsorption of shorter-chain
molecules that have polar functionalities, facilitating the adsorption at the iron oxide-dodecane
interface. As the dodecane was used as-received, it is possible that impurities that are distilled
out with dodecane in the industrial production process remain dissolved in the solvent.
The inferred βm of the iron oxide suggests that the film contains only a small proportion of
magnetic iron oxides such as magnetite or maghemite. The fitted βn for the iron oxide layer
is lower than the nominal βn for hematite, magnetite and maghemite at 7.20 × 10−6 Å−2,
6.95× 10−6 Å−2 and 6.67× 10−6 Å−2 respectively. The lower βn could suggest the presence of
iron hydroxides which typically have lower atomic densities, and hence lower scattering length
densities, than the iron oxides mentioned above.179 Another possibility is that the iron oxide
layer is somewhat porous, with the adventitious layer adsorbing into the pores.
To test the hypothesis that the adventitious layer could be comprised of water adsorbed from
the dodecane solvent, three further solvent contrasts were collected using a fresh iron-coated
silicon substrate in a solid-liquid cell. The three solvent contrasts were as follows: dodecane-d26
stirred over 1 ml of D2O, dodecane-d26 stirred over 1 ml of H2O and dodecane-h26 stirred over
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Table 3.6: Median and 95 % confidence interval values for the parameters following the MCMC
fit to the reflectivity collected with the iron-coated silicon substrate against neat dodecane-d26
/ dodecane-h26. The minimum number of independent samples was estimated to be 56090,
allowing those parameters with standard deviations ≤ 1.20 to be reported to 2 decimal places.
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1 ml of D2O. By vigorously stirring the solvent over water for a period of two weeks prior to
the experiment, it was expected that the water within the dodecane would have been replaced
with the excess D2O or H2O in the sample vial. The mixture was allowed to separate out
and care was taken to only flow the lighter dodecane fraction into the solid-liquid cell. These
contrasts were measured using the same instrumental set-up as the contrasts above, and were
measured by Fin and Becky in the following order: dodecane-d26-D2O, dodecane-h26-D2O and
dodecane-d26-H2O.
The reflectivity measured with the two dodecane-d26 contrasts are shown in Figure 3.15a. The
similar fringe spacing suggests that the thickness of the adventitious layer remains approxi-
mately the same between the contrasts. The small difference in fringe amplitude at higher Q
could imply that the contrast over the interface is changing. This could either be assigned to
the difference in water contrast, or to the difference in solvent βn, which is indicated by the
difference in Qc. Although a small difference in solvent βn is not expected to change the fringe
amplitude significantly, a greater proportion of 1H in the solvent may increase the background
signal. This may contribute to greater fringe amplitudes at high Q.
The reflectivity measured with all three contrasts are shown in Figure 3.15b. The data are
compared to the median fits following an MCMC fitting routine. The data were fit with the
model that had the highest evidence in a nested sampling study, as shown in Figure 3.15c.
Here, the models with βJ share the same scattering length density for the adventitious layer,
while those with sub- and superscripts separate the adventitious layer scattering length densities
depending on the water and solvent contrast respectively. Additionally, an inequality constraint
was used to constrain the roughness of the SiO2 layer to be at least half that of the SiO2
thickness. The initial values and priors for the nested sampling study are shown in Table A3.
The β++ profile following the MCMC procedure is shown in Figure 3.15d and the results from
the fit are shown in Table 3.7. Note that the β++ of the Adv
H2O
d layer does not reach the
inferred βn value as stated in Table 3.7. This is due to the roughness of iron oxide, σFeOx ,
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Table 3.7: Median and 95 % confidence interval values for the inferred parameters from the
MCMC fit to the iron-coated silicon substrate against dodecane-d26/dodecane-h26 that was
stirred with D2O or H2O. The minimum number of independent samples was estimated to be
10618, allowing those parameters with standard deviations ≤ 0.52 to be reported to 2 decimal
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and the adventitious layer, σAdv, which are both modelled as error functions to describe the
variation of β++ from one material to the next. The error functions have a midpoint where the
scattering length density is the average β++ of both materials, and the variation in β++ extends
from the midpoint into the β++ of the adjacent layer by approximately twice the roughness.
The thickness of a layer relates to the distance between the midpoints of the two error functions.
Hence, when the thickness of the interfacial layer is less than 2σFeOx + 2σAdv, the β++ of the
profile will not reach the inferred value of the layer. This is true for all layers, but mostly affects
those that are thin.
The difference between the two dodecane-d26 contrasts is easiest to interpret via the β++ profile,
where the difference between the posterior distributions is negligible compared to the uncer-
tainty. This suggests that stirring D2O/H2O over dodecane has no significant impact on the βn
of the adventitious layer. Additionally, the inferred parameters for the dodecane-h26 contrast
suggest that little or no D2O is contained within the adventitious layer. Coupled with the
similarity between the parameters of these contrasts with those measured without water, the
data strongly suggest that water does not significantly comprise the adventitious layer. This
further implies that the dodecane does not contain impurities which could both adsorb at the
iron oxide-interface and partition into the water in significant proportion.
The above finding does not rule out the possibility that dodecane contains impurities that
could adsorb at the iron oxide-dodecane interface which are insoluble in water. To test if
water-insoluble impurities remain at the interface after exposure to water, a fresh iron-coated
silicon substrate was characterised against neat dodecane-d26 in a solid-liquid cell at 25
◦C.
After, the substrate was removed and completely dried with a N2 stream. The solid-liquid cell
was then washed with ∼ 10 ml of D2O by pipetting D2O over the surface before drying under a
N2 stream and setting aside. The solid-liquid cell was then washed with ethanol in a sonicator,
dried and washed again in ultra-pure water in a sonicator. The solid-liquid cell was then dried
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Figure 3.15: a) Reflectivity collected with dodecane-d26 stirred with either 1 ml of D2O or
H2O against an iron-coated silicon substrate. The reflectivity has been modified by a factor
of Q4. The lines between data are linear interpolation lines to guide the eye. b) Reflectivity
for all three contrasts of water stirred over dodecane. The dark lines show the median fits
from the MCMC procedure. The shaded band shows 50 random samples from the posterior
distribution. The data are offset by a factor of 10−1 in the modified reflectivity axis. c)
Comparison of evidences for a selected number of models. The model differentiators relate to
the adventitious layer parameters. The blue dashed line highlights the model with the greatest
evidence. d) The β++ profile of the dodecane-d26 stirred over 1 ml of D2O contrast resulting
from the MCMC procedure. The dark line shows the median β++ profile while the bands
show 50 random samples from the posterior distribution. The inset labelled with (I) shows
the median profiles for the all three contrasts with the same general colours for the data in
b). The inset labelled with (II) shows a sub-sample of the β++ posterior distribution for the
dodecane-d26/D2O and dodecane-d26/H2O contrasts.
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Figure 3.16: a) Comparison of the reflectivity from an iron-coated silicon substrate against
dodecane-d26, D2O and a repeat (rep) of dodecane-d26 after exposure to D2O. The reflectivity
has been modified by a factor of Q4 to aid comparison. b) Evidences for the five different
models considered to describe the data. The inset compares the top three models.
before re-assembling the cell with D2O against the substrate at 25
◦C. The reflectivity was
measured and then the cell was deconstructed before being reconstructed with dodecane-d26
following the reverse of the above washing steps. The reflectivity was then measured with this
second contrast of dodecane-d26 at the same temperature. The collected data are compared in
Figure 3.16a.
There is a clear shift in the Kiessig fringe spacing and amplitude between the D2O and dodecane-
d26 contrasts, indicating that the total thickness and contrast across the interface is substantially
different. As the difference in nominal βn of D2O and dodecane-d26 is ≤ 0.4 × 10−6 Å−2, and
experimentally appears to be even lower, the difference in the fringe amplitude is not expected
to be due to variation in the solvent βn. Nested sampling was conducted on five different
models to ascertain the best model to fit the data. Each model is referred to by a number
from 1–5. Model 1 includes an adventitious layer for the dodecane-d26 contrasts but not for
the D2O contrast. The iron oxide roughness is shared between all three contrasts. Model 2
includes an adventitious layer for the D2O layer which has the same properties as that in the
dodecane-d26 contrasts. Model 3 is similar to Model 1 but does not share the same iron oxide
roughness between the dodecane-d26 and D2O contrasts. Model 4 and 5 include adventitious
layers for the D2O contrast that do not share the same properties as those in the dodecane-d26
contrasts. Model 4 shares the iron oxide roughness between the all three contrasts while model
5 makes a distinction between the iron oxide roughness in D2O from that in dodecane-d26. The
initial parameter values and priors are shown in Table A4, and the results are compared in
Figure 3.16b.
As Model 1 has the greatest evidence, it was chosen to use this model when fitting the data
via MCMC. The resulting fits can be seen in Figure 3.17a and the β++ profiles are shown in
Figure 3.17b. There is a significant difference between the β++ profiles of the dodecane and D2O
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Figure 3.17: a) Fits to the data collected with an iron-coated silicon substrate against dodecane-
d26, D2O and a repeat (rep) of dodecane-d26 after exposure to D2O. The reflectivity has been
modified by a factor of Q4 and offset by 10−1 between datasets to aid comparison. b) The up-
spin scattering length density profile for the initial dodecane-d26 contrast. The inset compares
the β++ profiles for the D2O contrast and the repeated dodecane-d26 contrast after exposure
to D2O.
Table 3.8: Median and 95 % confidence interval values for the inferred parameters from the
MCMC fit to the iron-coated silicon substrate in neat dodecane-d26 and D2O. The minimum
number of independent samples was estimated to be 25289, allowing those parameters with
standard deviations ≤ 0.81 to be reported to 2 decimal places. Those parameters with standard
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contrasts at the iron oxide interface, where an adventitious layer with a β++ < 3 × 10−6 Å−2
is required to suitably model the dodecane contrasts. There is some discrepancy between the
data and the model which is most apparent in the D2O contrast. This suggests that a different,
unconsidered model may fit the data more suitably. However, the reasonable agreement between
the data and model suggests that the region of low β++ is not present at the iron oxide-water
interface. The inferred parameter values are shown in Table 3.8.
The thickness of an interfacial layer between hexadecane and a Si substrate coated with
octadecyl-trichlorosilane (OTS) was found to be lower than that formed between a chemi-
cally cleaned Si substrate and hexadecane.180 This was regarded as solvent depletion, which
was amplified at interfaces between materials of high and low surface energy. The surface cov-
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Figure 3.18: Depiction of the iron oxide surface under dodecane, water or air. The representa-
tions are not to scale. Water is expected to adsorb through hydrogen bonds to hydroxy (from
iron hydroxide) and O2− moieties at the iron oxide interface.
erage of nanoscopic (10-400 nm) air bubbles at the interface between D2O and a OTS-coated
Si substrate has been estimated to be 10 %, which was argued to support the solvent depletion
theory.181 However, the technique could not resolve air bubbles smaller than 10 nm, and hence,
the proportion of these air bubbles could be greater. Furthermore, it is possible that surface
coverage of adsorbed gas bubbles is dependant on the particular solvent and surface, which
could mean that the iron oxide-dodecane interface may contain a different proportion of gas.
The solubility of N2, a proxy for the atmospheric composition, in dodecane is 0.00123 mol of
N2 per mol of dodecane, which is a factor of ∼ 100 greater than that in water.182 This relates
to a volume of nitrogen in 1 ml of dodecane that is a factor of ∼ 8 greater than the volume
of nitrogen in 1 ml of water. As such, it would appear inconsistent for D2O to solubilise the
adsorbed gas while dodecane cannot. Therefore, it is suggested that the loss of the adventitious
layer in D2O is due to the ability of water to wet the high energy surface of iron oxide, while
the hydrophobic dodecane does not wet the iron oxide surface. By assuming the adventitious
layer is ∼ 10 Å thick and is homogeneous across the whole 55 × 55 mm2 surface, the total
volume of adventitious material can be estimated to be ∼ 3 nl. For a one 1 ml solution of D2O,
the volume of dissolved nitrogen is ∼ 15 µl using the above solubility of nitrogen in water; this
is a factor of 5 × 103 greater than the estimated volume of the adventitious layer. As such,
it is suggested that the adsorbed gas is displaced by the D2O and solubilised within the bulk
aqueous phase. When using dodecane, it is thought that residual adsorbed gas, present at the
interface before exposure to dodecane, remains at the interface where it occupies regions of
space that are depleted of solvent. In doing so, it screens the dodecane from the hydrophilic




GMO was found to form oblate spheroid reverse micelles in dodecane at 20 mM, with average
major and minor axes of 26.10+0.03−0.03 and 13.72
+0.04
−0.04 Å. It was also shown that at W = 5, water can
be solubilised within the aggregates of GMO in dodecane, swelling the reverse micelles’ volume
by ∼ 25 %. Through pendant drop tensiometry a CMC of 2.1 ± 0.1 × 10−3 mol dm−3 was
determined. It is expected that some aggregates will exist in solution before this concentration
as the onset of micellisation is less sharp in non-polar solvents compared to aqueous solutions.
Both monomeric and aggregated GMO are thought to exist dynamically in the bulk solution
at concentrations above the CMC.
The iron oxide surface provided by iron-coated silicon substrates was determined to be mostly
comprised of iron (III) oxide via XPS. Further analysis of the substrates with XRR and NR
showed that the iron oxide layer is between 30–40 Å thick, and the weak magnetic character
of the layer suggests that the most abundant phase is hematite. NR revealed the presence of a
low scattering length density layer at the iron oxide-dodecane interface, which appears to be of
variable thickness between 8–16 Å thick. Experiments with dodecane stirred over water showed
little difference to the interfacial film, while the reflectivity collected with D2O indicates the film
is not present under aqueous solution. It is postulated that this layer arises from pre-adsorbed
gases prior to the introduction of liquid samples. These gases remain adsorbed at the iron oxide
surface when a non-polar liquid is placed against the substrate, but are displaced in aqueous
solution due to the greater wettability of the surface with water. It is thought that removing




Adsorption of glycerol monooleate at
the iron oxide-dodecane interface
4.1 Background
Glycerol monooleate is the mono ester of oleic acid and glycerol. The friction reduction of-
fered by GMO in hydrocarbon solutions has been studied using bench top tribometer tests and
is comparable to solutions formed with oleic acid.183–185 Alongside offering friction reduction
comparable to fatty acids, it is an attractive OFM due to its benign nature and relative abun-
dance of starting materials used in its synthesis. Furthermore, the corrosive ability of the ester
towards metallic surfaces is thought to be lower compared to the parent fatty acid. Similar
friction behaviour has been reported from simulations of GMO and oleic acid adsorbed at per-
fectly flat iron oxide surfaces sliding under boundary lubrication conditions.52 However, GMO
was found to have a marginally greater performance when compared to oleic acid at the same
packing densities. This was postulated to arise from a greater number of hydrogen bonds be-
tween adjacent adsorbed GMO molecules, which inhibits solvent penetration and hence, leads
to more defined slip planes in comparison to oleic acid.
If both additives self-assemble to form monolayers, similar packing densities may be expected
for oleic acid and GMO as they share the same alkyl chain, which is thought to dictate the
surface excess of the adsorbate. However, the adsorption strengths of GMO and oleic acid
appear to be of differing magnitudes. Evidence of oleic acid chemisorption has been provided
by polarised NR, where a substantial amount of oleic acid remained adsorbed at the iron oxide-
dodecane interface after washing the interface with additional neat solvent.45 On the other
hand, quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) results show that while GMO adsorbs at stainless
steels from hexadecane solution, almost all of the GMO at a comparable concentration (0.5
wt%) can be washed off with additional neat solvent.49 This indicates that the vast majority of
the GMO is physisorbed at the surface. The QCM results also show that it takes on the order
of 103 s to form a complete GMO layer at steel surfaces. Therefore, considering the high shear
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and wearing environments found in boundary lubrication, it is quite surprising that sufficient
GMO remains adsorbed at the interface to offer similar friction modification to oleic acid.
Further information on the adsorption and self-assembly of GMO at iron oxide surfaces under
static conditions can offer insight into the behaviour of the OFM under harsher conditions. In
this chapter the adsorption of GMO at the iron oxide-dodecane interface is studied as a function
of concentration and temperature via depletion isotherms. The thickness and surface excess
of GMO adsorbed at the iron oxide-dodecane interface are studied with NR as a function
of concentration and temperature. In addition, the film structure of adsorbed GMO in the
presence of water is investigated with NR. The GMO and dodecane used in this chapter were
the same as used in Chapter 3.
4.2 Depletion isotherms
FTIR was used to determine the GMO concentration due to the strong IR adsorption in the
region of 1665-1800 cm−1 from the ester carbonyl. Standards of a known GMO concentration
were prepared in triplicate and the spectra collected using a blank dodecane standard to remove
additional IR adsorption from the solvent. Prior to the measurements the solutions were heated
to ∼ 30 ◦C in order to hinder the precipitation of GMO in the cell. The data were baseline
corrected by subtracting a linear function between 1665–1800 cm−1, scaling them to the same
baseline as shown in Figure 4.1a. The adsorption in this region relates to the vibrational
excitation of the carbonyl stretch mode, where the peaks with adsorption maxima at ∼ 1728
and 1749 cm−1 are assigned to the hydrogen-bonded carbonyl of GMO and the non-interacting
carbonyl of GMO respectively.186 The total peak area within this region was determined by
integration and is plotted as a function of the GMO concentration in Figure 4.1b. The estimated
error in the concentration of GMO is represented by error bars with a magnitude calculated
through the propagation of weighing error. The data were fit using orthogonal regression to
take the uncertainty in the GMO concentration into account.
Depletion isotherms were then conducted. The GMO solutions were stirred over ∼ 0.5 g of α-
Fe2O3 (hematite) powder for at least five hours in order to ensure equilibrium. Throughout the
duration of the agitation period, the mixtures were held at four different temperatures of 30, 45,
60 and 70 ◦C in a water bath. Hematite (Puratronic, 99.995 %) was purchased from Alfa Aesar,
and was chosen as the representative iron oxide as, according to the iron oxide phase diagram,
it is the most thermodynamically stable iron oxide at room temperature.187 Furthermore, it is
very weakly ferromagnetic at the temperatures probed here, giving rise to a negligible magnetic
moment, unlike ferrimagnetic magnetite (Fe3O4) and maghemite (γ-Fe2O3).
179 The advantage
of the weak magnetic interaction is that mixing the powder into the sample solutions using
magnetic stirrer fleas will proceed unhindered. The initial concentrations of GMO were in the
range of 0.8–5 mM and the surface area of the α-Fe2O3 powder was found to be 11.8 ± 0.1
m2 g−1 by N2 BET sorption analysis, conducted at the Department of Materials Science &
Metallurgy, University of Cambridge, by Zlatko Saracevic. After separation of the powder and
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Figure 4.1: a) The carbonyl region of the GMO IR spectrum. The spectra are collected at
increasing GMO concentration, and were baseline-subtracted. b) The integrated peak area as
a function of the GMO concentration. The error bars in the GMO concentration are shown
but are obscured by the data points. The red line shows the best linear fit to the data.
Table 4.1: The surface excess, area per molecule, and Langmuir equilibrium constant inferred





m−2 × 10−6 APM/ Å
2 KL / mol
dm−3 × 102
30 4.15± 0.09 40.0± 0.9 63.1± 9.9
45 3.43± 0.09 48.4± 1.3 50.6± 8.6
60 3.13± 0.08 53.1± 1.4 57.0± 10.8
70 2.13± 0.09 77.8± 3.2 52.9± 15.2
solution, the samples were warmed to ∼ 30 ◦C and then loaded into the PIKE IR transmission
cell. The carbonyl peak area was determined in the same way as the standards, enabling the









where [GMO]i and [GMO]eq are the initial and equilibrium concentration of GMO respectively,
Vs is the initial volume of the solution, m is the mass of the added hematite powder and S
is the surface area per unit mass of the hematite powder. The surface excess as a function
of [GMO]eq for four temperatures is shown in Figure 4.2a. The data was found to be well
described by the Langmuir isotherm model, as shown by the dark lines in Figure 4.2a. The
inferred maximum surface excess, Γm, and the Langmuir equilibrium constant, KL, for each
temperature are shown in Table 4.1.
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Figure 4.2: a) The depletion isotherm results for the four temperatures. The fits shown are
the best fits of the Langmuir isotherm, which was conducted via orthogonal regression. b) A
Van’t Hoff plot constructed using the inferred KL for each Langmuir isotherm.
As the Langmuir isotherm assumes that the adsorbate adopts a monolayer structure, the area
per molecule at each temperature can be calculated following Equation 3.1. These are shown
in Table 4.1 for each temperature. The precise surface of the hematite powder is not known,
but hematite exhibits basal parting, which is similar to cleavage, along the hexagonal (0001)
face due to the twinning of hematite domains.188 The unit cell that describes the positions of
the Fe3+ species on this face has a length of 5 Å.189 Hence, if every Fe3+ ion were occupied
by a singular GMO molecule, this would lead to an APM of 25 Å
2; therefore, it appears that
occupied sites are more dispersed than the available Fe3+ species. It is not known if Fe3+ or
O2− species are the terminal groups on the outer of the iron oxide as it has been suggested that
when oxygen pressures are > 1× 10−3 mbar, such as in atmospheric conditions, the outer layer
can be O2− terminated.190 In this case, the average separation of the oxygen species is 2 Å,
leading to the same conclusion if Fe3+ is at the interface.191 It is possible that other faces of the
hematite structure could be exposed, where the separation between active adsorption sites is
different; as such, the above arguments only serve as a simple approximation. Furthermore, it is
likely that the surface is not ideal and planar, with defects and surface restructuring increasing
the surface energy of particular sites, and potentially hindering adsorption at other potential
sites. Despite these caveats, the similar APM to that determined at the dodecane-water interface
suggests that the underlying structure of the iron oxide is less significant than the ability of the
GMO molecules to pack together at the interface.
The area per molecule at 30 ◦C also agrees reasonably well with the reported APM for oleic
acid, which was found to be 45 ± 2 Å2 at ambient room temperature.45 It may be expected
that GMO has a lower area per molecule due to the greater number of hydrogen bonding
sites within the GMO chemical structure; however, the similar APMs suggest any difference in
hydrogen bonding has little effect on the surface excess. The cited work also compares the area
per molecule of oleic acid to that of stearic and linoleic acid, which share the same polar head
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group but differences in the alkyl chain. The former has no double bond, and was found to have
a lower APM of 28 ± 2 Å2, while linoleic acid, which has an additional double bond compared
to oleic acid, was found to have a greater APM of 92 ± 2 Å2. These findings are consistent with
the suggestion that the packing of the alkyl chain dictates the area per molecule.
The increasing APM with temperature can be attributed to the greater thermal energy, which
induces greater disorder in the adsorbed film. This leads to weaker intermolecular interactions
between the adsorbate and thus, less ideal packing of the GMO molecules. The equilibrium
constant of a chemical reaction is related to the standard Gibbs energy change, ∆G◦, as shown
in Equation 4.2.
∆G◦ = −RT lnKL (4.2)
The standard Gibbs energy change can be written in terms of the standard enthalpy change,
∆H◦, and the standard entropy change, ∆S◦ as shown in Equation 4.3.
∆G◦ = ∆H◦ − T∆S◦ (4.3)
Therefore, a series of Langmuir equilibrium constants collected over specific temperatures can
be used to calculate the enthalpy and entropy change upon adsorption of GMO by constructing
a Van’t Hoff plot, which is shown in Figure 4.2b. The error in the temperature was estimated
to have a standard deviation of ± 1.7 K. The large error in the natural logarithm of KL arises
from the lack of data points at lower concentrations, where the equilibrium constant determines
the initial increase in surface excess. By fitting the data to a linear model, an intercept, c, and
gradient, m, can be determined which are related to the standard entropy and enthalpy of
adsorption, where c = ∆S◦/R and m = −∆H◦/R. Subsequently, it was determined that
∆H◦ = −3.2± 5.6 kJ mol−1 and ∆S◦ = +61.7± 17.7 J K−1 mol−1.
The determined enthalpy of adsorption suggests GMO adsorbs weakly at the iron oxide-
dodecane interface via physisorption. It is expected that the adsorption occurs via intermolec-
ular forces, such as hydrogen bonding and dispersion interactions between the GMO and iron
oxide surface. Palmitic acid has been reported to have a greater heat of adsorption, where
∆H◦ = −35 ± 5 kJ mol−1, which was suggested to arise from a mixture of physisorption and
chemisorption of the carboxylic acid. The latter leads to the formation of carboxlyates with the
iron oxide surface.47 It has been suggested that GMO is hydrolysed to form oleic acid either in
the bulk solution or at the interface.21 However, if the enthalpy of adsorption of palmitic acid
and oleic acid are similar, which as they share the same head group appears feasible, the weak
enthalpy of adsorption of GMO suggests that the majority of GMO does not hydrolyse. Hex-
adecylamine was reported to have an enthalpy of adsorption more consistent with physisorption
with ∆H◦ = −19± 5 kJ mol−1. It is possible that the NH2 terminal group can hydrogen bond
to the iron oxide surface, and potentially interact through the lone pair of the nitrogen towards
the iron cations. The potential for multiple interactions between the small terminal head group
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and the iron oxide surfaces may account for the greater magnitude of enthalpy change compared
to GMO.
The positive entropy change could be interpreted as an increase in the disorder of the system
upon GMO adsorption. This may appear as contradictory to adsorption if considering a per-
fectly clean interface with a solution of monomeric GMO solely interacting with the solvent
prior to adsorption. However, it could be reasoned that a positive entropy change results from
the displacement of adsorbed gas molecules from the iron oxide surface upon adsorption of
GMO. This can be expected to increase the number of accessible states for the gas molecules
when in solution. Furthermore, it is known that some GMO is held within aggregates prior to
adsorption, which is thought to lower the number of accessible states associated with transla-
tion, rotation and conformation compared to an ideal solution of monomeric GMO. This will
lead to a lower entropy of the solution prior to adsorption.
Assuming ∆H◦ and ∆S◦ do not change with temperature, the standard Gibbs free energy
change is calculated to become more negative with temperature, implying the spontaneous
adsorption of GMO is more favourable at higher temperatures. However, the decreasing surface
excess and decreasing values of KL with temperature suggest the opposite, and hence, that the
entropy change is not positive. It is thought that the inaccuracy between the data and theory
arises from the small number of data points in the Van’t Hoff analysis, which in addition, are
noisy. As c is determined via a large extrapolation of the data, it is possible that noise in the
four data points has skewed the value of c, and hence led to the inaccurate determination of
∆S◦. It may be possible to decrease the error by determining KL at more temperatures, and by
collecting more data points at lower equilibrium concentrations of GMO. The latter may require
a different quantification technique as the limit of detection with the FTIR transmission cell
was ∼ 1×10−4 mol dm−3 as dictated by the signal-to-noise ratio. The suggestion that the value
of ∆S◦ is erroneous is supported by the lower values of ∆S◦ calculated for palmitic acid and
hexadecylamine at the iron oxide-dodecane interface, which were found to have ∆S◦ = −19
± 20 J K−1 mol−1 and ∆S◦ = +15 ± 20 J K−1 mol−1 respectively.47 The surface excess of
these molecules also decreases with temperature, suggesting that the entropy of adsorption
is negative; this appears consistent with the reported values when considering the associated
uncertainty.
4.3 Neutron reflectometry
Similar to the characterisation of the substrates via NR, some of the experiments presented
below were conducted by Fin and Becky. These experiments were planned and remotely led by
the author. The sections that contain work collected in collaboration are highlighted. All of the
following analysis has been conducted individually.
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Figure 4.3: a) Reflectivity of the 20 mM GMO-dodecane systems. The datasets collected with
CMdod and dodecane-h26 are offset by 10
−1 and 10−2 in the reflectivity axis. Lines between
data points are interpolations to guide the eye. b) The natural logarithm of the evidences
for the models considered plausible to describe the 20 mM GMO-dodecane reflectivity profiles.
The data point in the red square is the model with the greatest evidence when fitting the GMO
thickness and roughness along with a parameter that influences the βn of the GMO layer.
4.3.1 Adsorption as a function of bulk concentration
Three solutions of GMO in dodecane were prepared at 20 mM, each with a different volumetric
mixture of dodecane-h26/d26: 100:0, 65:35 and 0:100 dodecane-h26:dodecane-d26, where the
65:35 contrast is referred to as CMdod. The solution in neat dodecane-d26 was flowed into
a solid-liquid cell against a 55 × 55 × 10 mm iron-coated silicon substrate and the cell was
equilibrated at 25 ◦C before alignment on the INTER reflectometer. The reflectivity was
collected using neutron wavelengths of ∼ 2–17 Å at three angles, where θi = 0.7◦, 1.2◦ and
2.3◦ resulting in a Q range of ∼ 0.009–0.331 Å−1. The standard deviation of the momentum
transfer was such that dQ/Q = 2 %. The reflectivity with the other two contrasts were then
collected by exchanging the solution in the cell in the order of CMdod and then dodecane-
h26. Before exchanging the solutions, the cell temperature was raised to 60
◦C for at least
20 minutes to ensure equilibration before re-aligning the cell and measuring the reflectivity
at the higher temperature. The data collected at 25 ◦C with all three solutions are shown in
Figure 4.3, where the contrasts collected with dodecane-d26 and dodecane-h26 are compared
to the reflectivity profiles collected with neat dodecane-d26 and dodecane-h26 against the same
iron-coated silicon substrate at 25 ◦C prior to the introduction of GMO to the substrate. The
reflectivity collected at 60 ◦C is discussed later. The preparation of samples and collection of
the data was conducted by Fin and Becky.
There is a clear difference between the amplitude and spacing of the Kiessig fringes in the
datasets collected with 20 mM GMO in dodecane-d26 and neat dodecane-d26. The different
fringe spacing implies the total thickness across the interface changes upon exposure to GMO.
Similarly, the difference in the fringe amplitude suggests a change in the contrast at the interface.
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Both changes are assumed to arise from the adsorption of GMO at the iron oxide-dodecane
interface. The similarity between the datasets collected with dodecane-h26 suggests that the
scattering length density of the interface is similar before and after exposure to GMO. This is
expected as the contrast between dodecane-h26 and GMO is similar to that between dodecane-
h26 and the adventitious layer. Furthermore, the similarity suggests that the two cycles of
heating up to 60 ◦C and back down to 25 ◦C prior to the collection of the dodecane-h26 contrast
does not affect the substrate structure. Higher temperatures, ≥ 80 ◦C, have been found to alter
the structure of iron-coated silicon substrates, and it was suggested that the underlying silicon
may permeate the iron film.47
A number of models were proposed to describe the data collected at 25 ◦C, where the underlying
substrate structure was kept constant but the number of parameters to describe the GMO layer
was altered. The evidence for the different models are shown in Figure 4.3b, and the initial
parameters with the corresponding priors of the varying parameters are shown in Table A5.
Surprisingly, the model with the highest evidence, as highlighted by the blue dashed line, was
found when only varying the solvation parameter of the GMO layer. However, it is thought
the evidence for this model, and those with only one or two varying GMO parameters, would
decrease sharply as the fixed values of the other GMO parameters are altered. As the values of
the GMO thickness, roughness and, to some extent, the GMO βn are not known prior to fitting,
it was chosen to ignore the models which held these parameters fixed. Therefore, the model
with the greatest evidence was taken to be the one highlighted by the red dashed box. Here, the
βn of GMO is held fixed at the nominal value of 0.21× 10−6 Å−2 and the solvation parameter
allows the βn to vary depending on the contrast and the solvation following Equation 3.5.
The four models shown on the farthest right of Figure 4.3b included an additional layer at the
interface between the adsorbed GMO and the iron oxide layer, with βn = 0–1 × 10−6 Å−2. The
evidence for these four models was estimated to test for the possibility that the adventitious
layer remained as a separate differentiable layer when GMO was adsorbed at the interface.
However, the lower evidence indicate that these models are, in general, less descriptive than
those with one layer. Furthermore, the inferred posterior distributions of the adventitious layer
thicknesses had median values ∼ 1 Å with roughnesses a factor of ∼ 4 times the thickness.
In these circumstances, the additional layer is likely only modelling a minor variation to the
interface between the iron oxide and the GMO layer. It is possible that the adventitious material
is displaced from the interface by adsorption of GMO, but this is not resolvable with the contrast
used here. Therefore, it is postulated that the GMO adsorbs at the solvent depleted region of
the interface to form a composite layer with residual adventitious material.
Using the model with the highest evidence, the data were fit using an MCMC routine. The
median fits to the data are shown in Figure 4.4a, and the β++ profile is shown in Figure 4.4b.
The thickness of the GMO layer, as shown in Table 4.2, was found to be ∼ 8 Å greater than that
found for the adventitious layer in the neat solvent contrasts, supporting the suggestion of GMO
adsorption at the iron oxide-dodecane interface. The shapes of the 1D and 2D distributions
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Figure 4.4: a) Reflectivity collected from the 20 mM GMO-dodecane contrasts. The dark lines
are the median profiles, and the shaded band contains 50 random samples from the posterior
distribution. The reflectivity is modified by a factor of Q4 for comparison. b) The median β++
profile for the dodecane-d26 contrast. The shaded band shows 50 random samples from the
posterior distribution. The inset shows the median β++ profiles centred upon the GMO layer
for all three contrasts.
Table 4.2: Median and 95 % confidence interval values for the parameters from the MCMC fit
to the reflectivity collected with the 20 mM GMO-dodecane solutions at 25 ◦C. The minimum
number of independent samples was estimated to be 44646, allowing those parameters with
standard deviations ≤ 1.07 to be reported to 2 decimal places. Those parameters with standard
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are shown in Figure B1, where a strong positive correlation between the GMO thickness and
solvation is indicated by the band-like diagonal shape of the 2D histogram. This suggests
that a source of the uncertainty in the GMO solvation lies in the uncertainty of the thickness
parameter.
Three further measurements of GMO adsorption at the iron oxide-dodecane interface were
conducted at three different GMO concentrations of 0.5, 3 and 15 mM. These experiments were
conducted with a different iron-coated silicon substrate on the FIGARO neutron reflectometer
at 25 ◦C. The neutron wavelengths were selected to be approximately 2–20 Å, and two scattering
angles of θ = 0.65◦ and 3.20◦ were used, resulting in a Q range of 0.007–0.351 Å−1. The
standard deviation of the dQ/Q resolution was approximately 3 %. For each concentration,
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Figure 4.5: a) Reflectivity profiles of the GMO-dodecane systems collected with dodecane-d26.
The data are modified by a factor of Q4 to aid comparison. b) Reflectivity profiles of the
washed GMO-dodecane systems. The data collected with the 15 mM GMO solutions are offset
by a factor of 10−1 for clarity.
three solvent contrasts were collected with approximately the same ratios as used for the 20
mM GMO-dodecane systems. The data were collected in order of ascending concentration
per solvent contrast. Between each contrast, the substrates were cleaned with a 10 minute
sonication in ethanol and then dodecane, followed by a 20 minute UV/ozone clean to ensure no
residual GMO remained at the interface. Two additional datasets were collected after collecting
the reflectivity profiles of the 0.5 and 15 mM GMO-dodecane-d26 systems, where an additional
5 ml of dodecane-d26 was passed into the solid-liquid cell before measuring the reflectivity. This
was done as a qualitative check of the adsorption strength of GMO, where it can be expected
that if GMO is chemisorbed at the interface, washing will not remove a significant amount from
the interface. The data were then baseline subtracted in the data reduction process. The data
collected with dodecane-d26 are shown in Figure 4.5, which are compared to the reflectivity
collected with neat dodecane-d26 collected prior to exposure to any GMO-dodecane solutions.
The lower Qc of the neat dodecane-d26 contrast is thought to arise from some residual dodecane-
h26 remaining in the cell. The increasing difference to the Kiessig fringes as the GMO concen-
tration increases from 0 to 0.5 to 3 mM implies the amount of GMO adsorbed at the interface
increases. However, the similarity between the reflectivity of the solutions containing GMO at
3 and 15 mM suggests the amount of adsorbed GMO reaches a limit. The reflectivity collected
with the washed systems appear to revert back to the reflectivity collected with neat dodecane-
d26. This implies that the majority of the GMO is desorbed with the additional solvent and
any potential shear stress that is induced by flowing dodecane-d26 into the cell. Behaviour
such as this is consistent with a physisorption mechanism as suggested through the depletion
isotherms, and is similar to the desorption of GMO from steel-hexadecane interfaces studied
using quartz crystal microbalance.49
The data collected with the 15 mM and 3 mM GMO-dodecane systems were fit using the same
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Figure 4.6: a) Fits to the data collected with the 15 mM GMO-dodecane solutions against the
iron-coated silicon substrate. The data are offset by 10−1 between contrasts and are modified
by a factor of Q4 to aid comparison. b) The 3 mM GMO-dodecane solution equivalent to part
a).
model as the 20 mM system, as shown in Figure 4.4. The contrasts of the same concentrations
were fit globally, including the reflectivity collected with the washed 15 mM system, which
was modelled with a thickness, roughness and scattering length density. The two systems at
different concentrations were fit individually. Therefore, there is a slight variation in the inferred
parameters of the underlying substrate between the concentration systems. It would be more
ideal to fit the three concentration systems simultaneously to constrain the parameters of the
substrate, but this would drastically increase the computational time required. The resulting
fits for the 15 mM system are shown in Figure 4.6a, while those to the 3 mM system are
shown in Figure 4.6b. As the data were background subtracted, background parameters were
not included in the fits, leading to some discrepancy around high Q. The layer parameters
resulting from both fits are shown in Table 4.3.
If the adsorbed GMO forms a simple monolayer, the thickness of the GMO layers in the systems
with concentrations ≥ 3 mM appear to be physically consistent with the expected extended
length of a GMO molecule, which is 23.8 Å. If the adsorbed GMO molecules are fully extended,
the angle of adsorption is estimated to be ∼ 45◦–63◦ using the minimum and maximum 95
% confidence intervals for the GMO thickness from the 3, 15 and 20 mM systems. Through
consideration of bond angles in GMO, the angle between the head group and the interface is
calculated to be 22◦–39◦. This simple analysis provides an insight into a possible film structure,
although it must be noted that it only considers the film to be a simple monolayer. For instance,
it is most likely that gauche defects will also contribute to the difference between the inferred
thickness and the extended length of GMO.
The solvation values for the 3, 15 and 20 mM GMO-dodecane systems are surprisingly low,
especially for the former two. It is thought that the adsorption of GMO will decrease the
apparent surface energy of the interface due to the presence of alkyl chain groups, increasing
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Table 4.3: Median and 95 % confidence interval values for the inferred parameters from the
MCMC fit to reflectivity collected with the 3 and 15 mM GMO-dodecane solutions against an
iron-coated silicon substrate. The minimum number of independent samples was estimated to
be 170858 and 71308 for the 3 and 15 mM GMO systems respectively. All the parameters had
a standard deviation ≤ 2.10 and ≤ 1.36 for the 3 and 15 mM GMO systems, and hence are
reported to 2 decimal places. The layers at the bottom of the table highlighted by an ∗ are
for the washed 15 mM GMO-dodecane system. The only difference for the FeOx layer for the
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the attraction forces between the interface and dodecane. As a result, dodecane is expected to
partially interdigitate into the GMO layer, forming dispersion interactions between the alkyl
chains. The extent of solvent interdigitation also depends on the available volume between the
adsorbate molecules, where liquid-like films tend to have greater solvations. As the solvation
parameter is mostly determined by the dodecane-d26 contrast, it is possible that the fixed value
of the GMO βn overestimates the density of interfacial GMO, skewing the inferred solvation to
lower values. This would also be the case if adventitious material remains at the interface after
the adsorption of GMO and if the combined βn of the interfacial layer is lower than 0.21× 10−6
Å−2. Whilst residual adventitious material has not been resolved from interfacial GMO, the
similar reflectivity for the neat dodecane-d26 system and the washed interface after exposure
to the 15 mM GMO-dodecane-d26 system suggests that the amount of adventitious material is
similar between these two states. Assuming the adventitious material is not introduced to the
interface via the solvent, this implies that the adventitious material is not significantly desorbed
upon adsorption of GMO. Consequently, it is not possible to gauge if the GMO films are liquid-
or solid-like from the inferred solvations.
The surface excess of the GMO for each fit can be calculated following Equation 4.4, assuming
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Table 4.4: Median and 95 % confidence interval values for the derived surface excess and area
per molecule for GMO at the iron oxide-dodecane interface at bulk GMO concentrations of 3,















that the layer is comprised solely of GMO and solvent.
Γ =
d× βn × (1− φ)
b×NA
(4.4)
Here, φ is the volume fraction of the solvent in the GMO layer. The calculated Γ and APM for
each concentration measured on INTER and FIGARO are shown in Table 4.4. The calculated
surface excesses of the 3 mM and 15 mM GMO-dodecane systems agree well with the 20 mM
system. Furthermore, they also agree reasonably with the value determined via the depletion
isotherm technique, although they are slightly greater. It is thought that two factors give
rise to the greater surface excess. The first relates to the presence of adventitious material
at the interface, where it is thought to skew the determined surface excess to greater values
as NR cannot resolve GMO from the adventitious material. The second factor relates to the
calculation of Γ, which does not include the effect of surface roughness.46 Therefore, the amount
of adsorbate per unit surface area is potentially overestimated.
The data collected with 0.5 mM GMO-dodecane solutions were not fit using the same model,
as the reflectivity indicates that the interface was not saturated. Therefore, a nested sampling
study was conducted to find a suitable model to describe the data and the results are shown
in Figure 4.7. The initial values and priors for each parameter are shown in Table A6. The
GMO layer formed in the 0.5 mM system was described by a scattering length density and/or
a solvation alongside thickness and roughness parameters. Similar to the 15 mM system, the
dataset collected after washing the 0.5 mM dodecane-d26 contrast was modelled simultaneously
with the reflectivity collected with the 0.5 mM system. The interfacial film in the washed
dataset was modelled either as a separate layer with a thickness, roughness and a scattering
length density, or was forced to be the same as the GMO layer formed in the 0.5 mM systems.
Following the nested sampling, the data were fit with the highest model evidence and the
resulting fits are compared in Figure 4.8a. The up-spin scattering length density profiles are
presented in Figure 4.8b. The β++ profile prior to and after washing the surface with additional
dodecane-d26 is also compared. The minor difference between these profiles suggest that while
GMO adsorbs at the interface, the scattering length density and the thickness of the interfacial
film are remarkably similar with or without GMO. The latter could imply the adoption of small
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Figure 4.7: Nested sampling results for the models considered to describe the reflectivity with
the 0.5 mM GMO-dodecane systems. The parameters marked with ∗ describe the separate
interfacial film modelled for the washed 0.5 mM GMO data.
angles from the interface when adsorbed with a low surface excess.
A surface excess was calculated by re-fitting the data with a separate model, where the GMO
βn was held constant at 0.21 × 10−6 Å−2 and the solvation allowed to vary. The determined
surface excess was 4.0+0.0−0.1 × 10−6 mol m−2. Compared to the depletion isotherm at 30 ◦C, the
surface excess determined by NR is greater by approximately 0.8×10−6 mol m−2 or 25 %. This
is greater than the difference between the surface excess determined via NR at 15 or 20 mM
and the maximum surface excess, Γm, determined via the depletion isotherm at 30
◦C. As the
interface is not saturated with GMO, it is thought that the greater surface excess arises from
the presence of adventitious material at the interface as discussed previously. However, in this
case the adsorbed amount of GMO is even lower, increasing the difference between the NR and
the depletion isotherm results.
Neutron reflectometry with partially deuterated glycerol monooleate
The calculation of the GMO angle of adsorption relies on assuming a monolayer structure. By
using partially deuterated GMO (dGMO), see Figure 4.9, a significant neutron refractive index
boundary can be formed at the interface between the head and the deuterated tail group, if
the adsorbed dGMO adopts a monolayer-like structure. Therefore, by modelling the data with
specific orientations, the structure of the adsorbate layer can be inferred.
Partially deuterated GMO was prepared by Dr James Tellam, ISIS, UK, and was estimated
by 1H nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy to have a deuteration percentage of ∼
90 % in the tail region. This was dissolved in dodecane at 0.5 mM and 20 mM, where three
solvent contrasts were prepared with 100 % dodecane-d26, 100 % dodecane-h26 and CMdod.
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Figure 4.8: a) Fits to the data collected with the 0.5 mM GMO-dodecane solutions against
an iron-coated silicon substrate. The data are modified by a factor of Q4 and offset by 10−1
sequentially to aid comparison. b) The median up-spin scattering length density profile of the
dodecane-d26 contrast of the 0.5 mM GMO-dodecane system. The inset labelled (I) compares
50 random samples from the posterior distribution of the 0.5 mM GMO-dodecane-d26 contrast
against that of the washed system. The inset labelled (II) compares the median scattering
length density profiles of the three 0.5 mM GMO-dodecane contrasts. The colours follow the
same general trend as part a).
Table 4.5: Median and 95 % confidence interval values for the inferred parameters from the
MCMC fit to the reflectivity collected with the 0.5 mM GMO-dodecane solutions against an
iron-coated silicon substrate. The minimum number of independent samples was estimated
to be 27353. All the parameters had a standard deviation < 0.84 and hence are reported to
2 decimal places. The GMO layer highlighted by the ∗ represents the interfacial layer after
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Figure 4.9: The structure of the partially deuterated GMO (dGMO) used in this work.
Figure 4.10: Modified reflectivity of the 0.5 and 20 mM dGMO systems compared against
dodecane-d26 and dodecane-h26 contrasts of the same substrate. Reflectivity of the contrasts
collected with dodecane-h26 have been offset by 10
−1 for clarity. The lines are interpolations to
guide the eye.
The reflectivity was measured on INTER with the same instrument settings as used in the
collection of the reflectivity of the 20 mM GMO-dodecane system. The reflectivity of the 0.5
mM dGMO-dodecane system was measured first in a solid-liquid cell with the following contrast
order: dodecane-h26, CMdod and dodecane-d26. After, the reflectivity of the 20 mM system
was collected in the same order. The reflectivity collected with the 0.5 mM and 20 mM systems
in 100 % dodecane-d26 and 100 % dodecane-h26 are shown in Figure 4.10. The increasing fringe
amplitude in both contrasts with dGMO concentration arises from a greater contrast between
the iron oxide, the interfacial film and the dodecane. The change in the dodecane-d26 contrast
is thought to arise from an increasing number of hydrogenated head groups at the interface,
thus lowering βn between the iron oxide and solvent. Contrastingly, the difference between the
dodecane-h26 systems is thought to result from the increasing concentration of deuterated tail
groups at the interface.
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Figure 4.11: a) Estimated evidences for the models used to describe the 0.5 mM dGMO data.
The blue dashed line shows the highest evidence determined. b) Estimated evidences for a
number of candidate models to represent the 20 mM dGMO data.
A nested sampling study was conducted on both systems to find a suitable combination of layer
parameters to adequately model the data. Three models were proposed where the adsorbed
dGMO was described by one layer, with an average βn ∼ 3.2×10−6 Å−2. These models represent
a layer with no orientation, where the molecules are adsorbed with the head group equally likely
to face the solvent as to face the iron oxide surface. Other models were considered where the
dGMO molecules are adsorbed at the interface either with their heads groups adsorbed at the
interface and their alkyl tails extending into the solvent, or vice versa in the case of the 20 mM
dGMO system. Additionally, for the two layer models, the surface excesses of the head and tail
groups were constrained together so that the number of each matched. This was achieved by
constraining either the solvation or scattering length density of the outer layer to a function of
the other parameters by equating the surface excesses of the head and tail groups together. For
example, in the model where the head group solvation, φh, was allowed to fit, the tail group
solvation, φt was constrained so that:
φt =
dh βh φh bt
dt βt bh
(4.5)
where the subscripts, h and t, describe the head or tail layer to which the parameters belong.
The scattering lengths, bh and bt, are 2.07 × 10−4 and 1.80 × 10−3 Å respectively. Further to
Equation 4.5, φt was limited to a range between zero and one to avoid non-physical parameter
values. A similar technique has been used to characterise the adsorbed structure of partially
deuterated material at air-liquid interfaces.118,192 The initial values and priors for each param-
eter are shown in Table A7 and the results from the nested sampling are shown in Figure 4.11.
The model with the greatest evidence for the 0.5 mM system is a one layer system, suggesting
that the orientation of the adsorbed GMO is not well defined. This model was used to fit the
data using an MCMC scheme, and the resulting fit and β++ profile are both shown in Fig-
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Figure 4.12: a) Comparison of fits to the reflectivity collected with the three contrasts of
0.5 mM dGMO in dodecane. The reflectivity is modified by a factor of Q4. The CMdod and
dodecane-h26 contrasts are offset by factors of 10
−1 in reflectivity. b) Median spin-up scattering
length density profile for the contrast collected with dodecane-d26. The light band shows 50
random samples from the posterior distribution. The inset compares the median β++ profiles
for all three contrasts at the iron oxide-dodecane interface.
Table 4.6: Median and 95 % confidence interval parameter values for the 0.5 mM dGMO-
dodecane solutions against an iron-coated silicon substrate. The minimum number of indepen-
dent samples was estimated to be 9044, allowing those parameters with standard deviations
≤ 0.48 to be reported to 2 decimal places. Those parameters with standard deviations > 0.48
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ure 4.12. Despite the large uncertainty around the iron oxide roughness, the inferred parameter
values shown in Table 4.6 are similar to those collected with 0.5 mM hydrogenated GMO in
dodecane. As the βn of the dGMO is expected to be ∼ 3.2 × 10−6 Å−2, the low value of the
inferred scattering length density supports the previous suggestion that adventitious material
remains at the interface at low bulk concentrations of GMO. Similarly, the inferred thickness
values support the suggestion that GMO adsorbs at greater angles from the normal at lower
concentrations.
The model with the greatest evidence for the 20 mM dGMO-dodecane system is the monolayer
model which follows Equation 4.5 where βh and βt were held constant. A model where the
scattering length density and solvation of both head and tail group were fit simultaneously was
117
Figure 4.13: a) Comparison of fits to the reflectivity collected with the three contrasts of 20 mM
dGMO in dodecane. The reflectivity is modified by a factor of Q4. The CMdod and dodecane-
h26 contrasts are offset by factors of 10
−1 in reflectivity. b) Median spin-up scattering length
density profile for the contrast collected with dodecane-d26. The light band shows 50 random
samples from the posterior distribution. The inset shows the analogous profiles for the CMdod
and dodecane-h26 contrasts focussed on the dGMO layer.
Table 4.7: Median and 95 % confidence interval parameter values for the 20 mM dGMO-
dodecane solutions against an iron-coated silicon substrate. The minimum number of indepen-
dent samples was estimated to be 76853, allowing those parameters with standard deviations
≤ 1.07 to be reported to 2 decimal places. Those parameters with standard deviations > 1.07
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proposed. However, the posterior distribution did not return feasible βh and βt values when
allowed to vary. Therefore, the model shown with the greatest evidence was used to fit the data
following an MCMC routine, where the fits and resulting β++ profile are shown in Figure 4.13.
The inferred parameter distributions are shown in Table 4.7.
The combined thickness of the head and tail group is 17.3+1.4−1.7 Å, which agrees reasonably with
the thicknesses measured with hydrogenated GMO. Additionally, the fitted thickness of the
head and tail group are consistent with the maximum extended lengths of both regions, 16.8
and 10.8 Å, respectively. Assuming the dGMO is fully extended, the thickness of the head
group suggests the angle between the head group and the interface is 26◦–32◦. This range
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agrees with the angles inferred from the data collected with hydrogenated GMO. By taking
the smallest angle between the head group and the tail group to be 130.5◦, the projection of
the tail group in the normal direction from the interface can be estimated to be 10.7 to 10.4
Å. These values are in the upper region of the inferred tail thickness distribution, and so this
simple model, which does not include the possible shortening effects of gauche defects, appears
to be consistent with the inferred dGMO structure.
Calculating the surface excess of dGMO is not as trivial as shown in Equation 4.4 for a standard
block layer. This is due to modelling the interfacial layer as separate head and tail groups, where
either thickness is approximately half that of the complete GMO layer. As such, the calculated
surface excesses are lower than expected by the same factor. However, a combined surface













where nh = 14 and ntot = 23, which are the number of backbone (non-branched C and O)
atoms in the head group and the whole GMO molecule respectively. This method was used
to take into account the different lengths of the tail and head group. Hence, it was calculated
that φcomb = 21.1
+5.2
−6.0 %. Using the combined thickness calculated above and βn of the whole
dGMO molecule, the combined surface excess was calculated to be 3.6+0.3−0.2× 10−6 mol m−2 and
the corresponding area per molecule was calculated as APM = 46.0
+3.0
−3.5 Å
2. These values align
with the depletion isotherm results but imply a significantly lower amount of adsorbed dGMO
when compared to the values determined via NR with hydrogenated GMO.
As the overall thickness value is approximately the same between these datasets, the lower
surface excess mostly arises from the greater solvation of the adsorbed dGMO layer. The
values imply a less dense adsorbate layer than those determined with hydrogenated GMO, and
are similar to solvation values reported for other OFMs at similar bulk concentrations.45,46 As
the contrast between the solvent and the deuterated tail region of the monolayer is less affected
by the presence of any adventitious material remaining at the interface, it is possible that the
solvation values are more accurate. Furthermore, as the reflectivity collected with dodecane-
h26 has greater contrast with the deuterated tail while the dodecane-d26 contrast retains a
high level of information on the state of the hydrogenated head group, it is postulated that
the combined datasets contain more information regarding the solvation state of the interfacial
layer than those contrasts with hydrogenated GMO. This is not proven here, but it would be
possible to investigate the optimal contrasts for parameter inference for future studies following
a methodology laid out elsewhere.193
Another possibility that could account for the lower surface excess is the presence of other
impurity molecules. For example, the analogous glycerol ester with two alkyl chains is known
to be surface active, and is feasibly formed through the esterification reaction of glycerol and
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Figure 4.14: a) Comparison of the reflectivity from the 20 mM GMO-dodecane system against
an iron-coated silicon substrate at 25 and 60 ◦C. The modified reflectivity has been offset by
factors of 10−1 to aid comparison. Lines between data points are interpolations. b) Nested
sampling results for a selection of models considered. The model used in the following fit is
highlighted by the red dashed box.
oleic acid, which was used in the synthesis. If adsorbed at the interface, the greater volume
occupied by the additional alkyl chain group will translate to a greater area per molecule, and
hence lower surface excess.
4.3.2 Film structure at elevated temperature
The reflectivity collected on INTER with the three contrasts of the 20 mM GMO-dodecane
system at 60 ◦C is compared to the data collected at 25 ◦C in Figure 4.14a. The similarity
between the datasets agree with the previous suggestion that the small temperature swing does
not affect the underlying substrate structure, and furthermore, suggests that the GMO layer is
similar at the two temperatures. The greatest difference between the profiles is the location of
the critical edge in the dodecane-d26 contrasts. The difference in Qc is 3–6× 10−4 Å−1, which,
assuming that the density of silicon is unchanged with temperature, relates to a 3–5 % decrease
in the density of dodecane-d26 when going from 25 to 60
◦C. This range arises from the un-
certainty over the precise location of the critical edge due to the low number of points around
the discontinuity. The reported decrease in density is 1–2 % for dodecane-h26 for the same
temperature transition. It is expected that the density variation with temperature is approx-
imately the same between these isotopologues, and therefore the calculated density difference
agrees reasonably. It is possible that evaporation occurred over the course of the measurement,
leading to greater amounts of air against the substrate. However, the flat reflectivity above
the critical edge suggests that this has not occurred to a significant extent, since patches of
air can be diagnosed by a negative gradient in the reflectivity above the critical edge. This is
caused by the incoherent addition of reflectivity arising from the parts of the substrate coated
in dodecane and those parts held against air.
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Figure 4.15: a) Median fits to the reflectivity collected at 60 ◦C. The shaded bands show 50
random samples from the posterior distribution. The contrasts are offset by 10−1 for clarity. b)
The median β++ profile for the contrast collected with dodecane-d26 at 60
◦C. The shaded band
represents 50 random samples from the posterior distribution. The inset shows the median fits
for all three contrasts focused on the iron oxide-dodecane interface.
A nested sampling study was conducted using a similar set of models as used for modelling the
25 ◦C data. The starting values and priors for each parameter are the same as those used for
modelling the 25 ◦C data, and are shown Table A5. The model with highest evidence was one
where not all the parameters that characterise a layer were fit. In this case, the thickness was
fixed to 20 Å, and hence, no information regarding the uncertainty in the thickness could be
inferred.
The models with at least three parameters are considered to represent the layer completely.
Hence, the model with greatest evidence is considered to be the one where d, σ and βJ were
fit. However, in this case βJ = 0.8
+0.2
−0.2 × 10−6 Å−2, which, if assuming a change in density is
the only reason for the increase in βn, would relate to a minimum increase of the GMO density
by ∼ 3 fold. It is not expected that an increase in temperature would lead to such a dramatic
increase in density. Therefore, the upper limit of βJ was restricted to 0.3 × 10−6 Å−2, which
translates to an increase in density by a factor of ∼ 1.5. The estimated evidence was found to
reduce so that ln (Z) = 1184.0 ± 0.3. Similarly, for the model where βJ and φ are fit, when
restricting βJ ≤ 0.4× 10−6 Å−2, the evidence was reduced so that ln (Z) = 1181.3 ± 0.5.
Despite the higher evidence for the model where d, σ and βJ were fit, and its restricted variant,
the model highlighted by the red dashed box, where ln (Z) = 1183.4 ± 0.5, was chosen to fit
the data. This decision was made as the βJ of GMO is physically believable when fixed at
0.21× 10−6 Å−2. Furthermore, this model is more easily compared to the data collected at 25
◦C as the relationship between the scattering length and number density still hold, and hence a
comparable surface excess can be defined. The fit following the MCMC routine is compared to
the data in Figure 4.15a, and the resulting β++ profile is shown in Figure 4.15b. The inferred
parameter values are shown in Table 4.8 and the corner plot is shown in Figure B2.
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Table 4.8: Median and 95 % confidence interval values for the inferred parameters from the
MCMC fit to the reflectivity collected with the 20 mM GMO-dodecane solutions against an iron-
coated silicon substrate at 60 ◦C. The minimum number of independent samples was estimated
to be 108011, allowing those parameters with standard deviations ≤ 1.67 to be reported to 2
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The inferred thickness and solvation are very similar to those determined from the reflectivity
collected at 25 ◦C, suggesting that that structure of GMO is unperturbed by the increase in
temperature. Consequently, the calculated surface excess and area per molecule are very similar
to those calculated at 25 ◦C, where Γ = 4.41+0.13−0.12 × 10−6 mol m−2 and APM = 37.67+1.05−1.09 Å2.
The calculated surface excess and area per molecule do not align with those calculated at 60 ◦C
from the depletion isotherms. The reason for the discrepancy is not known but a few potential
reasons are discussed below.
Following a solubility study where GMO-dodecane solutions (0.5–50 mM) remained visibly
clear for an hour at 60 ◦C, it is not expected that significant precipitation of GMO would
occur in either experiment. Furthermore, precipitation in the isotherm study would lead to a
greater apparent surface excess following centrifugation; for NR, any precipitate would collect
on the unprobed PEEK-dodecane interface which should not affect the GMO structure at the
iron oxide-dodecane interface aside from lowering the bulk concentration of GMO. However,
it is possible that the interfacial GMO structure formed in the NR experiments at 25 ◦C
requires a long period of time to reach equilibrium when raised to 60 ◦C. This is contrasted
in the depletion isotherm experiments, where the iron oxide surface was introduced to the
GMO-dodecane solutions at 60 ◦C. If the GMO structure formed at 25 ◦C is solid-like, the
temperature may not be great enough to melt the interfacial layer as has been found for
monolayers of alkanes adsorbed on graphite surfaces.194 The freezing point for a small film of
GMO physisorbed on graphite powder has also been reported to be approximately 30 ◦C above
the bulk freezing point, which may suggest the melting point of adsorbed GMO films is delayed
to higher temperatures compared to the bulk GMO melting point of 35 ◦C.195
It is also possible that the comparable surface excess to that inferred from the reflectivity
collected at 25 ◦C is caused by the presence of adventitious material at the interface. As the
difference in surface excess between the 0.5 mM and 20 mM systems is only ∼ 0.7 × 10−6
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mol m−2 at 25 ◦C, it is expected that the temperature-induced desorption of GMO leads to
a similar small difference between the apparent surface excesses at 25 and 60 ◦C. Another
possible explanation is that the iron oxide surface area changed between the measurements of
the depletion isotherm. However, the samples were prepared within a day of each other so if
such a change were to occur, it would be minimal. Finally, it is noted that the comparison
between the depletion isotherm and NR results relies on a large extrapolation of the data from
from 3 mM to 20 mM. As such, it is possible that the surface excess continues to rise with
concentration at 60 ◦C.
4.3.3 Adsorption in the presence of water
Water is a contaminant in engine oils that can be emulsified by polar chemicals. As the contents
of the oil oxidise with age, the overall polarity of the oil increases, thereby increasing the
solubility of water within the oil.196 Following simulations that suggest water co-adsorbs with
GMO at the mica-heptane interface163, the adsorption of GMO in the presence of water at iron
oxide-dodecane interfaces was investigated using NR. The contrast difference between H2O and
D2O enables the differentiation of adsorbed water from GMO. Four solutions of GMO-water-
dodecane were prepared at a GMO concentration of 20 mM, where the water-to-surfactant
ratio, W , was fixed at 5 for all four solutions. Two solutions were prepared with dodecane-
d26, while the other two solutions were prepared with dodecane-h26 and CMdod. For the two
solutions prepared with dodecane-d26, one contained 100 % H2O, and the other contained 100
% D2O. The CMdod contrast contained H2O, while the dodecane-h26 contrast contained 100
% D2O.
The solutions were injected into a solid-liquid cell containing an iron-coated silicon substrate
equilibrated at 25 ◦C in the order of dodecane-d26+H2O, dodecane-d26+D2O, CMdod+H2O and
finally dodecane-h26+D2O, where the subsequent reflectivity from each system was measured
sequentially. The reflectivity was measured on INTER with the same instrumental set-up as
discussed previously, although the standard deviation dQ/Q resolution was 3 %. Between the
contrasts, the cell was heated to 60 ◦C and the reflectivity was measured in order to ascertain
the change of the GMO interfacial structure with temperature. The sample preparation and
collection of the reflectivity was conducted by Fin and Becky. The resulting reflectivity profiles
for the dodecane-d26 and dodecane-h26 systems at 25
◦C are shown in Figure 4.16a, and they
are compared to the profiles collected with dodecane-d26 and dodecane-h26 with D2O stirred
over them, as shown in Figure 3.15.
The differences between the fringe amplitudes of the dodecane-d26 solutions relate to a change
in the contrast at the interface, where the difference between the neat solvent and the GMO-
D2O contrast appears similar to that seen with dry GMO-dodecane solutions. As D2O has a
similar βn to dodecane-d26, the difference in fringe amplitude is attributed to the adsorption
of GMO at the interface. However, the greater fringe amplitude for the GMO-H2O contrast
implies that water is also adsorbed as there appears to be a greater contrast between the
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Figure 4.16: a) Comparison of the reflectivity data collected with the GMO-water-dodecane
systems bar the CMdod contrast at 25◦ C. The data are modified by a factor of Q4 to aid com-
parison. The contrasts collected with dodecane-h26 are offset by 10
−1 in reflectivity for clarity.
b) The nested sampling results for the data collected at 25 ◦C. The estimated uncertainty in
the nautral logarithm of the evidence is obscured by the data points. Those parameters without
subscripts are shared across the D2O/H2O containing layers.
solvent and the adsorbate when H2O is present rather than D2O. This is further supported
by the difference between the dodecane-h26 contrasts, which is attributed to the adsorption
of D2O at the interface as the adsorption of GMO was observed to not significantly alter the
measured reflectivity with this solvent contrast (see Figure 4.3). Therefore, the differences in
the reflectivity are attributed to the co-adsorption of GMO and water.
It was considered that the co-adsorption of GMO and water could lead to the formation of
two structures: a combined singular layer of water and GMO, or a discernible bilayer with a
water-rich region adsorbed directly at the iron-oxide interface and a GMO-rich region adsorbed
on the outer region of the interfacial layer. As such, a limited nested sampling survey was
conducted to find a model that best described the data. Together with thickness and roughness
parameters, the GMO layers were considered to be described by two separate nuclear scattering
length densities, βD and βH, to account for the difference in βn of D2O and H2O, which were
potentially contained within an adsorbed GMO layer. Furthermore, different combinations of
solvation parameters were tested, where φD and φH relate to separate solvations for the contrasts
collected with either D2O or H2O, and φ relates to a joint solvation between all contrasts. The
water-rich layer was also modelled with separate scattering length densities, βwD and β
w
H , for
D2O and H2O, alongside thickness and roughness parameters.
A number of inequality constraints were also required to ensure the parameters maintained
physical meaning. The βH parameter of GMO layers were constrained so that βH ≤ βD.
The roughness of the water-rich layer was also constrained so that σw ≤ dw/2 and the SiO2
roughness was similarly constrained so that the thickness was at least double the roughness.
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The initial parameter values and priors for the parameters are shown in Table A8 and the
model evidence results are shown in Figure 4.16b. The parameters of the bilayer models have
either a superscript w or G to signify if they belong to the water or GMO layers respectively.
The model with the highest evidence, where ln (Z) = 498.3 ± 0.6, only had one interfacial layer
with separate βn and solvations for the layer containing GMO and either D2O or H2O. However,
with this model it was found that βH = 1.2
+0.2
−0.3× 10−6 Å−2 which matches the scattering length
density of the GMO-D2O layer. It is clear that this value is not physically consistent with
the nominal βn values of H2O and GMO, as this value should be at least less than the GMO
βn if H2O is contained within the layer. Therefore, this model was re-run where the upper
bound of βH was reduced from 6 to 0.21 × 10−6 Å2; this resulted in a lower model evidence,
where ln (Z) = 483.3 ± 0.6, which is lower than the evidence for the second highest model in
Figure 4.16b, where ln (Z) = 494.8 ± 0.6. This model had the scattering length densities of
GMO fixed at 0.21× 10−6 Å2, and only the solvations of the layers were allowed to vary. This
is less ideal than fitting βH and βD as the difference in βn between the layers containing H2O
and D2O will not arise solely from different solvations. However, as the solvation values were
not known prior to fitting, this model was chosen to fit the data using the MCMC routine. The
resulting fits and β++ profiles are shown in Figure 4.17, while the inferred parameter values are
shown in Table 4.9. The posterior distribution is visualised in Figure B3.
The solvation values of the GMO-water layers are markedly different, which is most likely
a result of the different water content of the layer. As such, the solvation values do not
represent the solvation of the layer but act as effective parameters that control the differing
βn of the GMO-H2O and GMO-D2O layers. Some difference in solvation between the layers
may be expected; as discussed previously, the ability of dodecane to solvate the layer is due
to attractive dispersion forces with alkyl tail groups. The inclusion of water into the GMO
layer would be expected to decrease the solvating ability of dodecane due to the increased
polar content of the layer, which will favour stronger dipolar interactions, such as hydrogen
bonds, with other polar molecules. The absolute nature of these interactions will depend on
the structure of the GMO-water layer, as the orientation of alkyl chain groups will dictate the
available hydrophobic interface for which the dodecane can interact with. It is known that D2O
and H2O have different physical properties, such as density, and also form marginally different
structures due to the isotopic variation, where D2O is thought to form hydrogen bonds that are
4 % longer than H2O.
197 These differences have been attributed to structural variation arising in
systems containing water upon isotopic variation, such as protein systems198, nanoparticles199,
and surfactant aggregation200,201. Therefore, it is possible that there is an isotopic effect on the
structure of the GMO-water layer.
The clear difference between the β++ of the interfacial layer between the GMO-water systems
in dodecane-d26 shows that at 25
◦C, the GMO and water co-adsorb to form a mixed layer,
where the combined scattering length density for GMO-D2O is discernible from the GMO-H2O
layer. The thickness of the GMO-water layer does not appear to be swelled significantly in
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Figure 4.17: a) Fits to the data collected with the GMO-water-dodecane systems at 25 ◦C.
The dark lines show the median fits to the data, while the bands show 50 random samples from
the posterior distribution. The data are modified by a factor of Q4 to aid comparison, and are
sequentially offset by a factor of 10−1. b) The spin-up scattering length density profile of the
contrast collected with dodecane-d26 and H2O. The inset labelled (I) shows the median profiles
for all four contrasts focused on the iron oxide/GMO/dodecane layers. The inset (II) compares
the posterior distribution for the GMO-H2O and GMO-D2O systems in dodecane-d26.
Table 4.9: Median and 95 % confidence interval parameter values for the GMO-water-dodecane
solutions against an iron-coated silicon substrate at 25 ◦C. The thickness and roughness for
the GMO-water systems were shared for the two different layers. The minimum number of
independent samples was estimated to be 92253, allowing all parameters to be reported to 2
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GMO/H2O 0.21 - 0.22
+0.91
−0.21
comparison to the 20 mM GMO system measured without additional water. Therefore, as the
layer volume is similar, this suggests that water occupies regions of space that contain GMO
in the dry systems, translating to less adsorbed GMO.
The reflectivity collected at 60 ◦C is compared to the data collected at 25 ◦C in Figure 4.18.
The data collected with D2O show a greater difference with temperature. The change to the
amplitude of the fringes suggests that the contrast between the solvent, the interfacial layer and
the iron oxide varies with temperature. The small shifts in the fringes suggest that the thickness
of the interface remains similar. The difference in the critical edge, Qc, of the contrasts collected
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Figure 4.18: Comparison of reflectivity collected with the GMO-water-dodecane systems at
25 and 60 ◦C. The data shown are: a) - GMO-H2O-dodecane-d26, b) - GMO-D2O-dodecane-
d26, c) - GMO-D2O-dodecane-h26, d) - GMO-H2O-CMdod. The lines between the data are
interpolations.
with dodecane-d26 is ∼ 4 × 10−4 Å−1, and is consistent with that arising between the GMO-
dodecane systems at 25 and 60 ◦C. The similarity between the CMdod profiles arises from the
similar βn of CMdod and the GMO-H2O layer, and hence, these contrasts are sensitive only to
the structure of sputtered layers. The similarity between the temperatures further supports the
suggestion that raising the temperature to 60 ◦C does not influence the substrate structure.
A nested sampling study that considered the same models as the 25 ◦C study was conducted.
The results are shown in Figure 4.19, where the parameter descriptions are the same as the 25
◦C data. These results were collected using the same constraints and priors as discussed for
the lower temperature data. The model with the greatest evidence, where ln (Z) = 776.1 ±
0.7, was found to have βGH = 1.4
+0.2
−0.3 × 10−6 Å−2 which is greater than βn for GMO and H2O,
and thus, is not physically meaningful. Therefore, the model with the second highest evidence
was used to fit the data. Similar to the model used to fit the data collected at 25 ◦C, this has
a fixed βGH value of 0.21 × 10−6 Å−2, and relies on the solvation parameter to account for any
difference in scattering length density of the GMO layer. The median fits are compared to the
data in Figure 4.20a, and the resulting β++ profiles are shown in Figure 4.20b.
The inferred parameter values are shown in Table 4.10 and a visual overview of the correlation
between parameters is shown in Figure B4. The scattering length density of the D2O-rich
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Figure 4.19: Results from the nested sampling study of the reflectivity collected with the
GMO-water-dodecane systems at 60 ◦C. The uncertainties in the estimated evidence values are
obscured by the data points. The model with highest evidence is highlighted by the dashed
blue line. The red box shows the model used to model the data in the MCMC fit.
layer suggests that it likely contains GMO and adventitious material as the βn would otherwise
be closer to the nominal value of 6.37 × 10−6 Å−2. It is also possible that dodecane is held
within this layer, but as a solvation parameter was not included in the model, the inferred
scattering length density accounts for any solvent. Due to the wide uncertainty in the H2O-rich
βn and small contrast between H2O and GMO or adventitious material, little can be discussed
regarding the inferred βn. The solvation of the GMO layer appears to be equivalent within
error across the H2O and D2O contrasts, suggesting that the isotopic effect from any residual
water within this region of the interface is minimal. Additionally, the values of φ suggest that
the GMO-rich portion of the film is less dense than the GMO layer formed at the same GMO
concentration but without additional water.
The difference in the scattering length densities around the iron oxide-dodecane interface due
to the presence of D2O or H2O is compared in Figure 4.20c and Figure 4.20d. A significant
difference between the inferred posterior distributions of the iron oxide-water interface is indi-
cated by the white space between the β++ profiles, where the contrasts containing D2O have
a greater scattering length density over the iron oxide-water interface. When comparing the
dodecane-d26 contrasts, the similar β++ of the GMO-rich layer on the outer of the interfacial
layer suggests that little water is contained within this region. While the scattering length
densities of this layer were not fit, if the values were lower than the inferred value in the fit,
then the solvation value of the GMO layer of the H2O contrasts would be lower.
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Figure 4.20: a) Median fits to the data collected at 60 ◦C. b) Median up-spin scattering
length density profile of the GMO-H2O-dodecane-d26 system at 60
◦C. The inset shows the
median fits for the four contrast systems. c) Comparison of the median β++ profiles and 50
random samples from the posterior distribution for the CMdod and dodecane-h26 contrasts. d)
Comparison of the median β++ profiles and 50 random samples from the posterior distribution
from the dodecane-d26 contrasts.
The significance of the small inflexion between the H2O and GMO layer in the dodecane-d26
contrast is difficult to assess, as the uncertainty around this region of the β++ profile is of
similar magnitude to the inflexion. However, it is thought that this arises as a result of the iron
oxide roughness extending over the length of the water layer. In the region of inflexion, it is
postulated that the number density of H2O declines faster than that of iron oxide, leading to a
small rise in scattering length density as the available volume is increasingly occupied by GMO
or dodecane-d26 which have greater βns than H2O. This effect is a function of the density of all
materials present, the iron oxide topography and the distribution of water across the interface;
for instance, it may be possible that water preferentially collects in the channels or pores of the
iron oxide, leading to an inhomogeneity of water thickness across the iron oxide. This would
lead to a more rapid decline of water density at the tips of the iron oxide asperities.
A schematic of the interface that is consistent with the β++ profiles is presented in Figure 4.21.
The water is primarily adsorbed at the iron oxide surface, forming a water-rich region. As
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Table 4.10: Median and 95 % confidence interval parameter values for the GMO-water-dodecane
solutions against an iron-coated silicon substrate at 60 ◦C. The layers labelled ‘water’ and
‘GMO’ represent the water-rich and GMO-rich layers. The minimum number of independent
samples was estimated to be 14718, allowing those parameters with standard deviations ≤ 0.61
to be reported to 2 decimal places. Those parameters with standard deviations > 0.61 are
reported to one decimal place. Parameters marked by either ∗ or † differentiate the layers
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the vertical displacement from the beginning of the iron oxide surface increases, the number
of water molecules begins to increase as the total volume of the iron oxide decreases as a
consequence of the roughness. In the presence of H2O, this leads to the rapid decrease in β++
as the distance from the interface increases, whereas with D2O, a slower β++ variation with
distance is observed. This continues until the very thin nature of the water layer means that
the number of water molecules begins to decrease towards the GMO layer. In the case of
the dodecane-d26+H2O contrast, this leads to the scattering length density rising very slightly.
Beyond this region, the tips of the iron oxide asperities are reached and the volume fraction of
iron oxide becomes zero. As the GMO alkyl chains extend out from these asperities, the β++
reaches a minimum, after which the increasing presence of solvent molecules begins to increase
β++. While the schematic shows the GMO adsorbed at the iron oxide surfaces for simplicity,
it is possible that GMO could also adsorb at the water-dodecane interface.
Another method for modelling the continuous nature of the interface might be a spline method,
which allows a free form nature of the scattering length density with a set of knots. One
particular example is the piecewise cubic hermite interpolating polynomial (PCHIP), which has
recently been used to study the volume fraction profile of polymer brushes.202 The drawback
of this method is the significant increase in time required to model the data.
4.3.4 Comparison with molecular dynamics simulations
Through collaboration with Dr Rui Apòstolo and Professor Philip Camp at the School of Chem-
istry, University of Edinburgh, the experimental results presented previously were compared to
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Figure 4.21: Schematic depicting the interface of the iron-coated Si substrate against the GMO-
water-dodecane systems at 60 ◦C. The two dodecane-d26 β++ profiles are shown at the side as
an aide to how the scattering length changes over the interface. The schematic is not drawn to
scale and nor is the drawn roughness Gaussian as assumed by the Croce-Névot factor.
all-atom molecular dynamics simulations of these systems. These simulations were conducted
by Rui, who provided the average scattering length density profiles and images. The author con-
ducted the data processing in order to compare the density profiles with our experimental results,
which are presented here. Analysis was conducted individually without input from collaborators.
The full details of the all-atom molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are not given here, but a
brief description of the simulations is given to describe the system conditions. As the number
of atoms used within simulations increases the computational time, these simulations were
limited to the iron oxide-dodecane interface and do not include the Si substrate or the Fe and
SiO2 layers as used in the NR experiments. Two perfectly flat hematite surfaces (50 × 55
Å2) were confined under a pressure of 1 atmosphere with a volume of dodecane and GMO
molecules between the surfaces. The distance between the iron oxide surfaces was 80 Å, which
enables the middle of the system to behave as bulk solvent. The concentration of GMO in
dodecane was 1.3 M, which is greater than those studied experimentally, but the concentration
of GMO near to the interface can be expected to be greater than the bulk concentration. This
concentration was found to relate to an adsorbate area per molecule of 32 Å2. The simulation
ran an equilibration step of 160 ps to dissipate excess energy from the initial confinement stage
and lower the temperature of the system to 30 ◦C. The equilibrated system was then run for
16 ns at constant temperature and pressure.
A snapshot of the system in its final state after the simulation is shown in Figure 4.22. It is
difficult to determine the precise structure of the adsorbate through the image, but it does ap-
pear that a significant proportion of the GMO oxygen atoms are adsorbed & 8 Å from the iron
oxide. This distance is greater than expected if the GMO formed a conventional monolayer,
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Figure 4.22: The snapshot of the iron oxide, dodecane and GMO system at the end of the
simulation. The iron oxide and GMO are shown in space-filling representation, where hydrogen
is highlighted as white, oxygen as red, carbon as grey and pink as iron. The dodecane is
represented in a stick model for clarity.
where the polar head groups are adsorbed at the surface. For example, the carbonyl oxygen
atom is estimated to be ∼ 6 Å from the H in the terminal OH group of GMO if the molecule
is fully extended. This would translate to a similar distance from the iron oxide surface if the
terminal OH group was the interacting functionality with the iron oxide surface at the normal
angle. Other arrangements of the polar functionalities at the iron oxide surfaces reduce the
distance between the iron oxide surface and the ester oxygen. Two monolayer scenarios are de-
picted in Figure 4.23a. Therefore, the simulated structure suggests that agglomeration between
neighbouring GMO molecules is a significant factor in determining the adsorbate structure.
Scattering length density profiles of the iron oxide, dodecane, and GMO compounds were
calculated by Rui, who counted every atom in 0.5 Å slices in the normal direction over the
interface. The number density of each element could then be calculated, which was then
multiplied by the elemental coherent scattering length to give the scattering length density as a
function of distance. As the simulation contained two surfaces, the scattering length densities
from both interfaces were calculated and averaged. The total and individual βn profiles of the
GMO, iron oxide and dodecane are shown in Figure 4.23b. The dodecane was simulated as
dodecane-h26 but was assumed to be 100 % deuterated in the calculation of the βn profile.
The βn fluctuations close to the iron oxide surface are due to the ordering of GMO and dodecane.
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Figure 4.23: a) Distances between the iron oxide surface and two possible orientations that
could be adopted if GMO adsorbs as a monolayer. b) The average nuclear scattering length
density profiles, which are centred on the iron oxide-dodecane interface.
It is likely that the negative troughs in the GMO profile arise from slices containing a large
number of hydrogen atoms, and those that have a higher βn contain a greater number of oxygen
or carbon. Ordering along the normal direction at the iron oxide surface can be expected as the
gain in free energy through molecular interactions, or any chemical reactions, between GMO and
iron oxide will be maximised when the GMO adopts a preferred orientation. The conventional
theory suggests that the favoured orientation is with the GMO head group adsorbed at the
surface so that the polar functionalities can interact with the iron oxide surface. As suggested
above, the interactions between adjacent adsorbate molecules may also influence the structure of
the adsorbed GMO, and hence influence the ordering in the normal direction. These interactions
are typically weak but as the enthalpy of adsorption is also weak, as indicated by the depletion
isotherms, they are expected to be of similar magnitude. Therefore, the van der Waals forces
between the adjacent adsorbate molecules is expected to be a significant factor in determining
the overall film structure. The roughness of the iron oxide interface as used in the experiments
will smear any βn fluctuations, arising from the ordering of GMO and dodecane, over the length
scale of the roughness. The wavelength of the fluctuations is ∼ 5 Å, which is around the limit
of the resolvable length scale via NR. Therefore, the sharp characteristics of these fluctuations
are less significant than the average trend of βn.
In order to compare the reflectivity arising from the simulated system to the data collected
experimentally, the scattering length density profile in Figure 4.23b had to be stitched onto the
median βn and βm of the Fe layer inferred from the MCMC fit in order to capture the roughness
between Fe and FeOx. This was achieved using the following steps: initially, the position closest
to the iron-iron oxide interface at which the iron scattering length densities were stable was
identified. The portion of the β profiles between this position and the iron oxide-dodecane
interface was then extracted. Next, the position at which the nuclear scattering length density
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reaches the median FeOx βn inferred from the MCMC fit was identified. Beyond this position,
the iron oxide βn and βm were set to the median values from the fit. In effect, this creates a
sharp iron oxide interface as seen in the MD simulations, but one that is scaled to match the
layer parameters from the fit with the correct roughness modelled between the iron and iron
oxide. The scattering length density profile from the MD simulations could then be stitched
onto the iron oxide surface. However, before stitching, the solvent βn was scaled to match the
inferred or fixed βn from the fit for the three solvent contrasts. This was necessary as the solvent
βn was calculated assuming the dodecane had a 100 % D content, and does not correspond to
the solvent βn as used in the experiments. The scaling was achieved by multiplying the average
scattering length density of the last 10 Å in the MD derived βn profile by the median solvent
βn from the fit.
The composite scattering length density profile was then modelled as separate layers, each
with a thickness of 0.5 Å and a roughness of 0.01 Å. Additionally, the Si substrate with the
SiO2 and Fe layers were modelled underneath the composite scattering length density profile.
These layers had the median parameter values inferred from the MCMC fit. However, the
thickness of the iron was adjusted so that the total thickness in the composite scattering length
density and the iron layer was the same length as the median iron thickness from the fit. The
simulated reflectivity for all three contrasts with the composite scattering length density is
shown Figure 4.24a.
The reasonable fit suggests that the structure formed in the MD simulation is consistent with the
experimental data. The final composite MD β++ profile is compared to the inferred β++ from
the MCMC fit in Figure 4.24b. The two profiles share a remarkably similar β++ trend around
the iron oxide-dodecane interface, which leads to the good fit. This suggests that the MD-
derived structure is consistent with the experimental data, implying the experimental structure
is not restricted to a monolayer. The sharpness of the iron oxide-dodecane interface may be
expected to cause some discrepancy between the fit and the data; the contrast collected with
dodecane-h26 is the most sensitive towards the characteristics of the iron oxide surface, while
being moderately insensitive to the adsorbate film. Therefore, the good fit to the dodecane-
h26 data suggests that the iron oxide sharpness does not significantly influence the simulated
reflectivity, although it may be factor in the slightly greater fringe amplitudes observed at
Q > 0.08 Å−1. One area that may merit more investigation is how the presence of adsorbed
gases, thought to comprise the adventitious layer, alters the structure of the adsorbed GMO
film and how that compares to the NR data.
As the MD simulations provide atomistic detail, a well-matched comparison between the simu-
lated structure and the data collected with dGMO would provide a greater level of detail on the
structure of the dGMO adsorbate film than that inferred from fitting the experimental data.
Therefore, Rui calculated the scattering length density profile from the same system but with
the GMO tails deuterated. Using the same method as outlined above to scale and then stitch
the MD-derived βn profile onto the inferred substrate structure, the simulated reflectivity was
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Figure 4.24: a) The modified reflectivity collected with an iron-coated silicon substrate against
20 mM GMO in three H/D contrasts of dodecane. The dark lines are the simulated reflectivity
from the stitched MD βn and βm profile. The reflectivity data are sequentially by 10
−1 for
clarity. b) Comparison of the β++ profiles for the dodecane-d26 system from the MCMC fit
and from the MD simulation.
compared to the data as shown in Figure 4.25a. In general, the fit quality is worse than for
the hydrogenated GMO system, and the quality of the fit for the dodecane-d26 system is much
poorer than the fit for the other two solvent contrasts. This implies that the structure of the
adsorbed material with a low scattering length, such as the hydrogenated polar head group,
does not match with the experimental system. As a result, it is expected that the deuter-
ated tail group structure will not be consistent between simulation and experiment; this may
account for the slightly smaller discrepancy noted in the CMdod contrast, which has limited
sensitivity to the tail group. By inspecting Figure 4.25b, it appears that the overall scattering
length density profiles are not consistent. It appears that the same scattering length densities
for the GMO-dodecane interface are ∼ 8 Å apart, implying that the inferred dGMO thickness
is smaller than the MD-derived structure.
It is possible that the discrepancy between the structure formed by dGMO arises from a different
adsorbate structure in comparison to the hydrogenated GMO. This is supported by the lower
surface excess for dGMO compared to GMO at the same bulk concentration as determined via
NR. One reason for this could the presence of other compounds in the experimental system
such as the diester of glycerol and oleic acid as discussed previously.
Finally, a comparison between the experimental reflectivity arising from the GMO-water-
dodecane systems and the equivalent simulated in silico is presented. The systems containing
water were simulated in the same manner as the GMO-dodecane systems with the same con-
centration of GMO but with a fixed water content, where W = 5, as used in the experimental
systems. The water was simulated as H2O but two scattering length density profiles were deter-
mined, where one was calculated to contain 100 % H2O and the other was assumed to contain
100 % D2O. A snapshot of the final system is shown in Figure 4.26, where water molecules can
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Figure 4.25: a) The modified reflectivity collected with the 20 mM dGMO-dodecane solutions
against an iron-coated silicon substrate with three H/D contrasts of dodecane. The dark lines
are the simulated reflectivity from the stitched MD scattering length density profile. b) Com-
parison of the dodecane-d26 β++ profiles from the MCMC fit and from the MD simulation. The
inset shows the approximate 8 Å difference between the β++ profiles.
be seen both adsorbed directly at the surface and held within the GMO film, with some dis-
tance to the iron oxide surface. These environments are particularly clear in the D2O βn profile
calculated from the final system, as shown in Figure 4.27. Similar to the water-free system,
some GMO oxygens can be seen in the snapshot at a distance from the interface that is greater
than expected for a simple monolayer. It is thought that these oxygens will form hydrogen
bonds with the water molecules within the GMO film. The βn profile for GMO displays less
fluctuations than in the profile for the dry GMO systems, suggesting that water reduces the
surface ordering of GMO molecules.
Following the same method, the scattering length densities were scaled and stitched onto the
inferred iron-iron oxide interface, and simulated with the underlying median Si, SiO2 and Fe
layers inferred from the fit to the data collected at 25 ◦C. The comparison of the experimental
and simulated reflectivity is shown in Figure 4.28a. The scattering length density profiles of
the dodecane-d26+H2O systems are compared in Figure 4.28b.
In general, the fits to the data are poor. The CMdod contrast is the least sensitive to the
interfacial layer, but is sensitive to the iron and iron oxide layers. Therefore, it is suggested
that the one source of discrepancy between simulation and reflectivity is due to the ideal nature
of the iron oxide surface in the simulation. The experimental iron oxide surface was found to
have a roughness of 11.12+0.59−0.59 Å as shown in Table 4.9. This translates to an approximate 45
Å region of the interface where the variation of the iron oxide scattering length density is not
appropriately accounted for in the simulated system. This distance is estimated by multiplying
the roughness by four to calculate the distance over which the error function varies from the
β++ of the iron oxide to that of the interfacial layer. It is expected that this will lead to a
mismatch in the dodecane-h26 contrast, and a smaller misfit in the dodecane-d26 contrast. As
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Figure 4.26: Snapshot of the GMO-water-dodecane system simulated between two perfectly flat
iron oxide surfaces. The GMO, water and surfaces are shown in space-filling representation,
where hydrogen is highlighted as white, oxygen from water or the iron oxide as red, oxygen
within GMO is orange, carbon as grey and pink as iron. The dodecane is shown in a stick
representation for clarity.
Figure 4.27: a) The scattering length density of each material as a function of distance over
the interface. b) The total scattering length density profile for the H2O and D2O contrasts.
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Figure 4.28: a) The modified reflectivity collected with the GMO-water-dodecane solutions
against an iron-coated silicon substrate at 25 ◦C. The dark lines are the simulated reflectivity
from the stitched MD scattering length density profile. b) Comparison of the dodecane-d26
β++ profiles from the MCMC fit and from the MD simulation.
the other contrasts are more sensitive to both the water and GMO, these differences in the
scattering length density will compound. It is suggested that some roughness of iron oxide can
be tolerated when comparing experimental data to the simulated system, such as that seen
in the system without additional water with hydrogenated GMO. However, ensuring that the
roughness of the substrate is minimised will lead to better comparisons between experimental
data and simulation.
The dodecane-d26 contrasts are mostly sensitive to the interfacial region, which appears to be
thinner and less dense in the experimental system. This discrepancy may arise from a differing
surface excess of GMO as it was assumed to remain the same as the dry systems. There
is also a possible mismatch in the location of the water within in the interfacial film as the
water was inferred to be mixed throughout the layer. However, as the models in the nested
sampling study only investigated the extremes of the continuum of where water molecules could
be located within the interfacial film, it is not possible to confirm this.
4.4 Conclusion
The Langmuir-like adsorption of GMO, determined through depletion isotherms, suggests the
formation of monolayer films at the iron oxide-dodecane interface. The thickness of the adsor-
bate film at 25 ◦C was determined to be between 17–19 Å for concentrations > 3 mM, which
aligns with the suggestion of a monolayer film. However, comparison between the structures
simulated via MD and the reflectivity suggests that more complex structures than a mono-
layer are also consistent with the data. Whilst the reflectivity collected with dGMO at 20
mM was found to be best modelled as a monolayer, the difference between the surface excesses
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determined for the 20 mM systems with dGMO and hydrogenated GMO casts doubt over the
similarity of the structure adsorbed at the interface in both systems. This is supported by
the poor comparison between the experimental data and the simulated reflectivity from the
MD derived dGMO βn profile. Additionally, it is noted that the nested sampling was only
conducted on a simple monolayer model, where all molecules are in the same orientation; it
may be that a model which contains a proportion of adsorbed monomers and a proportion of
adsorbed aggregates, which is more representative of the MD structure, has a greater Bayesian
evidence. Some caution should be applied to the direct comparison of the MD structure and
the measured reflectivity, as the MD simulations did not account for the presence of adsorbed
gases and the surface excess used to determine the starting GMO concentration was greater
than any of determined surface excess presented here.
Above 3 mM, the surface excess does not appear to increase, suggesting that the interface
becomes saturated at higher concentrations. The similar surface excesses between the deple-
tion isotherm and pendant drop tensiometry indicates that the self-assembled structure under
equilibrium is determined by packing of the molecules and not the nature of the interface.
Specifically, this is thought to be controlled by the alkyl chain group, where the non-linear
nature of the cis double bond dictates the maximum packing density. This is supported by
the similar area per molecule for GMO and oleic acid. At concentrations below 3 mM, the
interfacial film is ∼ 2 Å thinner. Through comparison to the depletion isotherms, a lower
thickness and surface excess may be expected. However, it is thought the interfacial film is
also comprised of residual pre-adsorbed gas, which would lead to an inaccurate determination
of the surface excess. The presence of this material within the interfacial film is not resolvable
due to the low βn of GMO and adsorbed gas.
The temperature-dependant behaviour of the isotherms suggest that GMO physisorbs at the
iron oxide-dodecane interface, where ∆H◦ = −3.2 ± 5.6 kJ mol−1. This is supported by the
removal of GMO when the interface is washed with 5 ml of additional solvent, as determined
via NR. The adsorption is thought to be facilitated through hydrogen bonding or dipolar
interactions of the polar head group with the iron oxide surface, and appears to be weaker than
the adsorbing interactions of fatty amines and acids at the iron oxide-dodecane interface. It
is possible that the enthalpy of adsorption is greater when the interface is completely void of
adsorbed gas, as the GMO will not be screened from the hydrophilic surface. Similarly, the
packing of GMO at the interface may be more efficient without additional molecules present.
However, the surface excess determined by pendant drop tensiometry indicates the packing
at the iron oxide-dodecane interface is not significantly affected by the adsorbate gas, as it is
not expected that gas molecules would collect at the water-dodecane interface formed in the
pendant drop tensiometry experiments. It is noted that the systems studied here will represent
engine conditions more-so than systems controlled so that adsorbed gases are not present.
The depletion isotherms show that less GMO adsorbs at the iron oxide-dodecane interface at
higher temperatures. The NR results collected at 60 ◦C do not align with these findings, where
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the film thickness and surface excess are only marginally different from those found at 25 ◦C.
Two explanations were suggested, where either the adsorbed GMO at 25 ◦C is solid-like and
metastable with respect to temperature change, or the adsorbed gas leads to similar apparent
surface excesses between temperatures. The former is thought to be a kinetic effect and thus,
it would be possible to probe by simply exposing the interface to the solution at 60 ◦C. If a
frozen, solid-like layer of GMO can exist at temperatures above the bulk melting point, this
may have implications for friction reduction at elevated temperatures.
Solubilised water was shown to co-adsorb with GMO at the iron oxide-dodecane interface: it was
indicated via nested sampling that water is dispersed within the interfacial film at 25 ◦C. Upon
raising the temperature to 60 ◦C, the reflectivity was found to alter suggesting a rearrangement
of the interfacial film. Nested sampling indicated a water-rich layer adsorbed directly at the iron
oxide surface with a GMO-rich region adsorbed on the outer of the interface. The change with
temperature suggests that the layer formed when co-adsorbed with water is not solid-like. This
qualitatively matches the density profile determined via MD simulation, where the ordering of
GMO appeared to be lower in the presence of water. A meaningful comparison between the
experimental and simulated reflectivity could not be made due to the large mismatch of the
iron oxide roughness. It is suggested that future comparisons would benefit from the use of
smoother substrates; additionally, it maybe possible that some iron oxide roughness can be




Adsorption of glycerol monooleate at
the iron oxide-dodecane interface
under shear
This chapter contains work published in Armstrong, A. et al. Towards a neutron and X-ray
reflectometry environment for the study of solid-liquid interfaces under shear, Sci. Rep., 11,
9713; 10.1038/s41598-021-89189-1 (2021).
5.1 Background
Shear rates in combustion engines have been estimated to reach up to 108 s−1.203 It is known
that shear applied to solid-liquid interfaces can alter the structure and behaviour of interfaical
soft-matter films; for example, shear can distort the equilibrium structures of adsorbate films
formed under static conditions, where peripheral adsorbate layers in a multi-layer structure
can be disordered and/or removed.204,205 Greater shear rates have also been shown to lower the
surface excess of surface-active materials.206 Molecular dynamics simulations suggest that the
self-assembly of GMO is also influenced by shear, where GMO was found to adsorb at the mica-
heptane interface as aggregates and partially flatten when under shear.152 Other simulations
have suggested that shear can also increase the surface excess of GMO adsorbed at the iron
oxide-squalene interface compared to static conditions.153
The majority of the techniques used for in-situ characterisation of OFMs and other similar
molecules have been conducted in nanotribology studies, such as AFM and surface-force appa-
ratus, where the probed areas of the adsorbate film are typically between square nm207,208 to
square µm51,71 respectively. As a result, the interfacial film is only subject to shear in localised
regions of the interface so that the average structure remains unperturbed, inhibiting long range
rearrangements. Some studies have used tribometers specialised for optical interferometry74,76
or sum-frequency generation209, so that the interface under boundary lubrication conditions can
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be probed. However, in the case of the former, it is not possible to resolve adsorbate structure
from residual bulk oil remaining in the contact, and for the latter, it is not possible to obtain the
thickness of the interfacial structure. Furthermore, due to the poor penetration of optical light,
these studies have been limited to probing adsorbate films at surfaces of transparent quartz,
which has a different chemical nature to steel or iron oxide surfaces.
Due to the sub-nm resolution of NR and XRR, both techniques can provide detailed information
of layered structures. As the probed sample area extends from µm2 to mm2, both techniques
can examine the average structure of surface films on a macroscopic scale. NR typically requires
a greater sample area compared to XRR because the flux of neutron sources is lower than those
available at synchrotrons. Despite this, NR is generally preferred for the study of buried solid-
liquid interfaces as the penetration depth of neutrons is significantly greater. Consequently, the
number of documented shear cells designed for the study of solid-liquid interfaces with XRR is
smaller.205,210
Closed-loop flow cells are perhaps the most user friendly NR sample environments for the study
of interfaces under applied shear. These have been used to study shear-induced surfactant
behaviour at the Si-water interface.211,212 Whilst shear rates have been reported to reach up to
5.5 × 104 s−1 in Poiseuille shear cells213, it is difficult to control the range of accessible shear
rates, which are also non-trivial to define; often, numerical simulations are used to predict
shear rates in these cells. Furthermore, it is not possible to study the elastic and loss moduli
of adsorbed samples. Cone and plate rheometers have been fitted onto NR environments
to meet these needs, enabling the application of oscillatory and steady shear to solid-liquid
interfaces.204,214
The effect of applied loads on adsorbate structure can be studied through the use of NR
confinement cells. Here, the main principle is to move a surface towards the interface of interest
and to apply a pressure. This has been achieved by either the actuation of a solid surface towards
the interface or by the expansion of an inflatable elastic material against the interface.215–217
While the former technique is complicated in terms of ensuring both surfaces remain parallel
over the areas required for NR, shear is perhaps more trivial to apply at the interface with this
type of confinement. Steady shear rates of up to 20 s−1 and oscillatory shear rates up to 104
s−1 are reported in confinement cells.218
This chapter details the NR and XRR experiments conducted with the tribometer. Due to
the wear induced on the reflectometry substrates, as detailed in Chapter 2, the tribometer
was used in non-contact mode to inhibit any change to the substrate structure during experi-
mentation. The pressures and shear rates afforded by the tribometer in non-contact mode are
limited by the entrainment velocity and roller-substrate gap. Therefore, these experiments were
conducted under the hydrodynamic lubrication regime, where shear rates are much lower than
those found in the boundary lubrication regime. While the achievable shear rates were low in
comparison to those typically found in contacts under boundary lubrication, these experiments
have facilitated the development of the theory behind reflectivity arising from a roller-substrate
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Figure 5.1: The principal of neutron reflectometry with the tribometer in non-contact mode.
The incident neutron beam illuminates an area that is greater than the meniscus region above
the roller. The meniscus held above the roller is outlined by the dashed bracket in the schematic.
geometry. Furthermore, it also presented an opportunity to characterise any potential differ-
ences on the self-assembly of GMO at the iron oxide-dodecane interface at lower shear rates. A
full description of the models used to infer the in-situ adsorbed GMO structure whilst under
shear at the iron oxide-dodecane interface is presented and discussed.
5.2 Neutron reflectometry
A schematic of the NR environment provided by the tribometer is shown in Figure 5.1. The
experiments presented were conducted on INTER, where the wavelength distribution was λ ∼
2–17 Å. Two incident angles of 0.7◦ and 2.3◦ were used to collect the full Q range of ∼ 0.009–
0.300 Å−1. The standard deviation of the dQ/Q resolution was 2 %. The neutron guide
slits were set to give a footprint of approximately 40.7 mm along the interface, which can be
estimated to have a trapezoid intensity distribution with a 25.4 mm region of homogeneous
intensity at the centre.
The iron-coated silicon substrates were cleaned by UV-ozone (20 min) before use. The tribome-
ter roller and oil bath were washed with n-dodecane-h26 and dried with a N2 stream before any
sample solution was added to the tribometer oil bath. The temperature of the oil bath and
substrate were kept constant at 25 ◦C during the experiments. The reduced data were fit in
GenX by minimising χ2 (see Equation 2.53) and the 95 % confidence intervals were estimated
using the bootstrap resampling routine.
5.2.1 Characterisation of the iron oxide-dodecane interface under
shear
An iron-coated silicon substrate was loaded into the tribometer, and the roller-substrate gap
was calibrated at 200 µm. The tribometer was loaded with 10 ml of dodecane-d26 and the
neutron beam was aligned at the substrate-air interface. The solution was then entrained onto
the substrate at two maximum shear rates of 7.0 × 102 s−1 and 3.6 × 103 s−1 using horizontal
roller velocities of 1.1 × 10−3 m s−1 and 1.8 × 10−3 m s−1 and surface velocities of 1.4 × 10−1
m s−1 and 7.2 × 10−1 m s−1. The shear rates are calculated as the ratio of the roller surface
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velocity to the minimum roller-gap separation. The reflected intensity of neutrons was then
measured for at least 1.25 hours. The widths of the resulting menisci appeared to be consistent
with those in Figure 2.23 and the regions held outside of the menisci remained visibly wetted
by the solution. The variation in the distance between the substrate and the roller within the
20 mm meniscus width is estimated to range from 200 to 2290 µm for the data collected at
3.6 × 103 s−1. This results in a range of shear rates from 0.3–3.6× 103 s−1 assuming the flow
remains parallel to the substrate over the meniscus. However, it is likely that the fluid will have
a larger vertical velocity component at the extremities of the meniscus due to the curvature of
the roller, and thus this range of shear rates only serves as an approximation.
The NR profiles are shown in Figure 5.2a. The critical edge is located at Q = 0.0144 Å−1
for both profiles, corresponding to approximately 96 % solvent deuteration and is comparable
to that found in solid-liquid cells. The total reflection observed at Q < 0.0144 Å−1 suggests
that dodecane-d26 completely wets the area illuminated by the neutron beam as any area
within the footprint that remained dry would contribute a non-zero gradient to the region of
total reflection. The lower shear rate data have significant differences between the first fringe
minima, at Q ∼ 0.04 Å−1, for the two scattering angles; this is not reproduced at the higher
shear rate. Therefore, the data were not stitched together in the usual manner, such as with
solid-liquid cell data.
Figure 5.2b shows the NR profiles collected with another iron-coated silicon substrate with a
0.06:0.94 dodecane-d26:dodecane-h26 volumetric mixture entrained against the surface at the
same shear rates with the same calibrated gap and roller velocities. The solvent mixture is
referred to as ACdod and has an overall βn = 0 × 10−6 Å−2. The data were collected with
θi = 0.8
◦ and 2.3◦, where the slightly higher first angle was chosen to give better counting
statistics around the first fringe minima. There appears to be no significant difference between
the data collected at the two scattering angles, and nor is there any visible change with shear
rate. It is not expected that the different first angle should cause the variation in reflectivity
between the two solvent contrasts. The difference between the data collected with dodecane-d26
shows that the interface changes with shear rate. The lack of difference when using ACdod
implies that shear alters the structure of a low βn material at the interface. The model used to
describe these data is laid out in the following paragraphs.
As the footprint of the beam along the interface is greater than the width of the meniscus at
both shear rates, the measured reflectivity is expected to contain a fractional contribution from
the interface that is not contained in the meniscus. The total reflectivity, Rtot, can be modelled
using Equation 5.1.
Rtot = RS × γ̄ +RNS × (1− γ̄) (5.1)
Here, Rtot is the weighted linear combination of reflectivity arising from the region held within
the meniscus, RS, and the region held outside of the meniscus, RNS. The weighting factor, γ̄,
is referred to as the average weighted shear fraction, and is the ratio of the meniscus width
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Figure 5.2: a) NR data for dodecane-d26 entrained against an iron-coated silicon substrate
at 7.0 × 102 s−1 and 3.6 × 103 s−1. The data collected at 3.6 × 103 s−1 are offset by 10−1
in the vertical axis. The inset compares the two shear rates for each angle, where the data
collected at θ = 2.3◦ are offset by 10−1 in the vertical axis. The lines between data points are
linear interpolations to guide the eye. b) NR data collected with a different iron-coated silicon
substrate against ACdod at the same shear rates as a). The format of the plot follows the same
as part a).
within the footprint of the neutron beam to the total footprint of the beam, all weighted by
the relative intensity of the footprint. The value of γ̄ at different shear rates can be determined
following the procedure outlined in Figure 5.3.
The calculation of γ̄ does not account for the parabolic neutron trajectory under the effect of
gravity. However, the true location of the footprint can be approximated following the method
set out by Gutfreund et al..219 The position where a neutron of a specific λ hits the sample,
xs, is given as xs = x0 − (y0/k)1/2. Here, k is an inverse length defined as k = g/ (2v2n), where
g is the gravitational acceleration and vn is the neutron velocity. The variables x0 and y0 are
defined as
x0 =
y1 − y2 + k (x21 − x22)
2k (x1 − x2)
and
y0 = y2 + k (x2 − x0)2 ,
(5.2)
where x1, x2, y1 and y2 are the horizontal and vertical distances from the sample to the col-
limating slits 1 and 2. The distance between the slits is 1894 mm and the distance from the
center of the sample to Slit 2 is 411 mm at an angle of 2.3◦, so that x1 = 2303 mm, x2 = 411
mm, y1 = 93 mm and y2 = 16 mm. Therefore, the maximum horizontal shift towards the
collimating slits is ∼ 2.1 mm when λ = 17 Å. Using this value, the maximum difference to
the shear fraction is approximated to be 1.3 % at a shear rate of 7.0 × 102 s−1. However, the
difference quickly falls away to < 1 % when λ ≤ 15 Å. At the higher shear rate, the difference
in the shear fraction decreases to 0.8 % at λ = 17 Å. Therefore, the shift due to gravitational
droop is deemed negligible and does not need to be included in the calculation. It is suggested
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Figure 5.3: a) Schematic of the roller centred in the middle of the beam footprint, F . The
meniscus width, M , lies completely within F and hence the meniscus width within the footprint,
MF, is equal to M . Below the schematic, the relative intensity (RI) between 0 and 1 is shown by
the trapezoid distribution. To calculate the shear fraction at all positions across the footprint,
the ratio, MF/F , must be weighted by the total intensity within F . b) This schematic represents
the scenario when the roller has moved some distance across its stroke. Some of the meniscus
width lies outside of the footprint, leading to MF 6= M . Therefore, the shear fraction is reduced
from its maximum value of M/F . c) The weighted shear fraction, γ, as a function of roller
position across the stroke for meniscus widths of 20.0 mm and 11.5 mm. The centre of the
roller stroke is 17 mm. As the roller reciprocates across the interface many times during an
experiment, the average of the weighted shear fraction, γ̄, is required. The value of γ̄ is shown
for both shear rates.
that gravitational effects should be taken into consideration when using neutron wavelengths
≥ 20 Å, where the trapezoid distribution of intensity will become increasingly smeared over
the footprint with increasing λ.
Both RNS and RS of Equation 5.1 account for the reflectivity arising over the immediate Si
interface which includes the sputtered and adsorbed thin films. However, it is thought that
RNS contains a further reflectivity contribution which results from neutrons propagating over
the dodecane film that wets the substrate when not held in the meniscus. Upon reaching the
dodecane-air interface, the neutrons are either reflected towards the detector or transmitted into
air. Reflectivity arising over thicker films on the micrometer length scale has been reported
previously, and this process is depicted in Figure 5.4a.220,221 The total reflectivity for the non-
sheared portion of the interface is given as




Here, R1 is the reflectivity from the immediate Si interface and R2 is the reflectivity from the
dodecane-air interface. The neutron path length within the dodecane layer, L, is defined as
L = 2d/ sin θt, where θt is the angle of transmittance and d is the film thickness of the dodecane
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Figure 5.4: a) Schematic of thick film reflectivity from the non-sheared portion of the interface.
R1 is the reflectivity term that accounts for reflection from the immediate Si interface. Neutrons
transmitted over the immediate interface will propagate through dodecane at an angle θt before
being either reflected or transmitted at the dodecane-air interface. R2 is the reflectivity term
that accounts for reflection from the dodecane-air interface. b) Neutron attenuation coefficients
for three dodecane contrasts measured on ZOOM, ISIS, UK.
layer. The attenuation coefficient of dodecane, µ, is wavelength dependant and is also sensitive
to the H/D content. To determine µ for some of the contrasts used in this work, three volumetric
mixtures of dodecane-d26:dodecane-h26 (100:0, 29:71 and 0:100) were measured on the ZOOM
instrument at ISIS, UK, by Dr Diego Alba Venero. The increased attenuation when the H
content of the dodecane increases arises from the greater incoherent scattering of H compared
to D. As µ is wavelength dependant, the data were fit with third order polynomials in order to
use the fitted coefficients when modelling the NR data; the attenuation data and polynomial
fits are shown in Figure 5.4b.
Equation 5.3 accounts for multiple reflections across the thick dodecane film and any resulting
attenuation of the neutron beam over this layer. It also assumes that the thickness of the
wetting dodecane layer is greater than the coherence length of the neutron beam in the vertical
direction. This length is specific to each individual experiment as it is defined by the slit
settings used, but is approximated to be < 2 µm for a comparable ToF instrument at the
ILL.221 Therefore, it is expected that the coherence length on INTER is approximately on the
same length scale. As the dodecane layer is visibly thick, Kiessig fringes will not arise from the
thick dodecane layer due to the smearing effect of the Q resolution. This is expected to be the
case for a film with a thickness & 2 µm, and is not dependant on the vertical coherence length.
The reflected intensity measured from the sheared portion of the interface, RS, is assumed to
arise solely from the immediate interface. This assumption is used as it is not expected that
significant specular reflection occurs from the dodecane-PEEK interface due to the angle of
reflection adopted when striking the roller. Additionally, as discussed in Chapter 2, the roller
has an RMS roughness of 1.6 µm which will further diminish the intensity of specular reflection
from the roller.
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Figure 5.5: a) The best fit, shown by the dark lines, to the NR data collected with dodecane-d26
entrained against an iron-coated silicon substrate at 7.0 × 102 s−1. The reflectivity has been
modified by a Q4 factor to aid comparison. The data collected at θ = 2.3◦ are offset by 10−1
in the vertical axis. The inset compares the fit to the unadjusted reflectivity at the first fringe
minimum. b) The best fit to the data without accounting for the R2 term.
The difference between the reflectivity of the two angles collected at the lower shear rate
with dodecane-d26 is thought to arise from the different values of L and µ at Q ∼ 0.04 Å−1.
These variables will also be different for the ACdod contrast; however, the reflectivity from the
dodecane-air interface is nullified as there is no significant βn contrast between ACdod and air.
This leads to the predominance of R1 when using ACdod, and hence, no difference between the
two scattering angles is observed.
The model defined above was coupled with a conventional multilayer slab model to describe
the reflectivity from the thin films present on the substrate surface. The best fit to the data
collected at 7.0 × 102 s−1 with neat dodecane-d26 is shown by the black line in Figure 5.5a.
The average thickness of the residual dodecane layer which remains on the substrate when not
sheared was fit with values of 112+85−23 µm, where the roughness of the dodecane-air interface was
modelled to be 3 Å. This roughness is not considered to be an accurate value but serves as an
upper bound when calculating the thickness of the wetting dodecane, as a greater roughness
will reduce the reflected intensity from the dodecane-air interface. Therefore, the apparent
thickness of the dodecane required to suitably attenuate the beam is expected to be thinner
than the above distribution. The inferred distributions of the other layer parameters from
the bootstrap analysis are shown in Table 5.1. The best fit achieved without modelling the
additional R2 reflection is shown in Figure 5.5b, where the fringe minimum for the second angle
is not suitably modelled.
Similar to the data collected in solid-liquid cells, an adventitious layer was required to suitably
model the data. To account for possible variation in the adsorbed structure under the two flow
environments, separate adventitious layers were modelled for the RS and RNS contributions
which represent the average surface layer structure whilst sheared and non-sheared. The pa-
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Table 5.1: Fitted layer parameters for dodecane-d26 entrained against an iron-coated silicon
substrate at 7.0× 102 s−1. The central parameter values are the median values obtained from
the bootstrap routine, with the 95 % confidence intervals reported in the sub- and superscripts.
Those values without uncertainties were held constant. ∗ – parameters used to model the
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rameter values and uncertainties for the sheared and non-sheared adventitious layers are similar
with wide uncertainties. Consequently, the effects of shear on the structure of the adventitious
layer are not clear. A possible factor that contributes to the wide uncertainty is correlation
between layer parameters. Another factor could be the effect of shear itself; for example, the
confidence intervals for the sheared layer parameters are marginally wider, which could suggest
a greater variation in the structure of the adventitious layer when sheared. However, the fit
is less influenced by the parameters of the sheared layer due to the lower weighting of the RS
contribution at 7.0 × 102 s−1. As a result, the parameters of the sheared layer can vary more
widely whilst remaining consistent with the data. With this in mind, it would appear that the
adventitious layers are equivalent within error.
The thickness of the adventitious layers are also consistent with those reported in the solid-
liquid cells. This would imply that shear at 7.0×102 s−1 has little effect on the structure of the
adventitious layer. This contrasts the reported contraction of ∼ 1–7 Å for an equivalent layer
at the silicon-hexadecane interface when sheared at 500 s−1 using a cone-plate rheometer.180
The uncertainties achieved in the cited work are reported to be much smaller than those here;
therefore, it is possible that a similar contraction occurs, but the sensitivity to the sheared
portion of the interface is such that any change appears equivalent within error.
The model used to fit the data collected at 7.0 × 102 s−1 does not reproduce the sharp fringe
minima in the reflectivity collected with dodecane-d26 at 3.6× 103 s−1 as shown in Figure 5.6a.
Here, the data was fit using an average thickness of 200 µm for the residual dodecane wetting
layer in the non-sheared region. This value represents the upper bound used in the fitting of the
7.0 × 102 s−1 data and the minimum roller-substrate gap. The quality of the fit is satisfactory
for the data collected at θ = 0.7◦. However, a discrepancy between the fit and collected data
at θ = 2.3◦ is apparent in the first fringe minima. The sharper fringe is thought to result from
reduced specular reflection from the dodecane-air interface at higher roller angular velocities.
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Figure 5.6: a) Best fit to the data collected with dodecane-d26 entrained against an iron-coated
silicon substrate at 3.6 × 103 s−1. The fit was modelled with a residual dodecane thickness of
200 µm. The data collected at θ = 2.3◦ is offset by 10−1 in the vertical axis. b) Comparison of
three fits to the first two fringe minima of the data collected at θ = 2.3◦. The fits used three
residual dodecane layer thickness that are listed in the key.
This could be caused by increased attenuation over a thickened wetting dodecane layer and/or
from a significant roughening of the interface. The former case has been calculated to require
the dodecane layer to thicken substantially, approximately to 400 µm, to produce the sharper
fringe minima. This is shown in Figure 5.6b. While some thickening is expected with greater
angular velocities, this scale of thickening would be visible and has not been observed.
It has been observed that higher roller angular velocities lead to roughening of the wetting
layer, where visible waviness is present for the whole stroke length of the tribometer roller.
Images comparing the roughness of the wetting layer at 7.0 × 102 s−1 and 3.6 × 103 s−1 are
shown in Figure 5.7. Here, three images are presented which show the reflection of a screw on
the far-side of the tribometer from the mirrored surface of the substrate. One of the images
has been captured with a dry substrate without the roller moving, while the other images have
been captured with entrained dodecane on the substrate surface using roller surface velocities
of 1.4× 10−1 m s−1 and 7.2× 10−1 m s−1 and a roller horizontal velocity of 1.8× 10−3 m s−1.
These velocities correspond to maximum shear rates of 7.0× 102 s−1 and 3.6× 103 s−1. When
the substrate is dry, an undistorted and focused image is formed. When entraining dodecane
onto the substrate, the reflection must propagate through the wetting layer of dodecane before
reaching the camera. If the surface of the wetting layer is not mirror-like, distortions will be
apparent in the captured image. There is little difference between the images captured with the
dry substrate and with the dodecane entrained at 7.0×102 s−1, suggesting that the dodecane-air
interface is reasonably smooth. However, in comparison to the former two images, the image
captured at 3.6×103 s−1 shows significant distortion. The texture of the dodecane-air interface
has been visualised by focussing the camera onto the substrate, where substantial waviness is
visible across the entire substrate.
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Figure 5.7: a) Image captured with a dry substrate. The screw shown in the reflection from
the substrate is the focus point. The inset is a magnified view of the screw. b) Image captured
with the substrate wetted with dodecane, where the dodecane is entrained onto the surface
at 7.0 × 102 s−1. c) Image captured with the substrate wetted with dodecane. The dodecane
is entrained onto the surface at 3.6 × 103 s−1. d) Image captured at 3.6 × 103 s−1, but with
focus shifted to the substrate. Clear undulations are seen on the dodecane surface across the
substrate.
As macroscopic roughness is visible at 3.6×10−3 s−1, it is suggested that the reflection from the
dodecane-air interface will be reduced, potentially so much that R2 becomes negligible. This
would lead to the reduction of Equation 5.3 to the R1 term. However, the average roughness
of the layer is not known, and therefore the combinations of dodecane roughness and thickness
that could describe the reflectivity are very large. It would be possible to constrain the fit
if the thickness or roughness could be determined via other techniques. However, due to the
geometry of the tribometer, experimental determination of these values is a particularly difficult
challenge.
Figure 5.8 shows the fit to the data collected with ACdod at both shear rates, with the best fit
values shown in Table C1. Only one adventitious layer was modelled as the purpose of the fit
was to show that the reflectivity can be suitably simulated with a model that is consistent with
Equation 5.3. As such, the modelled layer represents the average structure across the interface.
This approach is validated due to the poor contrast between the adventitious layer and the
solvent, leading to little extractable information. Therefore, it serves little purpose to model
two adventitious layers. A bootstrap analysis of the parameter values was not conducted for
these reasons.
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Figure 5.8: Best fits to the data collected with ACdod at 7.0× 102 s−1 and 3.6× 103 s−1. The
data are modified by a factor of Q4 and are offset by 10−1 for clarity.
GMO at the iron oxide-dodecane interface under shear
Two dodecane solutions containing GMO (20 mM) were entrained against an iron-coated silicon
substrate at 7.0×102 s−1 and their NR profiles were collected. The shear rate was achieved using
a horizontal velocity of 1.8×10−3 m s−1 and a roller surface velocity of 1.4×10−1 m s−1. One of
the GMO solutions was made with 100 % dodecane-d26 and the other solution was made with
a 29:71 volumetric mixture of dodecane-d26:dodecane-h26, referred to as CMdod. Figure 5.9a
compares the reflectivity measured at 7.0 × 102 s−1 with neat dodecane-d26 to the reflectivity
measured with the 20 mM solution of GMO in dodecane-d26. While the substrates used for the
collection of these profiles are not the same, the properties of the underlying substrate layers
were found to be similar. Therefore, it is expected that the shift in the Kiessig fringes between
the datasets is due to the adsorption of GMO at the iron oxide-dodecane interface and not
differences between the two coated substrates.
The two solvent contrasts of the GMO-dodecane system were globally fit using the same model
used to fit the neat dodecane-d26 contrast at 7.0×102 s−1. The adsorbed GMO was represented
by two layers to account for possible variation with shear. The best fit to the data and the
median β++ profile from the parameter distributions are shown in Figure 5.9b and Figure 5.9c
respectively. The parameter distributions from the fit are shown in Table 5.2. The film thickness
of the residual dodecane layer was found to be 104+71−33 µm.
The inferred thickness for the sheared and non-sheared GMO layers appear to be equivalent
within error, where the distribution is wider for the sheared layer. It is expected that, in a
similar manner to the adventitious layer, the lower sensitivity towards the sheared portion of
the interface leads to the greater uncertainty. Due to the large uncertainty, the thickness values
are equivalent within error to that inferred for the layer formed with the 20 mM GMO-dodecane
solutions in solid-liquid cells under static conditions. However, it is noted that the distributions
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Figure 5.9: a) Comparison of NR data for dodecane-d26 with and without GMO entrained
against iron-coated silicon substrates at 7.0 × 102 s−1. Data collected at θ = 2.3◦ are offset by
10−1 in the vertical axis. b) NR data for 20 mM GMO in dodecane-d26 and CMdod entrained
against an iron-coated silicon substrate at 7.0 × 102 s−1. The reflectivity has been modified by
a Q4 factor to aid comparison. Data are offset in the vertical axis for clarity. c) β++ profiles
for the GMO-dodecane systems. A small SiO2 layer was modelled between the Si and Fe layer
but is not labelled for clarity.
Table 5.2: Fitted layer parameters for the GMO-dodecane solutions entrained against an iron-
coated silicon substrate at 7.0 × 102 s−1. The central parameter values are the median values
obtained from the bootstrap routine, with the 95 % confidence intervals reported in the sub-
and superscripts. Those values without uncertainties were held constant. ∗ – parameters used
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are centred around values that are ∼ 5 Å greater than the static counterparts. Similarly, the
solvation distributions have wider uncertainties and are centred around higher values than found
for the interfacial layer formed with 20 mM GMO in dodecane under static conditions. These
higher values could imply the formation of structures that are thicker and more solvated than a
monolayer, such as adsorbed reverse micelles, which have been reported from molecular dynamic
simulations for GMO adsorbed at hematite and mica surfaces in non-aqueous solvents.152,153,163
However, as the parameter distributions are not resolved from one another, strong conclusions
cannot be made about the structure of GMO from the data presented here.
It is also possible that the variation arises from the formation of a range of adsorbed structures
when under different shear environments, as the tribometer does not provide a homogeneous
sheared environment. If a complex structure is formed, it is possible that the GMO layer
does not completely relax during the time taken to traverse the interface (∼ 18 s). Interfacial
polymer micelles have been reported to relax over the time scale of hours, although GMO, and
its surface aggregates, are much smaller structures in comparison.222
5.2.2 Reflectivity with deuterated base oil
In general, base oils have a greater viscosity than dodecane, which when forced through a con-
verging gap will generate greater hydrodynamic pressures as predicted by lubrication theory.7
These pressures could be used to support a light applied load across the contact while avoiding
wear. In this section, the neutron reflectivity from an iron-coated silicon substrate with base
oil, Yubase-4, entrained against the surface was measured with a calibrated gap of 200 µm.
This was conducted to assess the reflectivity in relation to dodecane, and any potential effects
caused by the greater viscosity of the base oil.
Yubase-4 is a synthetic base oil with a long chain aliphatic structure, termed polyalphaolefin,
and is comprised of carbon and hydrogen, leading to a similar βn compared to dodecane-h26.
Therefore, deuterated Yubase-4 is required for contrast with the dodecane-air interface and
any interfacial film adsorbed at the iron oxide surface. Partially deuterated Yubase-4 was
prepared by Colin Willis, Infineum UK, to a deuteration of ∼ 85 % as estimated by 1H NMR.
A 10 ml sample of deuterated Yubase-4 was entrained at two different shear rates of 7.0× 102
and 3.6 × 103 s−1 using roller surface velocities of 1.4 × 10−1 m s−1 and 7.2 × 10−1 m s−1
and a horizontal roller velocity of 1.8 × 10−3 m s−1. The NR data was collected on INTER,
with λ = 2–17 Å and θ = 0.7◦ and 2.3◦, resulting in a Q range of 0.009–0.300 Å−1. The
standard deviation of the dQ/Q resolution was 2 %. The individual angle data are compared
in Figure 5.10a, where the overlap between the fringes appears consistent for both shear rates.
Therefore, it was deemed acceptable to stitch the data together to form composite datasets.
The datasets collected at the different shear rates are directly compared in Figure 5.10b. Here,
the reflectivity is comparable, indicating that shear has not altered the state of the interface.
The origin of the improved fringe minima overlap with deuterated Yubase-4 is not known,
although some possible reasons are suggested that could account for improved overlap. In
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Figure 5.10: a) Comparison of single angle NR data collected with partially deuterated Yubase-
4 against an iron-coated silicon substrate. Data collected at 3.6 × 103 s−1 are offset by 10−1.
The inset compares the data collected at the same angle but at different shear rates. The data
collected at θ = 2.3◦ are offset by 10−1. b) Stitched NR profiles of the single angle data shown
in a) overlaid.
Table 5.3: Comparison of the physical properties of dodecane-d26 and Yubase-4 at 25
◦C, where
γ is the surface tension, η is the dynamic viscosity and ρ is the density.
Substance γ / mN m−1 η / mPa s ρ / g cm−3
dodecane-d26 24.9
223 1.38146,147 0.86
Yubase-4 30.6 22.1 0.83
comparison to dodecane, the greater viscosity will lead to an increased amount of oil lifted
into the meniscus. As the surface tension and density of dodecane-d26 and Yubase-4 are of
comparable magnitude, as shown in Table 5.3, the drainage via the formation of droplets from
the inverted surface is expected to be similar. Therefore, as the amount of entrained oil onto
the substrate is larger in comparison to dodecane, the thickness of the residual wetting layer
can be expected to be greater. It is possible that the roughness or waviness of the wetting layer
is also greater as a result of the inhomogeneity of the thicker film. Finally, the greater hydrogen
content of the partially deuterated Yubase-4 may also improve fringe overlap as the attenuation
coefficient will be greater than the dodecane attenuation coefficient. This will reduce the R2
contribution in the total reflectivity, which is thought to give rise to the different fringe minima
with dodecane-d26 at the lower shear rate.
Figure 5.11a shows two images of a ribbing instability that formed on the surface of the roller
at the higher shear rate, which was not apparent on the roller at the lower shear rate. It is
possible to see light through the meniscus in the second image, which could arise from air
channels adjacent to fingers of Yubase-4 flowing across the surface. However, in this case the
instabilities would have to be smaller than the 200 µm gap, and any spreading of the oil on
the substrate would have to be negligible. Furthermore, as the reflectivity appears equivalent
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Figure 5.11: a) Two images of the ribbing instability on the roller (I) and between the roller
and substrate (II). b) Comparison of the fitted model to the reflectivity. The higher shear rate
data is offset by 10−1 in the modified reflectivity axis for clarity.
between the uniform and ribbed states, it is not expected that significant channels of air are
formed against the surface. Instead it is thought that the wave-like characteristics of the
instability lead to sinusoidal positions of the three-phase contact line, where the Yubase-4
separates from the substrate surface. If the length over which the light has to travel through
the meniscus is marginally greater at some locations due to the protruding fingers of Yubase-4,
a lower intensity of light may be expected to propagate through them.
Alongside the uniform behaviour of the meniscus at low shear rate with Yubase-4, the instability
is not observed at any accessible shear rate with dodecane. It is known that ribbing occurs at
a critical value of the capillary number, Ca, for the plate-roll geometry when the roller is held





where V is the velocity of the fluid, which is assumed to be the roller surface velocity. Viscous
forces have been suggested to destabilise the meniscus formed on the outlet of the roller, while
the surface tension acts to minimise the instability.225 Therefore, if the viscosity and fluid
velocity are great enough, the instabilities are formed.
Following Figure 8 in the cited work226, the onset of ribbing is thought to occur with Ca ∼
0.06–0.2 for the plate-roll geometry as used in this experiment. Here, h0/R = 4× 10−3, where
h0 is the minimum roller-substrate separation, 0.2 mm, and R is the radius of the roller, 25
mm. This suggests that a uniform meniscus should be formed for dodecane at both shear
rates, where Ca ∼ 0.01 and 0.04 for the low and high shear rate. On the other hand, ribbing
is predicted for the higher shear rate with Yubase-4, where Ca ∼ 0.52, but the lower shear
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Figure 5.12: Schematic of XRR setup with tribometer. The incident X-ray beam strikes the
dodecane-substrate interface at θi.
rate sits within the transition region as Ca ∼ 0.10. Tests later showed that the transition
between the uniform and ribbed meniscus occurs around a surface velocity of 0.16 m s−1, where
Ca = 0.12. The transition boundary from the cited work was suggested to be only taken as an
approximate guide, as the ribbing instability is also dependant on the dynamic contact angle of
the downstream meniscus.226 This is a property of both the liquid and of the solid surface, and
as the iron oxide surface and Yubase-4 used here will have different surface energies to those
used in the literature, it is possible that the critical values of Ca at which the onset of ribbing
occurs are different.
The stitched data were fit in GenX without accounting for additional reflection from the air-
Yubase-4 interface. Furthermore, the modelled interface was not split into the sheared and
non-sheared portions as in Equation 5.1, as the meniscus widths were not determined with
Yubase-4. As such, the modelled adventitious layer represents the average structure of the
layer under shear and when not under shear. The best fit is shown in Figure 5.11b and the
best fit parameters are shown in Table C2. The acceptable fit suggests that deuterated base
oil can be used to simplify the analysis of the reflectivity, and that an adventitious layer is
present under Yubase-4. The ribbing instability appears not to alter the reflectivity of the
system at the shear rates studied; however, it is postulated that the flow within the meniscus
when ribbed contains a significant velocity component in the direction along the roller than
when the meniscus is uniform, thereby altering the shear applied to the interface.
5.3 X-ray reflectometry
Similar to the NR experiments, the tribometer was operated in non-contact mode in an attempt
to minimise wear on the substrate surface. However, as the X-ray beam width is < 1 mm, the
whole beam footprint can fall completely within the meniscus region. Therefore, the roller was
only set to rotate in one horizontal position. The same cleaning procedures as used in the NR
experiments for the substrate and tribometer components were carried out prior to use. In
addition, the tribometer was held at 25 ◦C during use. A schematic showing the basic principal
for the XRR experiments with the tribometer is shown in Figure 5.12.
XRR experiments with the tribometer were conducted on I07. The photon energy was 25.0
keV, corresponding to a wavelength of 0.496 Å. A range of scattering angles, θ = 0.092–1.140◦,
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Figure 5.13: a) XRR data collected from an iron-coated silicon substrate in air and with a
20 mM GMO dodecane-h26 solution entrained against the surface at 3.0 × 103 s−1. The data
collected with the entrained solution has been offset by 10−1 in the vertical axis. Error bars have
been removed for clarity. b) Comparison of the X-ray beam path depending on the scattering
angles used. θ1 depicts the beam path at low scattering angles, where the beam propagates
through dodecane before and after reflection at the interface. θ2 shows the approximate beam
path at greater incident angles, where the X-ray propagates through the PEEK roller and then
through dodecane before and after reflection.
were used to provide a Q range of 0.041–0.504 Å−1. The reflected intensity was measured with a
Pilatus 100K 2D detector with a count time of one second per scattering angle. The 2θ angular
resolution was 0.01◦, resulting in a momentum transfer standard deviation resolution, dQ, of
2.2× 10−3 Å−1. At low θ the sample was over-illuminated by the X-ray beam, which had a full
width at half maximum vertical height of approximately 100 µm.
The collected data were reduced with the RodAn package in DAWN, where a region-of-interest
with an area of 7 × 7 pixels was used to define the specular reflection.227 Linear background
subtraction was performed using two adjacent areas of 5 × 5 pixels to define the background
intensity. The data were also corrected for any over-illumination at low θ. The reduced data
were then fit using GenX by minimising the FOM in Equation 2.79, which was then used to
estimate parameter confidence intervals through the bootstrap resampling routine.
An iron-coated silicon substrate was loaded into the tribometer and the beam aligned at the
iron oxide-air interface. The XRR profile was subsequently measured in air while the roller was
in the lowered position so as to reduce interference effects with the X-ray beam. Afterwards,
the tribometer oil bath was loaded with a 20 mM solution of GMO in dodecane-h26 and the
roller was positioned 200 µm from the substrate surface. The beam was then re-aligned to
correct for any movement of the interface during the tribometer set up, and care was taken
to align the beam down the centre of the roller. The roller was set to a surface velocity of
6.0× 10−1 m s−1 whilst held in a horizontal position, resulting in a shear rate of 3.0× 103 s−1.
The reduced data for the contrasts against air and the 20 mM GMO-dodecane solution are
shown in Figure 5.13a.
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Figure 5.14: X-ray beam path at low scattering angles. Not drawn to scale.
The model used to fit the dataset collected with GMO includes a transmission scale factor to
account for the attenuation of the X-ray beam before and after reflection at the substrate. Sim-
ilar factors have been used with other sample environments to correct for X-ray transmission.228
As the roller is positioned close to the substrate surface, the beam will propagate through do-
decane at low θ and through PEEK and dodecane at higher θ as depicted in Figure 5.13b. As
the beam propagates through both materials the beam is attenuated, resulting in a reduced
intensity of coherent scatter falling on the detector. At low θ any angle change upon refraction
at the air-dodecane interface is negligible as it is less than 2×10−7 degrees. In the case of a 200
µm gap, the influence of any meniscus curvature is also negligible as the maximum deviation
of intensity is less than the measured reflectivity error.
At higher θ the X-ray beam propagates through the PEEK roller and then through dodecane,
both before and after reflection. The X-ray beam initially strikes the 45◦ chamfered edge of
the roller, where the refractive angle follows Snell’s law. The beam is then refracted at the
horizontal PEEK-dodecane interface and propagates towards the substrate through dodecane.
After reflection, the X-ray beam propagates in the direction of the detector through dodecane
and PEEK with a similar path to the incident beam. The intensity at the detector is calculated
using the path lengths and the pre-determined linear attenuation coefficients of dodecane and
PEEK which are 0.205 cm−1 and 0.388 cm−1 respectively.120 The transmission scale factor was
not included when modelling the data collected with the substrate in air as the roller was far
from the surface and did not cross the beam path. The calculation of the path lengths and the
overall X-ray attenuation factor is detailed in the following sections.
Determination of path lengths in dodecane and the PEEK roller
The path followed by the center of the beam at low θ values is depicted in Figure 5.14. Here, the
X-ray beam strikes the air-dodecane interface at a vertical distance from the substrate surface,




tan θ . (5.5)
Here, the width of the upper roller surface, l, is 40.4 mm. The X-ray beam then propagates
through dodecane which attenuates the beam before being reflected at the substrate-dodecane
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interface towards the detector. The attenuation is dependant on the path length within the





As the change in angle is less than 2×10−7 degrees when refracted at the air-dodecane interface,
the path length before and after reflection are considered to be equivalent.
At greater θ values the X-ray beam propagates through the PEEK roller, as shown in Fig-
ure 5.15a. This process occurs when hbeam is greater than the roller-substrate gap, hgap. The
X-ray beam will strike the air-PEEK interface at the chamfered edge of the roller at a vertical
distance from the substrate, hPEEK. This can be related to hbeam and an additional height
contribution from the chamfered edge, hedge, as shown in Equation 5.7. In the case of the
experiment presented, the X-ray beam does not strike the roller at the flat surface below the
chamfered edge as this would only occur at θ > 2.72◦.
hPEEK = hbeam + hedge (5.7)
As shown in Figure 5.15b, hedge, can be calculated as hedge = c1 sin θair, where c1 is the longest
side of the triangle formed with sides a1 and b1. The law of cosines can be used to calculate c1
using a1, b1 and α1, which are given as:
a1 = tan (45
◦)× (hbeam − hgap) ,
α1 = 45
◦ − sin θair ,





Following the determination of hPEEK the path length of the incident beam within the PEEK,





Here, sin θPEEK is the angle adopted upon refraction at the air-PEEK interface which can be
calculated through Snell’s law. Similarly, the angle adopted upon refraction at the PEEK-
dodecane interface, sin θdod, can be calculated via the same principle. The refracted angle θdod
is the final angle at which the beam will impinge on the surface. The total path length in






Figure 5.15: a) The X-ray beam propagates through PEEK and dodecane before and after
reflection at the substrate. The non-dashed ray shows the approximate beam path. b) Zoomed-
in perspective of the chamfered edge, where hedge and the length c1 are depicted. c) The path
lengths Pin-PEEK and Pdod can be calculated with θPEEK and θdod. d) Distances used to calculate
the path length of the X-ray beam in PEEK after reflection.
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The path length through the PEEK after reflection can be calculated by considering the hori-
zontal lengths from the flat upper surface of the roller as shown in Figure 5.15d. The horizontal
length lout-PEEK is calculated as










and hchamf = tan θPEEK × lchamf . The term lchamf is given by lchamf =
√
c21 − h2edge. Finally





The small remaining path length in the chamfer of the roller, Pout-chamf-PEEK, can be calculated
using the law of cosines using the variables a2, b2 and α2 that are given as:
a2 = tan (45
◦)×
√
P 2out-f-PEEK − l2out-PEEK ,
α2 = 45
◦ − sin θPEEK ,





The total path length in dodecane and PEEK is then given by the sum of Pin-PEEK, Pdod,
Pout-f-PEEK and Pout-chamf-PEEK.
Determination of the X-ray attenuation scale factor
The incident beam has a Gaussian distribution, G (x), with a full width at half maximum
amplitude of 100 µm. In this work, the full width of the beam has been estimated to be ± 3
standard deviations, σ. At θ ≤ 0.240◦, Q ≤ 0.106 Å−1, the footprint of the beam is greater
than the length of the substrate, ls, at 55 mm. Therefore, the width of the beam that falls on
the substrate is given by xw = sin θ × ls/2. At these low angles, all of the beam that falls on
the substrate propagates through the dodecane meniscus, as depicted in Figure 5.16. The path
length within the dodecane meniscus is given by Equation 5.3 and is equal for all distances
from the center of the beam that fall onto the substrate. The total intensity of the beam that
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Figure 5.16: Schematic of the X-ray beam footprint on the substrate at θ = 0.092◦. The width
of the beam that falls on the substrate is approximately ± 1 σ from the beam center. Not
drawn to scale.




G (x) dx . (5.16)
The data reduction carried out in DAWN corrected for the footprint effect, and hence Is can
be normalised by itself to obtain a footprint corrected normalised intensity, In. The total
transmitted intensity, Itot, is then given by
Itot = Ine
−µdodPdod , (5.17)
where µdod is the X-ray attenuation coefficient in dodecane. As the data reduction also nor-
malised the whole reflectivity profile to the first reflectivity data point (an approximation to
scale the reflectivity to unity), the relative footprint-corrected transmission is calculated by
dividing Itot at each Q value by Itot at Q = 0.041 Å
−1. While Figure 5.16 shows a dry area
either side of the dodecane meniscus, in reality these areas are coated in dodecane but are not
contained within the meniscus. As an approximation, it is assumed that no attenuation via
dodecane occurs outside of the meniscus. It is further assumed that any reflection in this area
is equivalent to the reflection in the meniscus. The full width of the beam falls within the
meniscus at θ ≥ 0.362◦.
In the range 0.242◦ ≤ θ ≤ 0.566◦, 0.107 ≤ Q ≤ 0.250 Å−1, the outer portion of the beam that
hits the substrate propagates through the PEEK roller either before or after reflection while
the central portion of the beam propagates purely through dodecane. The path length adopted
by the beam that propagates purely through dodecane is given by Equation 5.3. For the outer
portion of the beam, the path lengths in PEEK and dodecane are a function of the distance
from the centre of the beam and are also a function of the scattering angle. The beam width at
which X-rays begin to propagate through PEEK instead of dodecane, xPEEK, can be calculated
for each θ as xPEEK = cos θ (hgap − hbeam). For a given angle, the path lengths in PEEK
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Figure 5.17: Schematic of the X-ray beam footprint on the substrate at θ = 0.242◦. The width
of the beam that falls on the substrate is approximately ± 2.7 σ from the beam center. When
θ > 0.262◦ the full width of the beam falls on the substrate. Not drawn to scale.
and dodecane were approximated by splitting the distance between xw and xPEEK in to 10000
individual points. For each individual point the path length in both materials was calculated,
and then the attenuation coefficient for each point was calculated. The same methodology
can be applied to the part of the beam that propagates through dodecane before propagating
through PEEK. The attenuation coefficients for every part of the Gaussian beam were then
used to modulate the beam profile that hits the substrate. Finally, the relative footprint-
corrected transmission can be calculated by integrating the modulated Gaussian profiles and
then following the normalisations outlined above.
In the range 0.568◦ ≤ θ ≤ 0.928◦, 0.251 ≤ Q ≤ 0.410 Å−1, the central part of the beam
passes through the PEEK roller and then through dodecane before reflection at the substrate
as shown in Figure 5.18. Following reflection, the beam then propagates back through dodecane
and PEEK towards the detector. This portion of the beam is small at θ = 0.568◦ and is almost
all of the Gaussian beam by θ = 0.928◦. The outer portion of the beam propagates through
the PEEK roller either before or after reflection. The total intensity in this range is given in
the same way in the range 0.242◦ ≤ θ ≤ 0.566◦.
Finally, in the range 0.932◦ ≤ θ ≤ 1.140◦, 0.412 ≤ Q ≤ 0.504 Å−1, all of the beam propagates
through the PEEK roller and dodecane before and after reflection. The total intensity in this
range is then the attenuated normalised intensity following this path. Figure 5.19a shows the
transmission scale factor calculated as a function of Q, where it is approximately unity at low
Q due to the normalisations discussed above. At higher Q, the scale factor decreases as a larger
fraction of the beam propagates through the PEEK roller. The gradient of the transmission
scale factor becomes less negative at Q ∼ 0.35 Å−1. This is because the gradient of the average
path length in PEEK, as followed by the portion of the beam that propagates through PEEK
and dodecane before and after reflection, decreases as a function of Q as shown in Figure 5.19b.
The modelled reflection in GenX was multiplied by the scale factor at each point in Q in order
to account for the attenuation.
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Figure 5.18: Schematic of the X-ray beam footprint on the substrate at θ = 0.568◦. The width
of the beam that falls on the meniscus of the substrate is now ± 3 σ. Not drawn to scale.
Figure 5.19: a) The transmission scale factor calculated for each Q point in the XRR data for
the 20 mM GMO-dodecane system at 3.0×103 s−1. b) The average path length in PEEK of the
portion of the beam that propagates through PEEK and dodecane before and after reflection
as a function of Q.
Reflection at the PEEK-dodecane interface for the incident and reflected beam has also been
considered. In the limiting case of a perfectly flat interface, the maximum reflection is estimated
to be 2 × 10−5. Therefore, to a reasonable approximation, the reflection from the PEEK-
dodecane interface can be treated as negligible. It should be noted that the roller’s roughness
will reduce the transmitted intensity in the specular direction and increase the off-specular
intensity, which was not accounted for here.
5.3.1 Fitting the data
It was necessary to include a θ-offset in the model to provide an adequate fit to the data collected
under shear with the 20 mM GMO-dodecane system. The best fit achieved without the θ-offset
is shown in Figure 5.20a, where the critical edge is not modelled satisfactorily. By inspecting
the alignment scans conducted before the reflection measurements, as shown in Figure 5.20b, it
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Figure 5.20: a) The best fit to the XRR collected with the 20 mM GMO-dodecane solution at
3.0× 10−3 s−1 without including a θ-offset. The inset shows the reflectivity around the critical
edge. b) Alignment scans for the sample angle which defines the θ-offset. These scans were
conducted statically before the reflection measurements were taken. For the air scan, the roller
was not near to the surface, while for the scan before the GMO-dodecane system, the roller
was positioned 200 µm from the substrate surface.
is possible to justify the use of the θ-offset parameter. The alignment scans were recorded while
rocking the sample along the path of the beam to find the angle at which the sample lay flat
with respect to the beam. Ideally the scan should result in a sharp symmetric peak as seen in
the scan conducted before the reflection measurement in air. The center of the peak can then
be chosen as the sample angle to use in the reflection measurements. However, in the case of the
alignment scan before the measurement with the entrained GMO-dodecane solution, a poorly
defined peak was found. As the peak and peak maximum are asymmetric about the centre
of the scan, the center-of-mass of the peak is likely to be at a negative angle relative to the
original angle before the start of the scan procedure. It is suggested that the center-of-mass is
approximately −0.01◦ from the angle at the center of the scan. However, the sample angle used
in the reflection experiment with the GMO-dodecane solution was the central angle covered in
the scan. Therefore, the calculated θ value for each angle is most likely to be an overestimate
of the true angle, and hence by including the θ-offset parameter the overestimated angle can
be accounted for.
With the θ-offset parameter included and the transmission scale factor applied, the data were fit.
The best fit is shown in Figure 5.21a and the resultant median βX-ray profile for both contrasts
is shown in Figure 5.21b. The inferred parameter distributions are shown in Table 5.4. It
was found that the θ-offset was −9+3−2 × 10−3 degrees, suggesting that the Q values in the
dodecane-GMO system are expected to be overestimates by approximately 4+1−1 × 10−3 Å−1.
The distribution of the adsorbed GMO thickness is broader, with a lower median value, com-
pared to the GMO thickness inferred from the NR analysis at 7.0× 102 s−1. It is expected that
the poor βX-ray contrast between the solvent and the GMO leads to the wide range of GMO
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Figure 5.21: a) The best fit to the XRR data collected from an iron-coated silicon substrate
in air and with a 20 mM GMO dodecane-h26 solution entrained against the substrate at 3.0 ×
103 s−1. The data collected with the entrained solution has been offset by 10−1 in the vertical
axis. The solid lines show the fits to the data. Error bars have been removed for clarity. b)
The βX-ray profile across the interface, constructed using the median parameter values.
Table 5.4: XRR fitted parameter values for the iron-coated silicon substrate in air and with a
20 mM GMO solution entrained against the substrate at 3.0× 103 s−1. The central parameter
values are the median values obtained from the bootstrap routine, with the 95 % confidence
intervals reported in the sub- and superscripts. Those values without uncertainties were held






























thicknesses that are consistent with the data. This is shown particularly well by Figure 5.21b,
where the GMO layer is unresolvable from the iron oxide-dodecane interface. As a result, a
comparison of the GMO structure at 7.0× 102 s−1 and 3.0× 103 s−1 is not appropriate, aside
from noting that the fitted thickness of GMO at 7.0 × 102 s−1 falls within the range deter-
mined at 3.0 × 103 s−1. Nevertheless, the reasonable fit shows that XRR data collected from
an interface under shear with the tribometer can be interpreted.
5.4 Conclusion
The neutron reflectivity from the tribometer can be interpreted by modelling the data with a
split interface, enabling the separation of the sheared and non-sheared portions of the interface.
The latter is of less interest than the sheared part of the interface, and hence, gives rise to
a signal that would be ideally minimised. Additionally, when the attenuation coefficient of
the solvent is low, the reflectivity from the non-sheared portion of the interface is comprised
of reflectivity arising from both the immediate substrate-dodecane interface and the distant
dodecane-air interface. The latter signal is also of little interest when considering the structure
of interfacial layers under shear, and furthermore, adds significant complexity to the model.
It was shown that if the solvent βn matches that of air, the additional reflectivity from the
dodecane-air interface is negligible; this simplifies the model somewhat, but leads to the re-
quirement of deuterated surfactant to provide the contrast necessary to infer the structure of
the interfacial layer. It may be possible to retain some contrast between solvent and adsorbate
by using solvent with specific a H/D content so that the attenuation coefficient is large enough
to reduce the secondary reflectivity contribution. For example, it is estimated that if µ is ∼
5 × 10−8 Å for a 100 µm layer with 3 Å roughness, the fringe minimum at Q ∼ 0.04 Å−1 will
approximately match the fringe minimum arising without the R2 contribution. At Q ∼ 0.04
Å−1 when θ = 0.7◦, λ = 3.8 Å so that the volumetric ratio required to achieve these attenua-
tion coefficients would be similar to the 29:71 dodecane-d26:dodecane-h26 contrast as shown in
Figure 5.4b. However, with a high H content, the contrast between the interfacial layer and
the solvent will be poor, leading to less extractable information about the interfacial layer. In
this regard, using deuterated base oils that are more viscous than dodecane may assist in the
reduction of the secondary reflectivity. A balance may then be struck between the thickness of
the wetting layer, which is thought to be vary with viscosity, the attenuation coefficient, and
the contrast between the solvent and interfacial layer. Base oils with high purities have to be
used to ensure only the additive of choice adsorbs at the interface; synthetic base oils can be
produced with greater purity than standard mineral base oils, although supply of deuterated
base oil becomes an issue.
The effect of shear on the structure of the adsorbed GMO film was found to be unresolvable
at 7.0 × 102 s−1 when comparing the uncertainty with respect to both GMO adsorbed in the
non-sheared portion of the interface, and the GMO films formed under static conditions. The
large distribution of GMO thickness values under shear that are consistent with the reflectivity
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arise from the lower sensitivity to the sheared portion of the interface than compared to the
non-sheared portion. The sensitivity to the sheared interface could be improved by restricting
the beam footprint to fall only within the meniscus region. This would have the additional
benefit of simplifying the model. However, the time required to achieve satisfactory counting
error would increase significantly. It would also be possible to increase the size of the meniscus
by using a roller with a greater radius, although it is estimated that in order to double the
meniscus width, a roller with approximately four times the radius is required. This has the
drawback of requiring larger quantities of expensive deuterated material.
Unlike the NR methodology with the tribometer, the whole XRR profile arises from the sheared
interface due to the small footprint of the X-ray beam. This is a particularly attractive aspect
of XRR, and coupled with the cheaper solvent requirements, it is suggested that XRR would
be a very powerful technique for the in-situ investigation of surface active inorganic friction
modifiers and anti-wear additives under shear. Compounds such as these contain electron-rich
elements which would lead to greater contrast with the solvent than that between GMO and
dodecane. It is suggested that the tribometer could reach greater shear rates and applied loads
if the geometry was inverted, so that the substrate lay under the roller. This way, sample
solutions would saturate the whole interface, reducing opportunity for lubrication starvation in
the contact when attempting to load the surface lightly. Special care would have to be taken
to ensure the meniscus of the dodecane does not attenuate the beam either through reflection




Final conclusions and future work
6.1 Final conclusions
The adsorption and film structure of GMO at the iron oxide-dodecane interface under static
and sheared environments has been the main focus of this thesis. Under static conditions this
has been achieved through the use of depletion isotherms and NR. The depletion isotherms
showed that GMO adsorbs weakly via physisorption at the iron oxide-dodecane interface. Ad-
ditionally, the adsorption appears to follow the Langmuir isotherm, indicating the formation of
a monolayer. In agreement with the suggestion of a monolayer, NR showed that the adsorbed
film of GMO was ∼ 17–19 Å, which is thinner than the full length of one GMO molecule.
NR also showed that GMO could be easily washed off the interface with additional solvent,
further supporting the suggestion of physisorption of GMO at the iron oxide-dodecane inter-
face. The NR data collected with the solutions of GMO in dodecane were compared to the
simulated reflectivity of the GMO film structure adsorbed at the iron oxide-dodecane inter-
face as calculated through MD simulation. The likeness of the simulated and experimental
reflectivity suggest that the NR data are not only consistent with a monolayer but appear to
be consistent with a monolayer-like film that contains a degree of aggregation between GMO
molecules. It is suggested that through depletion isotherms and NR alone, it would be difficult
to resolve the difference between a monolayer of monomers and a monolayer of aggregates, such
as hemi-micelles.
Prior to the adsorption of GMO, NR showed the presence of an interfacial layer with thicknesses
between 8–16 Å; this is thought to be comprised of adsorbed gas molecules that are present at
the interface prior to the introduction of non-polar liquids against the substrate. If this layer is
adsorbed gas, it is likely that it is present within all systems bar those under ultra-high vacuum
conditions. It is also possible that this adsorbed material remains at the interface as OFMs are
adsorbed, which is a prospect that does not appear to feature in the conventional OFM mecha-
nism. It is suggested that adsorbed gas could screen OFMs from the hydrophilic functionalities
of the engine surface, reducing the interaction strength between OFM and interface.
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The addition of water to solutions of GMO in dodecane leads to the co-adsorption of GMO and
water at the iron oxide-dodecane interface. At 25 ◦C, nested sampling suggested a combined
layer of water and GMO was more appropriate to model the data than a water-rich region
adsorbed directly at the iron oxide surface, with a GMO-rich region held on the outer of the
interface. Water adsorbed at the interface but not directly at the iron oxide surface suggests
that it is contained within the hydrophilic region of a GMO-water agglomerate within the
monolayer-like film. In contrast to the singular combined layer at 25 ◦C, nested sampling
suggested that the reflectivity collected at 60 ◦C should be modelled with separate water-rich
and GMO-rich regions. The implications of this rearrangement on the adsorption of GMO and
friction modification are not clear. However, in comparison to the dry system, it is thought
that the systems containing water will exhibit different adsorption strengths of GMO, and will
potentially interact with solvent and films on opposing surfaces differently.
The in-situ characterisation of the GMO film structure at the iron oxide-dodecane interface
under shear was conducted with the tribometer and either NR or XRR. Special considerations
were required to model datasets from both techniques. When using dodecane-d26 with NR,
the data were modelled as the composite reflectivity from a sheared and non-sheared portion
of the interface, with an additional reflectivity contribution from the dodecane-air interface in
the non-sheared portion. Splitting the interface requires the width of the meniscus above the
roller to be measured, and modelling the additional reflectivity requires the neutron attenuation
coefficient of the solvent used. As shown, it is possible to remove the additional reflection from
the dodecane-air interface by using a solvent with a βn close to 0 Å
−2. However, this reduces
the contrast between the solvent and hydrogenated adsorbate. Therefore, it would be necessary
to use deuterated surfactant. It is also possible that the additional reflectivity is removed when
the dodecane-air interface is roughened, which is thought to occur at greater angular velocities
of the roller. This opens up the opportunity for the analysis of data collected at higher shear
rates, although further work is required to confirm this.
The effect of applied shear at 7.0 × 102 s−1 on the structure of GMO adsorbed at the iron
oxide-dodecane interface was not resolvable from either the structure of GMO formed under
non-sheared portion of the interface nor the GMO structure formed under static conditions.
While it is possible that the shear rate was not great enough to induce a change in the GMO
film, the sensitivity to the sheared portion of the interface is roughly half that to the non-sheared
portion of the interface. By increasing the area of the footprint under shear, it is thought that
the technique will be able to resolve finer detail on the adsorbate structure under shear. Due
to the lack of contrast between the dodecane and GMO when scattering with X-rays, the effect
of shear on the GMO film structure was also not resolvable in the XRR experiments. However,





The current state of the tribometer limits the type of lubrication that can be studied with in-
situ NR or XRR to the hydrodynamic regime. This is due to the rapid wear of the substrates
under applied load, which is thought to arise from both the oscillatory movement of the roller
and the uneven actuator motion when bringing the roller into contact with the substrate. While
the tribometer can be successfully used in non-contact mode, the shear rate that can be applied
without causing damage to the substrate is limited to ∼ 3.8 × 103 s−1. Therefore, there is a
large scope for improving the capabilities of the tribometer. Due to high rates of wear in the
boundary lubrication regime, the tribometer coupled with reflectometry may not be suitable
for studying friction modifiers under such conditions. However, the exploration of the interface
under harsher conditions, such as within the elastohydrodynamic regime, is thought to be
achievable due to the micron sized oil films that typically separate loaded, sliding surfaces,
minimising wear. In this regime it can be expected that higher shear rates, on the order of
104–105 s−1 are achievable.
As stated above, one of the main goals would be to improve the maximum achievable shear
rate at which the substrate remains undamaged. The maximum shear rate was estimated by
taking the greatest surface velocity, 7.2×10−1 m s−1, where the entrained oil on the roller is not
sprayed by roller’s angular velocity and a calibrated gap of 190 µm, which is just greater than
twice the oscillation amplitude of 91 µm. An initial step towards this goal could be taken by
minimising the oscillation in the roller axis. This could be achieved by replacing the bearings
and bearing housings with those designed for finer rotational tolerances. Care over the selection
of bearings would be necessary as those that have finer tolerances may not be suitable for using
with applied loads. Additionally, moving the motor to be directly in-line with the roller shaft
would remove forces, applied by the belt-drive, that pull on the bearings.
A friction measuring capability was not installed on the tribometer as the contact was limited to
hydrodynamic lubrication, where the friction is dictated by the oil viscosity and is insensitive
to the surface structure of the OFM. The least intrusive way of installing such a capability
is thought to be through measuring the power delivered to the motor to drive the roller at
set angular velocities. The power at the motor can be measured by installing a current and
voltmeter in series before the motor. It would be possible to calibrate the power required to
rotate the roller at a set angular velocity when not in contact, and then equate any angular
velocity differential when in contact to a frictional torque. If installed with the belt drive it is
expected that this would display significant noise due to the imperfect drive afforded by the
belt. Therefore, it may prove beneficial to install the motor in-line with the roller to directly
drive the shaft. This set up would require a tachometer to measure the angular velocity of the
roller during use. Unfortunately, this geometry would not be suitable for in-situ XRR as the
motor would sit directly in the incident beam path.
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The horizontal velocity of the roller is slower than the surface velocity of the roller, limiting
the accessible SRR of the tribometer to be between 1.95–2. This is an important factor for
friction arising in the elastohydrodynamic regime, and hence, broadening the accessible range
of SRRs would lead to a greater capability. Furthermore, increasing the maximum horizontal
velocity would increase the applied shear rate. For a simple improvement, it may be possible to
increase the pitch of the threaded screw that the assembly plate is pulled along by the motor.
This would likely only offer a small increase in horizontal velocity; therefore, a redesign of how
the tribometer assembly plates would be needed to significantly increase the velocity.
By using more viscous base oils as the solvent, it is thought that greater hydrodynamic pressures
would be generated within the meniscus region. These greater pressures should be able to
support applied loads, enabling the conditions found within operating engines to be more closely
matched while improving the shear rate. Therefore, the exploration of the lubrication and wear
with more viscous oils is required to find the critical oil properties at which loaded lubrication
is supported. Similarly, inverting the geometry of the tribometer so that the substrate is held
underneath the roller may reduce any potential effects of lubricant starvation. As the neutron
reflectometers used in this work both have supermirrors, it should be possible to set up the
instruments to reflect down from the iron oxide-dodecane interface. Similarly for XRR, the
detector can be positioned so that the reflection is measured in the upward geometry.
6.2.2 Adsorption of GMO at the iron oxide-interface under static
conditions
This section considers the future work for exploring the adsorption of GMO at the iron oxide-
dodecane interface under static conditions. A number of techniques are considered that could
bolster the findings within this thesis, and suggestions for future experiments are considered to
broaden the understanding of GMO, and more generally, OFM adsorption. Of specific interest
are experiments conducted under higher temperatures, which are relevant to the conditions seen
within operating car engines, where the temperatures are often greater than 80 ◦C within the
sump; even greater temperatures can be expected within the tribological contacts of the engine
due to frictional heating. Further to the experiments conducted with water, the adsorption of
GMO in the presence of other molecules such as other OFMs, dispersants and detergents, is of
interest.
One of the simplest suggestions would be to widen the depletion isotherm study with more
data points at low equilibrium concentrations of GMO. In doing so, a larger proportion of the
isotherm would be probed and the uncertainty in the equilibrium constants potentially reduced,
enabling a more accurate determination of the thermodynamic parameters of adsorption. De-
tection of lower bulk concentrations could be achieved by designing a transmission cell with a
wider path length; as the path length used here was 1 mm, it would be feasible to increase the
limit of quantification by a factor of 10 by increasing the path length to 10 mm. Furthermore,
conducting isotherms at temperatures ≥ 80 ◦C would not only provide more data points for
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the Van’t Hoff analysis, but would enable the determination of the surface excess of GMO at
temperatures more applicable to an operating engine environment. Depletion isotherms could
also be used in the study of the co-adsorption of GMO in the presence of other molecules if
the quantification technique can detect GMO separately from other additives. If FTIR is not
suitable for this task, another technique that has been proven to detect bulk concentrations
down to 1 mM is 1H NMR spectroscopy.229 Like FTIR, 1H NMR can detect differing function-
alities of molecules, but is also insensitive to deuterium so that the influence of water on the
adsorption behaviour could be further studied by substituting H2O for D2O. Information on
the GMO surface excess in the presence of water can be used to ensure the MD simulations are
physically consistent.
As demonstrated, NR can be used to study the co-adsorption of GMO and water. The use of
contrast can be used with other molecules, provided the co-adsorbate can be deuterated and
purified as this is non-trivial for GMO. Nested sampling may then be used to infer the most
likely structure for the interfacial film. If contrast between GMO and the other additive is not
possible, NR can still provide information regarding the film thickness of the interfacial layer.
NR or polarised NR could be further used to study the adsorption behaviour of GMO at higher
temperatures as the glycol heater baths that provide the thermal energy to the solid-liquid cells
can facilitate temperatures in excess of 100 ◦C. Preliminary tests of the substrates’ resistance to
greater temperatures would have to be conducted to ensure the substrates remained the same
over the course of the experiment. It was suggested that adsorbed GMO exhibits desorption
hysteresis as the temperature is increased from 25 to 60 ◦C as indicated by the NR data. Whilst
a conclusive finding could not be reached with the data presented alone, further NR experiments
where the interface is only exposed to GMO at 60 ◦C may confirm if hysteresis occurs. In this
respect, an additional technique that may be able to detect the possible melting of the GMO
layer is differential scanning calorimetry. This technique has been used extensively in the study
of the melting behaviour of physisorbed alkane monolayers at graphite surfaces. Additionally,
quartz crystal microbalance with dissipation measurement (QCM-D) could be used to study
the desorption of GMO from iron oxide or steel surfaces with temperature swings. Beyond
desorption behaviour, QCM-D could also provide information on the adsorption kinetics, surface
excess and film thickness of GMO at iron oxide or steel surfaces over a wide temperature range.
As indicated by MD simulations, it is possible the self-assembled film of GMO displays some
reverse micellar structure. If aggregates are present at the interface, one technique that could
be used to detect their presence is grazing-incidence small angle neutron scattering (GISANS).
This is an elastic scattering technique that is similar to SANS but a reflection geometry is used
to ensure the path length within the thin interfacial film is maximised, enabling detectable
scatter from a small sample volume. Analysis of the data is rather complicated compared to
NR or SANS, and requires the consideration of the aggregate form and structure factors for
the probed interfacial film, and the structure of the underlying substrate.230 A complimentary
real-space image of GMO adsorbed at the iron oxide-dodecane interface could be achieved using
in-situ AFM as used previously to study OFMs adsorbed at mica-hydrocarbon interfaces.78,207
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Here, a cantilever with an attached atomically sharp tip is submerged in solvent and probes
the interface through direct contact. As the tip traverses across the surface, any fluctuations in
the height of the surface are recorded via the reflection of a laser off the cantilever and into a
position sensitive detector. Similarly, the viscoelasticity of the film can be probed in a so-called
phase image of the film. It is possible that either of these images could highlight the presence
of aggregates, where either the height or phase images can detect in-plane structure at the
interface. This approach has used before to study the structure of aggregates at solid-liquid
interfaces.231,232
6.2.3 Adsorption of GMO at the iron oxide-interface under shear
While the reflectivity collected with the tribometer can be fit successfully with the split interface
model, a comparison of Bayes factors was not conducted. Comparison of the model evidences
for those that take into account the split interface compared to those that do not may assist in
determining if the modelled data presented herein have been over parametrised. Furthermore,
if a model that does not take into account the split interface is more suitable than those that do,
this indicates that either the tribometer does not provide enough sheared interface for changes
with shear to be detected, or that the shear rate applied was not great enough to alter the
structure of GMO. For the dodecane-d26 contrasts, this work will require custom python code
to be written which includes reflection over multiple interfaces within the calculation. It is
suggested that nested sampling should be used to appropriately model the data collected with
the tribometer.
Comparisons between the reflectivity from the tribometer with reflectivity from other sample
environments that can facilitate the application of shear, such as Poiseuille shear cells, may
provide further useful comparisons when it comes to inferring changes to the structure of
adsorbed materials. Beyond NR, other techniques that could be used to detect the in-situ
surface excess of GMO and film thickness whilst under shear, such as QCM-D, could affirm
the parameter values inferred through NR. Flow cells are commercially available for QCM-D
instruments, where continual flow over the sensor can be achieved with a peristaltic pump.
Calibration of the flow rates through the cell, and potentially some modification to the flow
cell, would be required to match the achievable shear rates with the tribometer.
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Appendix A
Nested sampling priors and initial
values
Throughout the presented work, all priors used were uniform with no varying probability across
the bounded region. The initial parameter value is given as the central value, while the upper,
↑, and lower, ↓, bounds of the priors are specified by the superscript and subscript values
respectively. For all the models listed here except the example problem, the intensity scale





Table A1: Initial parameter values and priors used in the nested sampling of the simulated data
of two interfacial layers on an iron-coated silicon substrate. The surfactant layers are specified
by the total of number of surfactant layers in the superscript number and the position of the
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Table A2: The initial parameter values and priors used in the nested sampling of the iron-
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↓5.00 - - - -
dod-h26 −0.46 - - - -
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Table A3: Initial parameter values and priors used in the nested sampling of the data collected
with the iron-coated silicon substrate against the three contrast systems of dodecane-d26/D2O,
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↓5.00 - - - -
dod-h26 −0.46 - - - -
Table A4: Initial parameter values and priors used in the nested sampling of the data collected
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↓5.00 - - -
D2O 6.4
↑6.4
↓5.0 - - -
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Table A5: Complete description of the initial parameter values and priors used in the nested
sampling of the iron-coated silicon substrate against solutions of GMO in dodecane (20 mM)
at 25 and 60 ◦C. The βn of dodecane-h26 is listed twice, where
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↓5.00 - - - -
dod-h26
−0.46∗
- - - -
−0.44†
Table A6: Complete description of the initial parameter values and priors used in the nested
sampling of the iron-coated silicon substrate against solutions of GMO in dodecane (0.5 mM)
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↓5.00 - - - -
dod-h26 −0.46∗ - - - -
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Table A7: Complete description of the initial parameter values and priors used in the nested
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↓5.00 - - - -
dod-h26 −0.46 - - - -
Table A8: Complete description of the initial parameter values and priors used in the nested
sampling of the iron-coated silicon substrate against solutions of the GMO-water-dodecane
systems at 25 and 60 ◦C. The combined GMO-water layers had the same priors and initial
values, and hence, are not listed individually. The layer labelled with ? represents the mixed
GMO-water layer for the systems where there are two interfacial layers, whereas • represents
the GMO-water layer for the system with one layer. The βn of dodecane-h26 is listed twice,
where ∗ and † relate to βn at 25 and 60
◦C respectively. Two separate βns were modelled for
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Table C1: The best fit parameter values for the ACdod contrasts collected at 7.0× 102 s−1 and
3.6 × 103 s−1. The intensity scale factors are 0.90 and 0.88 for the data collected at 7.0 × 102










Si 2.07 - ∞ 3
SiO2 3.47 - 14.3 3.0
Fe 8.02 4.63 188 7.0
FeOx 6.31 0.29 32.6 2.2
Adv 0.87 - 20.0 7.0
ACdod 0.00 - - -
Table C2: The best fit parameter values for the ACdod contrasts collected at 7.0× 102 s−1 and
3.6× 103 s−1 with the tribometer and d-Yubase-4. The intensity scale factors are 0.88 and 0.77
for the data collected at 7.0 × 102 s−1 and 3.6 × 103 s−1 respectively. The background values










Si 2.07 - ∞ 3
SiO2 3.47 - 18.7 5.0
Fe 8.02 4.58 188 6.2
FeOx 6.80 0.00 31.6 7.5
Adv 1.00 - 21.1 7.0
d-Yubase-4 4.85 - - -
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